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ABSTRACT 

Adaptive optics using natural guide stars can produce images of amazing quality, but is 

limited to a small fraction of the sky due to the need for a relatively bright guidestar.  

Adaptive optics systems using a laser generated artifical reference can be used over a 

majority of the sky, but these systems have some attendant problems.  These problems 

can be reduced by increasing the altitude of the laser return, and indeed a simple, single 

laser source focused at an altitude of 95 km on a layer of atmospheric sodium performs 

well for the current generation of 8-10 m telescopes.  For future giant telescopes in the 

20-30 m class, however, the errors due to incorrect atmospheric sampling and spot 

elongation will prohibit such a simple system from working.   

The system presented in this dissertation provides a solution to these problems.  Not only 

does it provide the 6.5m MMT with a relatively inexpensive laser guide star system with 

unique capabilities, it allows research into solving many of the problems faced by laser 

guide star systems on future giant telescopes. 

The MMT laser guidestar system projects a constellation of five doubled Nd:YAG laser 

beams focused at a mean height of 25 km, with a dynamic refocus system that corrects 

for spot elongation and allows integrating the return from a 10 km long range gate.  It has 

produced seeing limited spot sizes in ~1 arcsecond seeing conditions, and has enabled the 

first on-sky results of Ground Layer Adaptive Optics (GLAO). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

While natural guidestar (NGS) adaptive optic (AO) systems have proven themselves 

capable of producing substantially corrected images from ground-based telescopes in the 

near infrared (> 1.6 µm), they have certain problems that limit their effectiveness.  The 

combination of requiring a relatively bright guide star and a narrow corrected field of 

view results in extremely limited sky coverage.    

One solution to this problem is to replace the natural guidestar with an artificial one 

created by a laser.  A laser guidestar (LGS) system has its own set of problems, the most 

serious of which come from the fundamental differences between using a laser as a 

reference source and a natural star.  Due to the star’s large distance, light from it is 

effectively a plane wave and passes through a cylindrical region of the atmosphere on its 

journey to the telescope aperture.  A laser guidestar based on resonant sodium scattering 

in the mesosphere is at approximately 90 km altitude1, while laser guidestars based on 

Rayleigh scattering are below 30 km2.  As a result, light from it samples a conical portion 

of the atmosphere.  This causes the measurement from the laser to be different than that 

from a natural star, which introduces errors and degrades the correction capabilities of the 

LGS system.  Additionally, a laser is a resolved, extended source as opposed to the 

unresolved point source of a star.  At the edge of the telescope mirror the laser beam is 

seen off-axis and appears as a line source. This introduces additional errors in the LGS 

system.   
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Laser guidestar systems based on resonant sodium scattering in the mesosphere at an 

altitude of 90-100 km work reasonably well on the current class of 8-10 m telescopes3.  

Its high altitude reduces its cone effect to a tolerable level and the combination of its high 

altitude and the telescope primary mirror size limits the length of the elongated spot as 

seen from the edge of the telescope pupil.  The other major problem with this type of 

LGS system is that the laser required is very difficult and expensive to build and operate 

due to the strict requirements on output wavelength and format. 

An alternative approach is to use the Rayleigh backscatter from a laser focused much 

lower in the atmosphere.  This enables the use of a relatively cheap, reliable laser but 

exacerbates other problems.  Due to the lower altitude, the sampling errors due to the 

cone effect are much larger.  Range gating must be used to limit the size of the column as 

seen by the detector, but this can waste much of the laser return.  Besides the MMT 

system described here, there are very few Rayleigh systems in the world, with none 

producing science and only one first light expected soon4. 

A Rayleigh beacon system on the 6.5 m MMT experiences many of the same problems 

that a sodium beacon system on a future 20-30 m telescope will encounter.  Due to the 

large size of the pupil on a 30 m telescope, even a high altitude sodium beacon will 

produce large errors due to the conical sampling of the atmosphere.  The observed effect 

is very similar in magnitude to that produced by a low altitude Rayleigh beacon on a 6.5 

m telescope.  Additionally, at the edge of a 20-30 m pupil the angle at which the sodium-

line laser beacon is viewed is great enough to cause serious problems due to spot 
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elongation.  This is very similar to the effect of extending the range gate of a Rayleigh 

beacon system to collect more laser return. 

The Rayleigh beacon system designed and built for the MMT addresses these issues.  It is 

a multiple beacon system to allow proper pupil sampling even in the presence of a 

conical sampling error.  A dynamic refocus system is used to keep the laser pulse in sharp 

focus over an extended range gate.  This allows more laser return to be collected by the 

wavefront sensor while the extended return column mimics the problems of finite sodium 

layer thickness for a 30 m class telescope.   

By building and testing the MMT Rayleigh laser system, many of the problems 

associated with using sodium-line beacons on 30 m class telescopes can be explored 

today on a fielded system. 

Additionally, the multiple beacon geometry offers a choice of different operating modes.  

One is a ground layer AO (GLAO) correction mode, which produces a significant 

improvement in the image size over a large field but does not correct to the diffraction 

limit.  This is not possible with an NGS system except for a very few special targets.  The 

other operating mode is a laser tomographic AO (LTAO) mode, where the lasers are used 

to create a three dimensional model of the atmosphere.  This allows a correction to be 

computed along the line of sight to the science object.  This mode does reach the 

diffraction limit over a narrow field, and removes the requirement for a bright natural star 

very near the science field.  A natural star is still needed for tip/tilt correction, but as it is 

only used for tip/tilt it can be much fainter than if it was used for a high-order 

measurement.  The three dimensional atmospheric information produced in the LTAO 
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mode enables the use of multiple deformable mirrors to increase the diffraction limited 

field of view.  This is called multiconjugate AO, or MCAO. 

Of course, the final benefit of this work is that it provides the MMT with a LGS system 

of significant scientific value. 

1.2 Basic atmospheric turbulence description 

The refractive index of air is dependant upon its temperature, pressure, and water vapor 

content.  As air masses with different properties mix, the refractive index varies across 

the region and so results in a variation of the optical path length.  This optical path length 

variation distorts an incoming plane wave from a distant star as it passes through the 

atmosphere and creates an aberrated image when viewed through a telescope on the 

ground. 

Local variations in pressure equalize at the speed of sound and so do not build enough to 

become a factor in astronomical seeing.  For vertical propagation, water vapor 

fluctuations are small enough that they, too, have little effect on image quality.  This 

leaves temperature fluctuations from turbulent mixing of layers at different temperatures 

as the major source of optical distortion in the atmosphere5. 

Kolmogorov investigated the mechanics of turbulence in a fluid medium, and proposed a 

model that describes the structure of turbulent flow6.  The simple model that he proposed 

has gained wide acceptance as it explains most of the phenomena observed in turbulent 

fluid flows.  His model assumes that energy is added as large scale disturbances in the 

fluid that transfer their energy into smaller and smaller scale structures.  Eventually, the 
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turbulence scale is small enough that the energy is dissipated as heat through molecular 

friction.   

Fried built upon the early work of Kolmogorov and defined the spatial coherence length, 

r0, which has become known as the Fried parameter7.  This can be defined as the diameter 

of an aperture over which the mean square wavefront error is approximately 1 rad2.  Most 

of this error is in tip/tilt with a much smaller amount in higher orders.  If a telescope has 

an aperture comparable to or smaller than r0, the image it produces is mostly affected by 

tip/tilt.  The result is an image that moves around but for a short exposure is close to the 

diffraction limit.  This is very useful in the design of a laser projector of modest aperture.  

If the output aperture is kept close to the expected r0, the image produced by the projector 

will be dominated by tip/tilt.  Since the laser is insensitive to a global tip/tilt of the 

telescope pupil anyway, nothing is lost by either applying a fast correction to the 

projected beam for tip/tilt or simply disregarding the tip/tilt information from the laser. 

1.3 NGS basic system description 

At its most basic level, a NGS AO system is a closed loop servo control system that 

consists of a wavefront sensor, a deformable mirror (DM), and a computer controlled 

feedback loop.  Most NGS systems around the world are built as a self-contained system 

added above the science instrument.  This requires the use of several extra optics to 

image the telescope pupil onto the DM, which results in decreased throughput, higher 

infrared background, and increased system complexity8,9,10.  Figure 1-1 shows a 

schematic of a typical barebones NGS AO system. 
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Figure 1-1.  Typical NGS AO system. 

 

The NGS AO system at the MMT is different in that the telescope secondary mirror is 

used as the DM11.  This results in a system that eliminates the re-imaging optics required 
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instrument and the sky.  Figure 1-2 shows a schematic of the much simpler MMT AO 

system. 

 

Figure 1-2.  MMT AO system. 
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atmosphere at an altitude of 90 km, and one that uses Rayleigh scattering from lower 

parts of the atmosphere, usually from altitudes in a range of 10-20 km.   

Typical sodium beacon systems use a single laser that is projected from either the side of 

the telescope, as at Keck8, or from the center of the telescope behind the secondary as at 

the VLT12. 

The sodium layer has an average thickness of about 10 km, and this is the source of some 

of the problems associated with sodium systems.  Typical sodium systems are not range 

gated, and so photon return is collected from the entire illuminated 10 km column of 

sodium atoms.  Pupil subapertures close to the laser projection axis see this column from 

one end and thus it makes a small spot, but subapertures far from the projection axis see 

an elongated spot.  This introduces excess noise in the wavefront sensor, and is 

particularly pronounced in systems such as Keck where the laser is projected from the 

side of the telescope.   

Additional problems with sodium beacon systems include the cone effect, or focal 

anisoplanatism, resulting from the finite height of the beacon.  Because of this, the light 

from the laser beacon does not sample the atmosphere in the same way as a natural star 

does. 

Rayleigh beacons have been typically focused much lower in the atmosphere, usually at 

some altitude from 10-20 km.  Since the return is not limited to a relatively thin layer like 

sodium beacons are, the Rayleigh beacons must use range gating to only collect the light 

from a short portion of the illuminated column.  The length of this range gate is usually 
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set by telescope depth of field considerations rather than spot elongation due to off-axis 

viewing. 

1.5 Problems with NGS systems 

1.5.1 Narrow FOV / Tilt anisoplanatism 

With a natural guide star system, the star is far enough from the earth that the light 

coming from it is a plane wave.  Therefore, atmospheric sampling is restricted to a 

cylinder of light defined by the telescope pupil.  Light coming from the guide star will 

experience the best correction, as all of the turbulence that it experiences in the 

atmosphere will be sensed by the wavefront sensor and corrected by the adaptive mirror.   

If the science object is not the guidestar but is some distance away from it, the light from 

science object passes through a slightly different portion of the atmosphere than the light 

from the guidestar.  As a result, the errors sensed by the guidestar do not accurately 

represent the errors experienced by the science object.  Figure 1-3 shows this 

diagrammatically.   
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Figure 1-3.  Tilt anisoplanatism resulting from off-axis guidestar. 

 

The above illustration also shows that the amount of off-axis error introduced depends on 
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1.5.2 Need for bright guide star 

To sense the incoming wavefront with a high enough resolution to create a meaningful 

set of corrections with a Shack-Hartmann sensor, the wavefront must be broken up into 

many smaller pieces and the slope of each piece measured several hundred times a 

second.  This requires a certain minimum number of photons to perform the 

measurement, and so there is a minimum brightness required for the guide star.  Currently 

most practical wavefront sensors have some read noise which further increases the guide 

star brightness required.  The need for a relatively bright guide star coupled with the 

narrow field of view due to tilt anisoplanatism results in a very limited sky coverage of 

only a few percent. 

1.6 Problems with LGS systems 

One solution to the need for bright natural guide stars is to create an artificial guide star 

using a laser.  This has the advantage that the laser guide star can be placed close to or on 

top of any science object anywhere in the sky.  There are currently two main approaches 

to using a laser to create an artificial guide star.  One is to use a laser tuned to the D2 

sodium transition and focused on a layer of atmospheric sodium at an altitude of 90 km.  

This atmospheric sodium then resonantly backscatters the laser light, forming a relatively 

small, high altitude source.  For reasons we shall discuss shortly, the high altitude of the 

source is very attractive.  Unfortunately, it is very difficult to build a robust laser system 

that puts out significant power at this wavelength.  The wavelength must be accurately 

locked to the atomic sodium transition, with a very specific linewidth to match the 

doppler velocity broadening of the atmospheric sodium for maximum efficiency.  
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Additionally, the laser must have a circularly polarized output to prevent exciting 

transitions that pump the sodium atoms to an unusable state5.  The most common type of 

laser currently available that operates at the sodium wavelength is a dye laser.  This type 

of laser requires high maintenance and is difficult to push to higher powers.  For 

example, the PARSEC dye laser used at the ESO Very Large Telescope resides in its own 

temperature and humidity controlled class 10000 clean room.  It has a total of nine servo-

controlled systems to ensure stable operation, and is considered low maintenance since its 

goal is to require service only once every week.  It must be operated under a temperature 

and humidity controlled laminar air flow on a vibration isolated 1.8 m x 1.5 m optical 

table12.  Keck Observatory also uses a dye laser of a different design.  More recent 

developments in sodium wavelength laser technology have resulted in sum-frequency 

lasers, which are being implemented at the Gemini Observatory.   

An alternative is to use a system that relies on Rayleigh scattering in the atmosphere.  

The advantage to using this type of system is that this process is not based on a single 

atomic transition, but works with a continuous range of laser wavelengths.  Because of 

this, commercially available lasers can be used.  Because of an existing demand for these 

lasers, there are companies that offer relatively inexpensive, self-contained units that 

require nothing more than a single 110V 20A circuit for power, and will operate for 

thousands of hours before requiring any service.  As we shall see shortly, however, 

careful design is required to overcome the detrimental low-altitude effects of this type of 

system.  
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1.6.1 Focal anisoplanatism 

Focal anisoplanatism is due to the finite height of the laser beacon spot.  Light from the 

science object is, for all practical purposes, collimated as it traverses the atmosphere.  

The return light from the laser beacon is not collimated and so it samples a different 

portion of the atmosphere than the natural star does, as shown in Figure 1-4.   

 

Figure 1-4.  Focal anisoplanatism from a laser guidestar. 
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Here the advantage of sodium guide stars becomes clear.  The lower the turbulence, or 

conversely the higher the laser, the smaller the effect focal anisoplanatism has.  Even the 

highest Rayleigh guide star systems operate in the 20 to 30 km range while the sodium 

layer is at 90 km.  As a consequence, a sodium laser samples the telescope pupil much 

better than a Rayleigh laser does.  For any given laser configuration, the larger the 

telescope aperture the worse the effect of focal anisoplanatism will be. 

One method to correct for this is to use multiple laser beacons to sample the pupil.  Each 

individual beacon samples part of the pupil, allowing the reconstruction of the pupil seen 

by light from the science object.  This is diagrammed in Figure 1-5. 
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Figure 1-5.  Sampling of the pupil by multiple lasers. 
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(GLAO), which is useful when the majority of the turbulence is within a few hundred 

meters of the ground.  In this case, the mis-registration of the pupils for the lasers and the 

science object is small enough to be ignored.  The information from the different lasers 

are averaged, which eliminates the high-altitude, non-common component and produces a 

good estimate of the common ground layer component.  This results in a system that does 

not correct to the telescope diffraction limit, but offers an improved image over a much 

wider field.   

1.6.2 Spot elongation 

A laser guide star is, by nature, an extended source since it is formed from a beam that is 

propagating through the atmosphere.  The length of sodium beacons is limited by the 

thickness of the sodium layer, which varies from 5 to 15 km.  Subapertures that are close 

to the laser projection axis will see this column of laser excited sodium atoms end on, but 

those near the edge will see it more from the side and it will appear elongated.  For 

example, at the W.M. Keck Observatory, the laser is projected from one side of the 10 m 

aperture.  As a result, the laser spots seen from subapertures close to the laser projector 

are round and can be as small as 1.0 arcsecond FWHM, while the subapertures from the 

opposite side of the pupil typically show about 3 arcseconds of radial streaking8.  This is 

an even larger problem with Rayleigh beacons.  In this case, the backscattered light is not 

constrained to a finite thickness in the atmosphere and so it appears along a continuous 

line.  One method to combat this effect requires some kind of range gating system, where 

the laser is pulsed and a high-speed shutter is used with the camera to exclude all of the 

light except that from a narrow range of altitudes.  Figure 1-6 shows a graphical 
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representation of the spot elongation problem.  This diagram applies to both Rayleigh and 

sodium lasers with appropriate scaling. 

 

Figure 1-6.  Detail of spot elongation problem.  Left is the laser light from three different conjugates 

imaging to three points along the telescope axis.  Upper right is an enlargement at the detector plane, 

represented by the dotted line.  Lower right is the integrated spot as seen by the detector. 
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being developed.  The construction of even a single laser is a major portion of the cost 

and complexity of any sodium project.  Additionally, the sodium layer density and 

thickness can change dramatically on the scale of minutes.  The optical system has some 

added complexity, as well, because the range to the sodium layer changes with the 

elevation angle of the telescope. 

In Rayleigh guidestar systems the laser is perhaps the most reliable component in the 

entire system.  A robust laser is available off the shelf for a reasonable price.  However, 

focal anisoplanatism and spot elongation are bigger problems than with sodium lasers.  

These problems can be overcome by using multiple lasers and a more complicated optical 

system.  Additionally, the photon return from a Rayleigh beacon is limited if a short 

range gate is used to stay within the narrow depth of field of the telescope.  A short range 

gate means that only the return from a small portion of the beam can be used, wasting 

much of the total return flux.  The dynamic refocus method described elsewhere in this 

dissertation allows the use of an extended range gate and more efficient use of the laser 

return flux. 

1.7 MMT Rayleigh laser guide star system 

1.7.1 Goals 

There are two main goals for the MMT LGS system.  One is the rather obvious benefit of 

providing a laser guide star system to enhance the sky coverage of the existing MMT 

NGS system.  This could be accomplished with a single sodium beacon, however the 

high costs and other problems with current sodium-line laser systems make this 
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unattractive.  A single Rayleigh laser system would avoid the cost issues of the sodium-

line laser systems, but would have performance penalties due to the poor pupil sampling 

afforded by the single low altitude laser.   

A system based on multiple Rayleigh beacons answers both the cost and performance 

issues associated with single sodium-line or Rayleigh systems.  Relatively low cost lasers 

can be used, and the pupil will be sampled better than if a single sodium laser was used13.  

Furthermore, a system based on multiple Rayleigh lasers is more versatile and will help 

answer some of the same problems that face future Extremely Large Telescopes  (ELTs) 

of the 20-30 m class.   

This forms the second goal of the MMT LGS system, that of a demonstrator for 

technology addressing the problems of spot elongation and tomography required for 

future ELTs.  If the range gate of the Rayleigh beacon is extended beyond the telescope 

depth of field to collect more light, the image becomes blurred due to defocus.  The spots 

formed in a Shack-Hartmann sensor will become radially streaked due to the effects of 

spot elongation discussed previously.  Solving these problems will provide valuable 

experience with solving the spot elongation problem for the ELT geometry.  A 

subaperture at the edge of an ELT with a 25.4 m diameter collecting aperture such as the 

proposed GMT14 would see a spot elongation of about 3 arcseconds for a 10 km thick 

sodium layer starting at 90 km altitude.  By comparison, a subaperture at the edge of the 

6.5 m diameter MMT pupil would see a 4.5 arcsecond spot elongation for a range of 25 

km to 30 km. 
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A second significant contribution of a multiple Rayleigh laser beacon system at the MMT 

would be in the area of practical experience with atmospheric tomography.  To date, there 

have been a multitude of simulation studies done15, but very little work with real data.  A 

few groups have presented on-sky measurements from multiple NGS sensors16,17,18, and 

there are closed loop tomographic results from some multiconjugate solar AO 

systems19,20.  The MMT multiple LGS system is currently the only multiple LGS system 

operating in the world.  The results from the system described in this dissertation is 

providing the first practical experience with the operation of AO systems containing 

multiple LGS wavefront sensors.   

With a working multiple laser system, the MMT will have capabilities that are currently 

available no where else in the world.  This will enable the 6.5 m MMT to stay 

competitive in an environment populated by increasing numbers of telescopes with 6 – 

10m apertures. 

1.7.2 Top level system description 

The major parts of the MMT multiple LGS system are well defined by the goals outlined 

in the preceding section.  Multiple Rayleigh beacons are required and a method to sense 

the wavefront from each beacon.  Some method of correcting the spot elongation and 

defocus problems associated with a range gate larger than the depth of field of the 

telescope will also be needed.   

The laser beacon constellation is projected from an auxiliary set of optics located on the 

telescope axis behind the secondary.  This solves a number of problems.  It minimizes the 

spot elongation for each subaperture.  It also means that the distance of an individual 
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subaperture from the projector does not change as the pupil rotates as the telescope tracks 

an object on the sky.  This eliminates problems with changing amounts of elongation in a 

subaperture.  This can cause serious difficulties for systems that project off-axis, such as 

at the Keck Observatory. 

The MMT design chosen includes two frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser heads operating 

at 532 nm with a pulsed repetition rate of 5 kHz and a combined output average power of 

30W.  These units were manufactured by Lightwave Electronics, and are small and 

robust enough to be mounted on the side of the moving portion of the telescope which 

greatly simplifies the optical propagation to the output aperture.   

The single beam from the combined laser output is then divided into five beams using a 

computer generated hologram located in a “pupil box” at the top of the telescope.  This 

pupil box contains a steering mirror located at an image of the exit pupil, and a lens that 

forms the first part of a beam expander.  The second part of this beam expander is located 

behind the secondary mirror hub, along with a fold flat to direct the output along the 

telescope optical axis.  See Figure 1-7 for a conceptual diagram of the projection system 

layout.  A detailed discussion of the beam projector design and construction appears in 

chapter 2. 
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Figure 1-7.  Conceptual design layout of beam projector system. 
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as it rises through the atmosphere, thus keeping the plane of best focus on the fixed 

wavefront sensor.  The difficultly in this system stems from the large distance between 

the 20 km and 30 km conjugates chosen during preliminary design studies15.  This 

amounts to a focal plane motion of 162 mm that must be repeated to match each pulse 

from the laser, or 5,000 times per second.  This is obviously not feasible, so an optical 

solution to reduce the required focal plane motion was designed.  The longitudinal 

distance between two focal points in two systems scales as the ratio of the squares of the 

f/# of the beams.  So if the native f/15 beam from the MMT is changed to an f/0.5 beam 

and a moving mirror located there, the mirror will need to move by only 90 µm.  This is 

still challenging, but is a much more reasonable goal.  The chosen method to accomplish 

this is to mount the mirror on a high-Q mechanical resonator tuned to 5 kHz.   

To keep costs down and simplify the system, a single wavefront sensor camera was 

chosen.  This wavefront sensor consists of optics to place the pupil from each of the five 

beacons onto a common prismlet array21 that substitutes for the usual lenslet array in a 

typical Shack-Hartmann sensor.  Images of all five Hartmann patterns are then formed on 

a single CCD.  This CCD is a CCID18 from Lincoln Labs that has a built-in electronic 

shutter.  Chapter 3 contains a detailed account of the design and construction of the 

dynamic refocus optics and wavefront sensor.  In Chapter 6, a new lens cell for the 

dynamic refocus system was designed to solve the problems encountered during testing 

and operation of the original lens cell design. 
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1.8 Previous testing 

Due to the fact that time at the MMT is very valuable, as much testing as was practical 

was done on smaller telescopes prior to moving to the full system on the MMT.  This 

testing comprised the bulk of the dissertation written by James A. Georges, III22.  

Detailed results from this preliminary testing are also presented in other papers23,24,25,26.   

The main goal of this preliminary testing was to validate the functionality of the Dynamic 

Refocus (DR) optics.  This is the fast objective lens assembly that accepts the native f/15 

beam and relays it at f/0.5 to a moving mirror.  Also included in this test was the 

mechanical resonator that moves the refocusing mirror and the electronics required to 

drive the resonator and operate the camera shutter.  The CCID18 from Lincoln Labs had 

not yet arrived, so a gated image intensifier was used as the shutter assembly. 

The testing was performed at the 61” Kupier telescope on Mt. Bigelow near Tucson, 

Arizona.  Through the use of appropriate re-imaging optics, the 61” was made to appear 

as an off-axis subaperture of the MMT.  A prototype beam projector was set up off to the 

side.  Figure 1-8, reprinted from Georges22, shows testing results from the work at the 

61”.  The left column of images is the laser return range gated from 20-30 km.  The lower 

image shows the entire constellation of five beacons, while the upper is an enlargement 

of one of the beacons.  The conical shape is due to the pulse traveling through the depth 

of field of the telescope.  The right column of images was taken just a few seconds later 

with the dynamic refocus system operating.  This is a dramatic example of correcting for 

spot elongation when viewing a projected beam from an off-axis position.  The image 
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scaling is the same between the two panels, and shows the intensity gain by collapsing 

the entire cone of light from the left image into a single round spot.   
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Figure 1-8.  Results from testing of the Dynamic Refocus system at the 61" Kupier telescope.  The 

upper row is an enlargement of one beacon from the constellation of five in the images in the lower 

row.  This image is reprinted from Georges22. 
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Figure 1-9.  James Georges and the instrument at the 61" Kupier telescope. 
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2 BEAM PROJECTOR 

2.1 Design 
The performance requirements for the beam projector were determined.  The major 

performance metric for the beam projector is spot size.  Section 2.1.1 details how the 

target projected spot size was determined, along with the restrictions that this target spot 

size places on the projection system.   

Section 1.7.2 outlines the basic design for the beam projector.  The optical design was 

created by combining this system layout with the optical requirements.  Sections 2.1.2 

and 2.1.3 discuss the process of finding space on the telescope for the optical components 

and then their detailed design. 

2.1.1 Define performance goals 
The most obvious performance specification is spot size.  In general, a smaller spot will 

reduce the error associated with measurement of the wavefront.  From Hardy5, the 

standard deviation of the one-axis measurement error in Shack-Hartmann sensors with 

r0<d, expressed as radians rms of phase difference per subaperture is given by 
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Where SNR is the signal to noise ratio of the detector, d is the subaperture diameter, r0 is 

the Fried seeing parameter, θ is the angular size of the source, λ is the source wavelength, 

and Kg is a correction factor for the presence of interpixel gaps in the sensor.  From this 
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equation, it is clear that the measurement error will be reduced as the angular size of the 

source is reduced, although the error will be dominated by seeing effects if 
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θ
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 (2)  

For conditions of r0=20 cm and a laser wavelength of 532 nm, the relationship between 

the measurement error and the object angular size is shown in Figure 2-1.  This figure is a 

graph of equation 1 as the object angular size is varied, with the standard deviation 

normalized for a one arcsecond source size.   

 

Figure 2-1.  Shack-Harmann sensor measurement error versus source angular size, normalized for a 

source size of one arcsecond. 
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According to Gaussian beam theory, the spot size, w, at a distance z from the minimum 

beam waist, w0, is described by 
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In this equation, the wavelength is represented by λ.  This equation can be used to find 

the output beam size given a certain target beam waist at an altitude z.  Figure 2-2 shows 

a diagram of this arrangement.  This shows an inversely proportional relationship 

between the minimum spot size at altitude and the projection aperture.  In practice the 

projected spot can not be made arbitrarily small because as the aperture is enlarged seeing 

effects start to degrade the beam quality.   

 

Figure 2-2.  Geometry for projected gaussian beam. 

According to Hardy5, if the projection aperture, D, is much greater than r0 the spot size is 

seeing limited and is given by λ/r0.  In this case, increasing the projection aperture will 
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not reduce the projected spot size.  The spot size of a short exposure image, such as a q-

switched laser pulse, is minimized when D/r0 is equal to 3.8, which is the optimum point 

in a trade between atmospheric aberration across the aperture and diffraction effects.  

Typical values of r0 at 532 nm at the MMT site are in the range of 10 to 15 cm.  This 

would indicate an optimal projection aperture or output beam size of 38 to 57 cm.     

The number of beacons required and their projection geometry are based upon prior 

modeling work by Lloyd-Hart and Milton27.  This design was created in support of future 

plans for multiconjugate AO (MCAO) work.  Lloyd-Hart and Milton showed that for a 

constellation of five laser beacons, the optimum trade between degree of correction and 

corrected field was for a constellation of five beacons on a two arcminute diameter circle.  

For this case, the on-axis correction was reduced slightly over configurations with the 

beacons closer together, but the corrected field was much wider.  The simulation was also 

performed for a beacon height range of 25-35 km, where the photon return from the 

anticipated projected power per Rayleigh beacon of 5 W matches that of a 10 W sodium 

beacon.  The beacon height range requirement was subsequently changed to 20-30 km, to 

both increase the laser return and to match the 5 kHz minimum operating frequency of 

the chosen laser system.  At 5 kHz, only one pulse is in the atmosphere at a time if the 

maximum range gate is limited to 30 km, which eliminates problems with contamination 

by the low-level Rayleigh scattering.   

The wide range of altitudes from which the laser return will be used places an upper limit 

on the projection aperture in addition to the limits imposed by the strength of atmospheric 

turbulence.  If the output aperture is too large, or equivalently if the projected beam is too 
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fast, then the spot size at the ends of the altitude range will be too big.  Figure 2-3 is a 

plot of the spot size in arcseconds vs. altitude calculated from equation 3 for a range of 

beam minimum waist sizes using the design laser wavelength of 532 nm.  From this 

comparison, there is a range of waist sizes that would be acceptable.  A target of 25 mm 

was chosen as it is the largest waist that stays at or below 0.5 arcseconds FWHM over the 

entire range.  This corresponds to a beam diameter at the projection aperture of 320 mm, 

which results in a D/r0 ratio of 2.2 to 3.2 for an r0 range of 15 to 10 cm.  Smaller waist 

sizes would produce a smaller spot in the middle of the altitude range, but the spot size at 

the ends of the range would be slightly larger.  A smaller waist would also make the 

projector focus adjustment more critical as the spot size increases rapidly outside of the 

target range.   
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Figure 2-3.   Gaussian spot size in arcseconds vs. altitude for a range of projected beam waist sizes. 
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the telescope yoke in the yoke room below the telescope chamber floor.  Transmitting the 

laser beam from the yoke room to the fixed hub required the use of a steering mirror at 

the elevation bearing to track the telescope elevation.  The laser heads from Lightwave 

Electronics that were chosen for this design, however, are relatively small and compact.  

A consultation with the manufacturer confirmed that they could be operated in any 

orientation, which meant that it was feasible to mount them to the OSS to eliminate the 

steering mirror and create a more stable system.  The manufacturer stated that the 

operating temperature range of the lasers was 15°C to 35°C, so an insulated enclosure 

would be required to maintain the lasers at this temperature while not releasing too much 

heat into the telescope chamber.  This enclosure would have to be relatively large, as it 

would also house the beam combining optics and whatever safety and alignment features 

were deemed necessary.  After visiting the telescope it was decided to focus on mounting 

the laser box just above the elevation bearing.  This location was relatively empty so the 

box could be quite large without danger of collisions.  There were plans to put in a 

drawbridge at this place in the third floor lab for other projects, which would also be very 

helpful for access.  The optical path from this location to the hub would require a single 

fold mirror placed up at the headframe.  Before finalizing the location for the laser heads, 

the laser control electronics/chiller location needed to be determined.  The laser 

manufacturer stated that it was best to use the minimum umbilical length possible due to 

how the cooling loop operates.  With longer cooling lines, the temperature regulation of 

the laser diodes degrades resulting in decreased performance.  Space is very tight at the 

MMT, so after much discussion it was decided to install new electronics racks in the yoke 
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room and dedicate one of them to the laser projector.  Some measurements of the distance 

from the planned laser box position to the yoke room electronics racks indicated that an 

11m umbilical would be sufficient.  The laser manufacturer agreed that an 11m umbilical 

was permissible.   

2.1.3 Create optical design 

2.1.3.1 Refractive elements 
A previous project for a sodium line laser projector28  was stopped after some of the 

optics had already been produced.  It was desired to reuse these pieces in the new design 

to reduce cost.  The two parts that were left over were a large positive lens that was 

intended to be the output element and a large, lightweighted fold flat for use inside the 

telescope hub.  The positive lens was made from fused silica, and had a diameter of 508 

mm with a focal length of 1.93 m.  Figure 2-4 shows the lightweighted fold flat as 

received from Zygo, the manufacturer.  The reflective surface has dimensions of 380 x 

570 mm, and it is 89 mm thick at its thickest point.   
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Figure 2-4.  Fold flat for use in the optical assembly behind the secondary mirror from previous 

projector design. 

The basic design forms an image of the beam waist inside the laser at an intermediate 

point, and then optics behind the telescope secondary mirror will image this onto the sky 

at the appropriate magnification. 
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Figure 2-5.  General layout of beam projection system.  Detailed layouts for the hub optics, pupil box, 

and the laser box appear later in this section.  A detailed design for the receive optics is in Chapter 3. 

The design specification of a 25 mm waist at 23 km requires an output clear aperture 

diameter of 450 mm to transmit 99% of the energy in the Gaussian beam.  This size beam 

will pass through the end of the hub.  The beam entrance aperture in the side of the hub, 
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however, is restricted due to mechanical clearance issues to be slightly less than 300 mm 

in diameter.  To clear this aperture and still fill the output aperture would require a fast 

beam, but unfortunately a single output element would have an excessive amount of 

spherical aberration if used with a beam of this speed.  This could be compensated by 

another element located in the pupil box, but then the alignment tolerance between the 

hub and the pupil box would be unacceptably tight.  To meet the design goal of a robust 

system, it was decided to make the optics in the hub into a pair that was solidly mounted 

together.  Since the hub entrance aperture was relatively small, it was decided to use the 

two elements as a telephoto pair to accommodate a slow beam from the pupil box.  With 

this arrangement, the only other powered optic needed is a small focusing lens in the 

pupil box. 

An initial design was generated by assuming that the focusing lens in the pupil box would 

have a focal length of 500 mm and that the laser waist was 6.5 m below the pupil box and 

had a 1/e2 diameter of 350 microns.  These parameters produce a magnification of 1/12 

and a waist size after the pupil box of 29 microns.  The hub optics then must have a 

magnification of 860 to produce a projected waist of 25 mm.  This requires a focal length 

of 2.466 m.  Since the positive element existed already and had a focal length of 1.93 m, 

this required a negative element with a focal length of 6.1 m spaced 0.6 m away from the 

positive element. 

After the initial design was created, it was optimized using Zemax.  Several factors were 

considered during this design.  The exact dimensions from the telescope were used in the 

design to ensure that the spacing between elements would be correct after mounting on 
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the telescope.  The Gaussian spot size at 20 km, 25 km, and 30 km was used as 

performance criteria.  The glass type was chosen for both the negative element and the 

pupil box lens such that there was a small achromatic region around the laser wavelength.  

This would allow using the beam projector as a telescope to check its optical alignment 

using only starlight.  Finally, the hologram in the pupil box to split the single beam from 

the laser box into the five projected beams was modeled as a diffraction grating.  Among 

other things, this allowed a final check that all of the diffracted beams would not be 

vignetted by any system components.  Figure 2-6 shows the final system layout while 
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Table 2-1 shows the prescription.  Figure 2-7 plots the 50% and 90% encircled energy 

diameters over the working altitude range.  

 

 

Figure 2-6.  Projection system optics 
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Table 2-1.  Zemax prescription for projection optics. 

Surf Type Comment Radius Thickness Glass Diameter 
OBJ STANDARD LASER BEAM WAIST Infinity 500  43.79917 
1 STANDARD LASER HEAD APER Infinity 6600  41.94702 
2 COORDBRK  - 0  - 
3 STANDARD STEERING PUP/MIR Infinity 0 MIRROR 60 
4 COORDBRK  - -70  - 
STO DGRATING GRATING Infinity -8 F_SILICA 40 
6 STANDARD  Infinity -75.03927  50 
7 STANDARD L3 -352.65 -6 S-LAM7 50.8 
8 STANDARD  360.2 -3236.546  50.8 
9 STANDARD L2 -4351.74 -20 SF6 300 
10 STANDARD  -1333.26 -250  300 
11 COORDBRK  - 0  - 
12 STANDARD FOLD FLAT Infinity 0 MIRROR 548.8179 
13 COORDBRK  - 335.6567  - 
14 STANDARD L1 4696.1 55.11 F_SILICA 420 
15 STANDARD  -1096.72 0  470 
16 STANDARD  Infinity 2.00E+07  367.1202 
17 STANDARD 20KM Infinity 5000000  18608.76 
18 STANDARD 25KM Infinity 5000000  23261.26 
19 STANDARD 30KM Infinity -6500000  27976.32 
IMA STANDARD 23KM Infinity   21855.17 
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Figure 2-7.  Spot sizes modeled by Zemax over height range of interest. 

The laser box design is simple, with no powered elements.  The two laser heads are 

rotated 90 degrees with respect to each other, to produce one s-polarized beam and one p-

polarized one.  This allows the use of a polarizing beam splitter cube to combine the 

beams with very little loss.  A diagram of this setup is shown in Figure 2-8.  This design 

allows combining the two beams to increase the effective output power while maintaining 

a diffraction limited beam. 
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Figure 2-8.  Laser box optical layout. 

2.1.3.2 Hologram design 
The hologram specifications were determined during the earlier design work.  It is 

possible to give a high-level specification to a company and have them produce the part, 

but this is more expensive than if the design is done in-house. 

One method of designing a hologram is to model it as a plate with a complex amplitude 

transmittance.  The output field is then the product of the input field and the complex 

transmittance of the hologram.  Since the input field and desired output fields are known, 

the hologram is found by simply dividing the output beam by the input beam.  In this case 

the input field is assumed to be a uniform plane wave, so conveniently the hologram is 

simply the desired output field.  For this system the desired output is the sum of five 

plane waves propagating in specified directions.  A MATLAB program was written to 

calculate the hologram.  This code appears in Appendix C. 
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Figure 2-9.  Phase map of ideal hologram. 
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Figure 2-10.  Amplitude map of ideal hologram. 
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First, to maximize the throughput the design was changed to be phase-only.  This also 

makes manufacturing the hologram much easier.  Furthermore, since the hologram 

absorbs little of the incident energy it is ideal for use in a high power laser beam.  To 

model this phase only hologram, the magnitude of the ideal hologram complex 

transmittance function was simply set to unity.  Most manufacturing processes also only 

produce a finite number of phase levels, so this effect was also studied.  Figure 2-11 

shows the relationship between the number of levels in the hologram and the 

transmission percentage per beam.  From this figure, it can be seen that there is a 

significant improvement in going from four to sixteen levels, but above that the 

improvements diminish rapidly. 
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Figure 2-11.  Relationship between the number of phase levels in the hologram and the energy per 

beam. 

2.1.4 Create mechanical design 

2.1.4.1 PHA 
The mechanical design for the Projector Hub Assembly (PHA), which holds the optics in 

the secondary hub, was created by Matt Rademacher.  The design goal was to have a 

single, pre-aligned piece that would be bolted into the fixed hub on the telescope.  

Unfortunately, it was found that the front opening of the telescope hub was too small for 

assembly to be installed as one unit.  The mount for L2 was then made to be a removable 

kinematic mount.  The PHA would initially be aligned in the lab with L2 mounted.  

Installation at the telescope would then consist of removing L2, installing the main body 
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of the PHA through the front opening of the fixed hub, and then re-installing L2 through 

the slot in the side of the hub.   

It was decided to mount L1 and L2 by using RTV to pot them in a lens cell which would 

then be mounted to the PHA using actuators to allow for adjustment.  The RTV potting 

method has several advantages if properly designed.  The performance over a wide range 

of temperatures is extremely good.  It also provides for both axial and lateral support with 

very low stresses transferred to the lens.   

The actuator design used for the L1 lens cell is shown in Figure 2-12.  The actuator 

consists of a threaded brass standoff that has a hole drilled along its axis.  In use, the 

actuator is screwed into a threaded hole in the L1 lens cell.  A ¼-20 bolt through the axial 

hole then secures the assembly to the main structure.  The position of the L1 cell is 

adjusted by screwing the actuator in or out.  The adjustment is locked by using a jam nut 

on the actuator itself.   

 

Figure 2-12.  L1 adjustment actuator design. 
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L2 has two separate adjustment mechanisms, one coarse and one fine.  The removable 

kinematic mount is combined with the coarse adjustment, which is shown in Figure 2-12.  

This adjuster consists of a threaded bronze rod with a spherical end.  The spherical end 

has a ¼-20 threaded hole along the actuator axis.  One end of this actuator mounts by 

screwing into a threaded hole in the L2 lens cell, while the other, spherical end rests in a 

set of three v-blocks on the main PHA assembly.  The entire L2 assembly is secured to 

the main PHA assembly using a bolt that passes through a hole in the center of the v-

blocks and is screwed into the threaded hole in the spherical end of the L2 coarse 

actuators.  Similar to the L1 actuators, these actuators are locked using a jam nut.  Figure 

2-13 is a diagram of this actuator. 

 

Figure 2-13.  L2 coarse actuator diagram. 
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The fine adjustment for L2 is a push/pull screw arrangement, with one pull screw 

between two push screws.   

The fold flat mount was designed by Brian Cuerden.  It consists of a 0.75” thick invar 

plate mounted to the back of the fold flat using three 0.060” thick pads of GE RTV-630.  

Additionally, it has three tangent rods that attach inside of the central hemispherical 

hollow.  The performance of this mount is very good, with less than 0.1 waves peak-

valley of surface deformation across the mirror for any telescope pointing.  The assembly 

is mounted to the PHA housing using three actuators similar to those used for L1.  These 

actuators are attached to the invar plate.   

2.1.4.2 Pupil box 
At the time that the mechanical design was finalized, the storage point for one of the f/9 

neutral members was such that it could interfere with the pupil box placement.  This is 

seen in Figure 2-14.   
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Figure 2-14.  Neutral member intrusion into pupil box mounting location.  This picture of the 

southwest corner of the chamber shows the headframe of the OSS taken with the telescope at horizon 

pointing.  

 

It was decided to space the pupil box away from the headframe to allow sufficient room 

for the neutral member to stow above it.  The box was also made quite strong to 

withstand any incidental contact that might happen during the stowing process.  The 
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mount for the box was designed to allow +/- 1” of travel in perpendicular to the exit beam 

to allow system alignment. 

The placement of the components inside the box is fairly straightforward.  There are no 

tight alignment tolerances inside the pupil box, since there is only one element with 

power.   

 

2.1.4.3 Laser box 
The laser box not only protects the laser heads and beam combining optics from dust and 

incidental contacts, but it also provides a temperature controlled environment for the laser 

heads.  Unfortunately, any heat released into the chamber can degrade the seeing, so it 

was desired to minimize this effect.  Based on an estimate of the enclosure size, the 

amount of heat leaked into the chamber for various thicknesses of insulation were 

calculated.  The equation for this is 

 ( )
d

TTA
t
Q coldhot −=

κ  (4) 

Where Q/t is the amount of heat transferred per time, κ is the thermal conductivity of the 

barrier, A is the area of the barrier, d is the thickness of the barrier, and T is temperature.   

Figure 2-15 shows the rate of heat loss to the chamber based on an internal box 

temperature of 18°C.  Note that this calculation ignores heat loss through the box 

mounting points, cables, and air leaks through joints in the box.  It was also assumed for 

these calculations that the laser heads did not source or sink any heat.   
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Figure 2-15.  Heat loss from laser box to telescope chamber versus insulation thickness. 

 

From a discussion with Shawn Callahan who at the time was the lead MMT mechanical 

engineer and Dan Blanco, the operations manager, it was desired to keep the heat loss 

into the chamber to no more than 10-20 Watts.  By examining Figure 2-15, it was decided 

that 4” of insulation would provide adequate performance.   

To simplify construction, it was decided to build a thermal enclosure around a standard 

4” thick breadboard from Newport.  The legs that attach the breadboard to the telescope 

are made from G10 4” square tubing epoxied into metal endcaps, with four small 

stainless rods holding the assembly together.  The G10 reduces the conduction of heat 

into the telescope structure. 
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2.1.5 Finish design  

2.1.5.1 Alignment aids 
For this system to perform at its best it must be very accurately aligned.  To accomplish 

this, several different techniques were used to enable a fast, high quality alignment.  The 

hub optics were aligned using a 4D interferometer, which allows a real-time view of the 

aberrations present in the system.  This was done first in the lab, and then again on the 

telescope after the optics were installed.   

A power reducing element was included in the laser box.  It is dangerous to align the 

system with the lasers operating at full power, as stray beams can have enough power to 

injure the operator as well as damage equipment and possibly start fires.  The diode 

current and repetition rate of the lasers can be reduced to provide a low-power beam, but 

this can change the mode structure and beam pointing.  To allow for accurate alignment 

at low powers, a mirror was mounted on a flip mount.  When positioned in the beam, the 

main beam is reflected into a beam dump.  The leakage through the mirror is then used to 

align the system.  To compensate for the beam displacement upon transmission through 

the mirror, a window was placed at a 90° angle to the mirror.  The transmitted power for 

laser 1 (s-polarized) is approximately 75 mW, while the transmitted power for laser 2 (p-

polarized) is approximately 15 mW.  In this alignment mode, laser 1 is easily visible, but 

laser 2 is a bit weak due to the lower leakage for p-polarized light.  A picture of this 

arrangement is shown in Figure 2-16. 
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Figure 2-16.  Laser power reducer detail. 

Co-alignment of the two laser beams is performed by adjusting the tip/tilt of both the 

laser turn mirror at the output of laser 2 and the beam splitter.  To help this operation, two 

cameras were included in the design.  One camera looks at the leakage through the beam 

splitter, which amounts to 750 mW, while another camera placed in the pupil box looks 

at the leakage through the steering mirror.  This arrangement is shown schematically in 

Figure 2-17. 
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Figure 2-17.  Beam co-alignment components and cameras. 

To make alignment easier, a pair of rotating prisms was included at the exit aperture of 

the laser box to allow beam steering.  The steering prisms each have a 1° wedge, so with 

appropriate positioning the transmitted beam can be deviated by up to 2° in any direction. 

Without these prisms, the only adjustment of the projection axis for laser 1 would be by 

moving it in its mount, which would be a cumbersome arrangement.  Including a pointing 

adjustment for the laser box output allows the beam to be accurately aligned to the input 

of the pupil box.   

At L3, the beam has expanded to about 20mm diameter.  This makes it hard to align 

using the back reflections from the hub optics because the return spots are very large.  To 
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help prevent this, an iris was added to the L3 mount.  The center of the iris was then 

aligned to the optical axis of L3.  With this setup, the iris can be closed down to produce 

a small beam for alignment.  This iris can also cut down on scattered light in the chamber 

by blocking any stray light that would not enter the hub optics. 

 

2.1.5.2 Motorized parts 
Several factors were considered when choosing what adjustments to motorize.  It was 

desired to have no motorized elements in the hub to reduce the wiring and complexity of 

this assembly.  Careful tolerance analysis showed that this was possible.  The steering 

mirror was chosen to be motorized to allow remote steering of the laser pattern on the 

sky.  The hologram required a rotating mount, so that the beacon pattern could follow the 

instrument rotator when engaged.  Since the MMT has an alt-az mount, the pupil appears 

to rotate as it tracks objects across the sky.  An instrument rotator corrects this apparent 

rotation for the science instrument, but since the LGS receive optics are also mounted on 

the rotator the projected beacon pattern must rotate to stay aligned.  L3 was placed on a 

motorized stage to allow for corrections to beam projector focus.  During the tolerance 

analysis, this focus adjustment was shown to be able to compensate for changes in L1/L2 

spacing due to thermal expansion.   

It was decided to motorize most of the adjustments in the laser box.  This is not 

absolutely necessary, but contributes to the ease of operation of this system.  The beam 

co-alignment controls, the laser mirror and beamsplitter tip/tilt, were motorized.  While 

this co-alignment could be done manually, the pointing drift specification for the lasers 
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indicates that the two lasers could drift apart by up to one arcsecond on the sky.  

Motorizing the co-alignment allows for fast corrections in case of laser pointing drift 

during the night.  The pointing drift specification  for the laser heads is 50 µrad, which 

corresponds to approximately 0.5 arcseconds on the sky.   

The steering prisms were also placed on motorized mounts.  This was done so that any 

flexure in the laser box mount or in the telescope itself could be compensated.   

The motors and controllers chosen were from Physik Instrumente.  This company has a 

very good reputation for motion control products.  Most importantly, they were able to 

certify the operation of the actuators over a very wide temperature range of -10°C to 

30°C.  Other suppliers investigated were not able to make this guarantee.  It was decided 

to use the C-862 Mercury controller for all of the actuators on the beam projector.  This 

controller is a single-axis compact unit that communicates via RS-232.  Up to 16 of these 

controllers can be daisy-chained together.  This distributed approach was chosen over a 

single, centralized multiaxis controller to simply wiring concerns. 

2.1.5.3 Electronics 
A single computer controls all functions of the beam projector as well as the dynamic 

refocus wavefront sensor detailed later in this work.  This computer system was built to 

maximize reliability.  Due to their excellent reputation, Supermicro PC components were 

chosen whenever possible.  This computer is a dual 3.2 GHz Xeon machine with 2 GB of 

RAM and 250 GB of hard drive storage.  It is built into a Supermicro rack-mount case 

with a triple-redundant power supply.    A x6dhe-xg2 motherboard, also from 

Supermicro, was chosen since it integrates with thermal management systems in the case 
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to prevent overheating.  This system monitors several key failure points and will either 

notify the operator via email or will shut the system down if the failure is too severe.  

Since the case is a standard Supermicro product, spare parts such as cooling fans and 

power supplies are available the next day from several sources.  A nice feature of this 

case is that it is designed for easy maintenance, with both the case fans and power 

supplies in hot-swappable modules that require no tools for replacement.  To continue the 

emphasis on reliability, two hard drives are installed and mirror the same data.  If a single 

hard drive fails, the system can continue to operate unaffected. 

A National Instruments PCI-1409 four channel video capture card is used to input the 

signals from the two co-alignment cameras and also the signal from the wide-field 

camera in the laser box.  This video capture capability allows the co-alignment process to 

be automated.  A Comtrol 8 port RS-232 PCI card is used to communicate with the 

various RS-232 devices in the system.  This card has an on-board processor and large 

buffers to minimize the load on the host computer.  It also has built in surge protection on 

the RS-232 ports, an important feature for the telescope environment. 

 

2.1.5.4 Safety shutters / interlocks 
Laser safety features and interlocks are very important for a system such as this.  The 

primary shutter for the system is the internal shutter in the laser heads.  This is 

controllable through a front panel control on the laser electronics, via an external switch 

input for system interlocks, and also through software.  A redundant, external shutter was 

also added inside the laser box.  This shutter is the LST400 from NM Laser.  It is a 
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failsafe unit, so in case of power failure it will close and stay closed until manually reset.  

Both the internal shutter and the external shutter are tied into the telescope e-stop chain, 

so the lasers will shutter immediately if the building e-stop is activated.  There is also a 

wireless remote control that will close the shutters. 

2.1.5.5 Temperature control 
The laser box temperature is controlled by an Omega PID temperature controller.  This 

unit controls a 100W heating element, and is capable of communicating with the control 

computer via an RS-232 link.  This controller is capable of slowly ramping the 

temperature up or down, a feature that can help prevent excessive thermal stress during 

major temperature adjustments at the beginning and end of laser runs.  A small fan will 

mix the air inside the laser box to ensure a uniform temperature inside the box. 

2.2 Fabrication / Testing 

2.2.1 PHA 

2.2.1.1 L2 generation 

The SF6 glass blank from Schott was delivered to Phil Lam of Lam Optics in Tucson, 

Arizona for figuring.  Test plates for this process were rented from Kreischer optics.  

Production was on a fairly tight schedule, and as the delivery date approached a small 

chip in the convex surface was noticed.  Upon examination, it was about 0.5x1mm and 

located at a radius of about 30-40% from the outer edge.  Since further polishing to fix 

this chip would take several days, it was decided to accept the lens as is.  The area of the 

chip compared to the clear aperture of the lens means that the chip would scatter an 
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insignificant amount of light.  The lens quality was then tested as a pair with L1.  This 

was done for two major reasons.  The first is that it is difficult to test a large negative lens 

by itself, and testing it as a pair with L1 is much easier.  Also, further polishing of L2 

could then fix any problems seen in the system and give the best possible image quality.  

The wavefront quality of the pair was good enough, however, that no further figure 

correction was required.  Close examination of the surface of L2 showed marks from the 

polishing process, so it was sent back for further polishing to remove these.  After 

another few days of work, the surface finish was acceptable. 

2.2.1.2 L1/L2 pair testing 

These two lenses were tested as a pair with a 4D interferometer.  Temporary plywood 

stands were constructed to hold the lenses.  The test setup was assembled at the 

University of Arizona Mirror Lab.  Figure 1-7 shows a diagram of the setup.   

 

Figure 2-18.  L1/L2 pair test setup. 

The reference flat was provided by the Mirror Lab.  First, L1 was tested by itself.  

Unfortunately, only about half of the clear aperture of the lens was tested due to 

limitations imposed by the diverger lens used with the interferometer.  As shown in 

Interferometer 
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Figure 2-19, L1 was found to have a surface figure of 0.10 waves peak-valley and 0.021 

waves rms over the tested portion of the lens. 

 

Figure 2-19.  Test results of the central half of L1. 

Next, L1 and L2 were tested as a pair without the fold flat.  In this case, the diverger lens 

was sized to properly test the entire clear aperture of the pair.  The lens pair was tested 

and found to meet the specifications, and then sent back for further polishing as 

mentioned earlier.  After receiving the finished L2, final testing was performed on the 

two lenses.  This testing was done with L2 clocked at six different positions relative to 

L1.  It appears that each lens has some small amount of astigmatism present, as some 

positions were clearly better than others.  The best and worst clockings are shown in 
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Figure 2-20 and Figure 2-21.  The best position was 0.19 waves PV and 0.040 waves 

RMS, while the worst position was 0.69 waves PV and 0.12 waves RMS.  

 

Figure 2-20.  Test results for best clocking of L1 and L2. 
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Figure 2-21.  Test results for worst clocking of L1 and L2. 

 

After verification of the best orientation, a small scratch was placed near the edge of L1 

to create a permanent indexing mark. 

2.2.1.3 Coatings for L1/L2/FF 

After L2 was accepted, all of the optics were ready for coating.  L1 and L2 needed anti-

reflection coatings, and the fold flat needed a high-reflectivity coating.  Due to the large 

size of these optics, there was a limited number of coating houses that could do the work.  

A document was prepared with the physical description of the parts along with the 
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desired specifications for the coatings.  The energy density is about 8.5 µJ/cm2 at the hub 

optics in normal operation, which is low enough that laser damage of the coatings should 

not be a problem.  If the projector is operated without L3 in place, the unexpanded beam 

will be incident on the hub optics, and in this case the energy density is on the order of 

0.5 mJ/cm2.  To provide some safety margin, the minimum damage threshold was 

specified at 5 mJ/cm2.   The maximum reflectance per surface for the lenses was specified 

at 0.25%.  The mirror was specified to have a reflectivity of greater than 99% for both s- 

and p-polarized light at an angle of incidence of 51.75 degrees.  All coatings were 

specified to be insoluble in acetone, methanol, and other common lab solvents.  

Additionally, the coatings were to pass humidity, adhesion and abrasion resistance testing 

according to MIL-C-675.  The abrasion resistance is defined as no visible scratches after 

40 strokes with a pumice impregnated rubber eraser applied with a force of 2 lbs.  The 

humidity test requires no visible degradation after 24 hours in a 95-100% humidity and 

120°F environment.  The adhesion test uses a piece of scotch tape to attempt to remove 

the coating.  The coatings were applied by the Reynard Corporation. 

After receiving the coated pieces, there was some concern about the quality of the coating 

on the mirror.  Visually, the coating did not appear to be uniform, and the center seemed 

to have a very low reflectivity.  Figure 2-22 shows a reflectance map obtained by adding 

the four fringe images from a measurement with the 4D interferometer.  This is a 

reasonable representation of what could be seen with the naked eye. This figure is a 

perspective view of the mirror, with the long axis of the mirror horizontal in the image. 
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Figure 2-22.  Fold Flat reflectance map derived from fringe intensities. 

Measuring the coating reflectivity with a high degree of accuracy proved difficult.  The 

final setup is diagrammed in Figure 2-23.   
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Figure 2-23.  Fold Flat reflectance measurement setup. 

The fold flat was placed flat on the optical table.  A small Nd:YAG laser was sent 

through a polarizer to ensure a pure polarization state.  A 532nm filter was also used to 

block any infrared leakage from the laser.  This beam was then sent a mirror to direct it 

down to the fold flat at the appropriate angle.  There were two sensors used in the system.  

The first measured the reflection from a beam splitter to record fluctuations in the laser 

power.  The second was used to measure the amount of light reflected by the fold flat.  

Prior to a measurement series, the laser was allowed to warm up and stabilize at least 30 

minutes.  Then, detector 2 was placed before the fold flat to obtain a measurement of the 

incident light.  It was then moved to measure the light after reflection from the fold flat.  

The ratio of this measurement to the incident measurement gives the reflectivity.  The 

fold flat was slid along the table to sample different points on its surface.  Preliminary 

measurements showed that the reflectivity was radially symmetric around the center of 

the mirror, so data was taken along the major axis with readings recorded about every 25 
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mm.  This was done for both polarizations over a range of incidence angles.  The 

resulting data are plotted in Figure 2-24 and Figure 2-25. 

 

Figure 2-24.  Fold Flat reflectivity for p-polarized light. 
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Figure 2-25.  Fold Flat reflectivity for s-polarized light. 
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range of incidence angles.  However, it does not perform nearly as well with p-polarized 
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varies from a minimum of 44.5 degrees to a maximum of 57.5 degrees as shown in 

Figure 2-26.  This should have been in the specification but was not.  A detailed map of 

the mirror reflectance was produced taking into account the angle of incidence of the 

beam and is shown in Figure 2-27.  This reflectance map can be multiplied by the 

irradiance distribution and integrated to produce a total reflectivity.  This works out to be 

approximately 97%.  This does not meet the specification, but it is high enough that it 

was not worth the time, expense, and risk of re-polishing the mirror to remove the 

coating.  Part of this problem is due to the fact that the angle of incidence is approaching 

Brewster’s angle, where the p-polarized reflectivity drops to zero.  Not all of the problem 

can be attributed to this, however, as the mirror should have a uniform response over its 

entire surface.  The non-uniform mirror performance measured indicates a problem with 

the coating itself, most likely a radial thickness variation.  No problem was seen in the 

witness samples coated with the mirror, however, as they were arranged outside the edge 

of the mirror where the reflectivity was measured to be very high. 
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Figure 2-26.  Fold Flat angle of incidence map. 
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Figure 2-27.  Fold Flat p-polarized calculated reflectance map, taking into account angle of incidence 

effects. 
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2.2.1.4 L1/L2/FF installation into PHA 

L1 and L2 were potted into their respective cells prior to installation in the PHA.  The 

lenses were supported separately from the cells.  The setup was adjusted such that the 

cells were level and the lenses were held at a uniform depth.  Spacers were used to ensure 

that the RTV bond had a uniform thickness around the entire circumference.  Silicone 

strips were used to form the bottom of the RTV bond.  A thicker, temporary silicone RTV 

was used to produce a seal to prevent leakage during the potting process.  Figure 2-28 

shows Miguel Snyder applying the temporary silicone seal prior to potting L2.  Figure 

2-29 again shows Miguel Snyder, this time assisting Matt Rademacher as he applies the 

silicone RTV to pot L1 into its cell. 
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Figure 2-28.  Miguel Snyder applying silicone sealant prior to potting L2. 
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Figure 2-29.  Miguel Snyder assists Matt Rademacher in potting L1. 

 

The fold flat was also prepared by using RTV to attach its mounting hardware.  Figure 

2-30 shows the first of three tangent rod mounts after it was attached to the back of the 

fold flat with RTV.  The other two mounts are visible in the foreground.  The invar 

mounting plate visible in Figure 2-31 is also attached with RTV at three places.  Figure 

2-31 shows the completed assembly.  The white plastic pieces seen sticking out from 

underneath the invar plate were spacers used to ensure that the RTV bond between the 

invar plate and the fold flat were the correct thickness.  Figure 2-32 is a close up of one of 

the three tangent rod supports.  The left end of the rod is clamped in the block shown in 

Figure 2-30, while the right end is inserted into a slightly oversized hole in a mounting 
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block on the invar plate.  After all assembly is complete, this hole is filled with epoxy to 

secure the tangent rod. 

 

Figure 2-30.  One of three tangent rod mounts is attached to the fold flat. 
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Figure 2-31.  Fold flat mounting hardware attached to fold flat. 

 

Figure 2-32.  Detail of one of the three fold flat tangent rod supports. 
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Installing the fold flat into the PHA was a delicate task.  The mirror weighed about 30 kg 

with the mounting hardware, and required careful handling due to two protruding thin 

edges.  Placing the fold flat into the PHA required four people.  Two people picked the 

mirror up from underneath, and started to place it inside the PHA.  After they had moved 

it as far inside the PHA as possible, one person reached in through the cutout for L2 and 

supported the mirror from the bottom, being careful not to apply any force to the thin 

edge.  The final person supported the other end of the mirror by holding the sides about 

three-quarters from the end.  This person, too, had to be careful not to support the mirror 

by the thin edge.  With these two people supporting the weight, the first two people 

released their hold and steadied the mirror by reaching in through the PHA access holes 

as the mirror was then moved the rest of the way inside.  At this point, the mirror was 

rested on a lab jack with stand that extended through the center hole in the flat section of 

the PHA.  This lab jack was then lowered to bring the mirror to its final resting place.  

This entire procedure was tested several times using a wooden dummy mirror with lead 

weights added to accurately represent the mass of the actual mirror. 

2.2.1.5 PHA alignment / performance test 

The PHA was first aligned in the lab.  The initial alignment was done by observing the 

back-reflections from a laser, and was then refined using an interferometer.  The major 

steps in the alignment are as follows: 

1. Install the fold flat, L1, and AC mirror into the PHA. 

2. Adjust PHA stand such that input beam to L2 is level. 

3. Adjust the AC mirror to be parallel to the PHA flange. 
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4. Set up alignment laser, with beam entering the PHA at the right angle and striking 

the fold flat approximately one inch below its center. 

5. Adjust the tip/tilt of the fold flat, L1, and alignment laser such that the spot 

reflected from the AC mirror and the bull’s eye interference pattern from the two 

L1 back-reflected spots are exactly centered on the alignment laser. 

6. Install L2. 

7. Adjust the tip/tilt of L2 and the alignment laser to center the back-reflected spots 

and the bull’s eye interference pattern back on the laser. 

8. Adjust the tip/tilt and piston of the fold flat to recenter the spots reflected from the 

AC mirror and L1 and the fringes from L1 back on the laser. 

9. Set up interferometer. 

10. Using a long set of inside micrometers, set the focus of the interferometer to be 

2991.3 mm from L2. 

11. Adjust the separation of L1/L2 until the interferometer measures zero power.   

12. Adjust the tip/tilt of L2 to eliminate any residual coma measured by the 

interferometer.  If steps 5 through 8 were performed correctly, this should be a 

small adjustment.   

The above alignment was repeated for various clockings of L1 and L2 to find the best 

orientation.  The previous results from testing the L1/L2 pair could not be used because 

adding the fold flat to the system introduced a parity flip between the two lenses.  The 

fold flat also contributes to the wavefront error, and could affect the best rotation angles 

for L1 and L2.  The best result at 0.40 waves PV and 0.057 waves RMS is shown in 
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Figure 2-33.  The worst clocking, shown in Figure 2-34, resulted in 0.76 waves PV and 

0.12 waves RMS. 

 

Figure 2-33.  Wavefront error for best L1/L2 clocking, 0.4 waves PV, 0.057 waves RMS. 
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Figure 2-34.  Wavefront error for worst L1/L2 clocking, 0.76 waves PV, 0.12 waves RMS. 

 

2.2.2 Pupil Box 

2.2.2.1 L3 production 

L3 was fabricated by Optimax Corp.  Its fabrication was delayed until after the testing of 

the PHA optics to provide a final opportunity to correct for any problems encountered.  

No such problems were found, so L3 was manufactured according to the original 

prescription.  Due to schedule constraints, the delivery of the finished lens needed to be 
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within three weeks of the order.  Optimax prides themselves on quick turnaround 

manufacturing, and was able to provide the part on time. 

2.2.2.2 Hologram fabrication 

Several companies were found that were willing to manufacture the hologram, or 

diffractive optical element (DOE).  Most of the vendors used a microlithography 

technique similar to that used in the semiconductor industry to create integrated circuits.  

Microlithography involves making a series of photo-masks which are then used to 

selectively expose a layer of photoresist applied to the substrate.  The unexposed 

photoresist is then removed, and the part is chemically etched.  The exposed photoresist 

is then removed.  This process is repeated N times to produce a DOE with 2^N levels.  

Microlithography is a superb mass-production method, but is not well suited for 

producing a single part.  This is due to the large setup cost to produce the photomasks.  

Quotes were requested from a few companies.  Digital Optics Corporation responded 

with a quote of $25,050 for three pieces with four phase levels.  Mems Optical in 

Huntsville, Alabama provided a quote of $25,300 for a lot of 9 parts with an 8 phase level 

process.  Based on these high costs, an alternative was sought. 

Jim Burge, a professor at the University of Arizona’s Optical Sciences Center, 

recommended Reverse Scientific based in Siberia, Russia.  Reverse Scientific had 

produced several DOEs for Burge in the past and he was happy with the results.  This 

company uses a scanned laser to write directly into the photoresist, eliminating the cost of 

producing photomasks.  This process is more expensive for production quantities, but is 

much more cost-effective for single-unit production.  Their equipment also allows 
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modulating the laser intensity to create multiple levels with only one write cycle.  Typical 

number of levels is 32-64, but can go up to 256.  Initially, Reverse Scientific was 

experiencing difficulties with their equipment due to an unusually humid summer in 

Siberia.  To allow the project to move forward, they sent a slightly lower quality DOE for 

us to use until they were able to produce a higher quality unit.  The final DOE, without 

AR coating, diffracts a measured average of 15.8% of the input light into each of the five 

output beams.  This represents a throughput of 79% for the hologram.  Figure 2-35 shows 

a wide field image of the projected laser pattern hitting a layer of clouds.  The five main 

beams are clearly seen, along with many of the high-order diffracted beams.  These high-

order beams are not normally visible. 

 

Figure 2-35.  Wide field view of projected laser pattern hitting some clouds. 
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2.2.3 Laser Box 

2.2.3.1 Layout overview 

The laser box components consist of the two laser heads, beam combining optics, 

steering prisms, a safety shutter, a beam power reducer, and an alignment camera.  The 

layout of these components is shown in Figure 2-36.   

 

Figure 2-36.  Laser box optical layout detail. 
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2.2.3.2 Alignment procedure 

The lack of powered elements in the laser box simplifies the alignment.  Laser 1 is used 

to set up most of the components, and then laser 2 is aligned to laser 1.   

During all work in the laser box with the lasers on, the use of appropriate laser safety 

eyewear is very important.  Even a diffuse reflection from the small, high power beams 

are an eye hazard.  Alignment is still possible, however, because the laser beams are 

intense enough that they cause the optics to fluoresce.  This fluorescence is not at the 

laser wavelength, and so it is not blocked by the safety eyewear.  The use of eyewear 

with high-quality glass lenses is very helpful, as the plastic lenses will fluoresce due to 

the scattered light present.  This makes it difficult to see through them. 

First, the polarizing beamsplitter is adjusted such that the beam from laser 1 is centered in 

it.  This beam should pass straight through the beam splitter with only a relatively weak 

leakage beam exiting the side of the cube.  Next, the safety shutter is placed such that the 

beam is centered in its clear aperture.  The steering prisms are then placed, again so that 

the beam is centered on them.  Finally the power reducer is placed such that when flipped 

up, the beam is centered on the mirror and is completely trapped by the beam block.   

After laser 1 and associated components are aligned, the beam from laser 2 is adjusted to 

be co-aligned with laser 1.  First, the laser 2 beam is made to overlap that from laser 1 

inside the cube by adjusting the tip/tilt of the laser 2 turn mirror.  These two beams 

should meet at the internal diagonal reflective face and be indistinguishable at the output.  

Again, there should be only a small amount of leakage from laser 2 that continues straight 

through the beamsplitter cube.  Now the two beams are overlapped at the cube, but they 
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may exit the cube with different angles.  The tip/tilt of the cube is adjusted to correct this 

problem.  This is done while watching the spots from the two lasers at the entrance to the 

pupil box.  At this point, the two lasers should not be more than an arcsecond or two apart 

on the sky.  Final tweaking of the cube and the turn mirror is done while watching the 

image of the return from the two lasers.  At this point, the two beams should be perfectly 

overlapped.    

The last alignment task in the laser box is to adjust the pointing of the combined laser 

beam.  This is done using two rotating prisms with a one degree wedge angle.  By 

selecting the appropriate rotation angles for the two prisms the beam can be deflected by 

up to two degrees.  This allows the beam to be aligned to the pupil box. 

2.2.3.3 Output window importance 

The output window was originally designed to be the second prism of the beam steering 

prism pair.  However, on two separate occasions a moth has landed on this element 

during laser emission.  The moth was then burned onto the prism with the result that the 

prism had to be replaced.  With vigorous scrubbing using acetone and a cotton swab, 

most of the debris could be removed from the element, but a 3-4 mm spot is left where 

the coating is damaged by the high heat load produced by the absorption of the laser 

beam by the moth.  Figure 2-37 shows an example of the damage caused by a moth. 
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Figure 2-37.  Moth damage on laser box output window. 

Due to these experiences, an output window has been added after the last steering prism.  

This window is a 50 mm diameter unit, and is offset such that the laser beam passes 

through close to the edge of the window.  When a moth gets caught by the laser beam, 

after a quick cleaning the window can be rotated such that the laser exits through an 

undamaged area.  In this manner, it should be possible to withstand several moth strikes 

before it is necessary to replace the window. 

2.2.3.4 Widefield camera  

The widefield camera is used for the initial pointing of the laser beacon, and also can 

provide a check of the optical quality of the projection optics.  The widefield camera is 
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fed via a pierced mirror positioned immediately after the laser exits the insulated portion 

of the laser box.  The laser beam passes through the piercing in this pickoff mirror.  

When the laser is not operating, the projection optics function as a telescope to form an 

image of a relatively bright star.  When this star image is steered such that it disappears 

into the piercing, the laser projector is pointed directly at the star.  When the steering is 

changed slightly, the size of the star image gives an indication of the alignment quality of 

the projection optics.  See Figure 2-38 for a diagram and Figure 2-39 for a picture of the 

setup. 

 

Figure 2-38.  Diagram of wide field camera functionality. 
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Figure 2-39.  Star imager detail. 

2.2.3.4.1 Piercing mirror 

The pierced mirror is a commercial 4” x 6” flat elliptical mirror, sold as a secondary 

mirror for a Newtonian telescope.  The piercing was done by the author.  A small amount 

of epoxy was used to temporarily attach the mirror to an aluminum block, which was then 

mounted to an adjustable angle plate.  The angle plate was placed in a plastic tub, and 

was bolted to the table of a milling machine.  The bolt holes in the tub were carefully 

sealed with silicone caulk.  A 0.75” diameter diamond core drill was used for the drilling 
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operation.  A squirt bottle of water was used to flood the bit and the hole.  Even though 

the bit was entering at a 45 degree angle to the surface, there was only minimal chipping 

due to the rigid setup and a slow initial feed rate.  Whenever drilling was paused, excess 

water was blown off of the mirror surface to prevent water spots.   

After the hole was completed, the mirror was removed from the aluminum blocking 

plate.  It was thought that the epoxy would form a relatively weak bond between the 

smooth glass and aluminum, but this was not the case.  Ultimately, a hacksaw was used 

to saw the mirror from the aluminum blocking plate, after which excess epoxy was 

removed from the mirror with a razor blade. 

Pitch or an alternative blocking adhesive would have been a much better choice for this 

operation than the epoxy.  Additionally, covering the surface with masking tape or some 

other protective material would have helped protect the mirror finish during the 

machining process.   

2.2.4 System 

2.2.4.1 Installation on telescope 

2.2.4.1.1 PHA 

The initial installation of the PHA on the telescope went reasonably smoothly.  No 

modifications to the telescope structure were required, so the PHA simply bolted in.  Due 

to the small clearance between the end of the fixed secondary hub and the shutter doors, 

it was required to open the doors wide enough to fit the PHA assembly between them.  
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An external crane was used for this operation since the permanent cranes inside the 

telescope chamber did not have the appropriate reach. 

 

Figure 2-40.  Testing the reach of the crane prior to lifting the PHA into place. 

The initial installation procedure is as follows: 

First, L2 was removed from the PHA and the opening sealed with plastic sheeting to 

reduce the exposure of the optics to airborne dust.  Then the PHA was tipped on its side 

and the lifting arm attached.  The lifting arm attaches to the 3/8-16 tapped holes around 

the perimeter of the PHA flange, leaving clear access to the holes for the ¼-20 bolts that 

attach the PHA to the fixed hub.  After the lifting arm was attached to the PHA, the 
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hoisting rigging was assembled.  A load leveler was attached to the lifting arm, and the 

Hydroset was used to connect the load leveler to the crane hook.  The Hydroset allows 

precision positioning of the load by using a hydraulic cylinder.  Hand operated levers 

pump fluid into and out of the hydraset, allowing movements as small as 25 microns.  

Next the telescope was lowered to its minimum elevation of 0.3 degrees and the shutters 

were opened.  The PHA raised into a position in front of the fixed hub, and was slowly 

guided in using small crane motions.   

After the PHA was bolted into the fixed hub, L2 was re-mounted.  Due to the fact that the 

opening in the fixed hub is relatively small, it was difficult to fit L2 into position.  It took 

most of an hour to mount L2 the first time.  This was due in large part to the distance that 

the actuators extended from the L2 cell.  Since the PHA was aligned off-telescope and no 

or only minor adjustments were planned after installation, the L2 actuators could not be 

moved to ease the installation. 

After installation, the PHA alignment was tested using the 4D interferometer.  It was 

found to be bad enough to require adjustment of L2.  After this adjustment, however, the 

alignment was as good as that obtained in the lab.   

After a few removal/re-installation cycles, it was decided to perform the entire optical 

alignment after installation at the telescope.  This benefits the mechanical installation of 

L2 since the actuators can now be removed.  After the actuators are removed, mounting 

L2 becomes much easier.  The results of the latest and best alignment to date are shown 

in Figure 2-41, at 0.45 waves PV and 0.092 waves RMS. 
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Figure 2-41.  Best PHA alignment to date, as measured on the telescope. 

2.2.4.1.2 Pupil Box 

There were no suitable mounting holes for the pupil box, so the initial installation 

included drilling eight holes completely through the headframe of the OSS.  The 

approximate location of the pupil box was determined by placing an alignment laser 

inside it and aligning it to the PHA using the autocollimated return beam.  The holes were 

then drilled with a magnetic base drill.  The pupil box is lifted into place using the 

counterweight crane at the southwest corner of the telescope chamber.  Two 44” webbing 

loops are used to create a lifting point by feeding them through the gap between the 
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mounting base and the portion of the box that houses the optics.  A lark’s head knot is 

then used to secure them.  The strap on the east side must have a knot tied in the middle 

of it to shorten the loop enough that the pupil box will rest level when suspended from 

the crane.  The pupil box is bolted into place using eight 3/8-16 x 6” bolts with nylon 

insert locknuts.  Two pieces of mild steel channel are used on the opposite side of the 

headframe to prevent buckling the beam when the bolts are tightened down. 

The electrical cables running to the pupil box were attached to the headframe with large 

zip-ties and routed down to the southwest corner of the headframe.  From there, they 

were routed along side the cooling lines already present down to the elevation bearing.  

At the elevation bearing the cables join those from the laser box and drop down through 

the telescope yoke into the yoke room on the first floor.   

2.2.4.1.3 Laser Box 

The laser box has only been installed once and never removed.  To mount it, a bracket 

was first installed on the plate where two of the 14” round OSS struts join the mirror cell.  

The required six holes were drilled using a magnetic base drill.  Additional holes were 

drilled into the support for the f/5 mid-baffle to mount a shim plate for the third leg of the 

laser box.   

The box was hoisted into place using the overhead crane in the chamber with all optics 

inside, including the laser heads.  The decision to leave the laser heads in place was made 

after contacting Lightwave Electronics, the laser head manufacturer, and learning that the 

heads will survive a 25g shock. 
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Figure 2-42.  Laser box mounting on telescope.  From left, Steve Moore, Matt Rademacher, and Jeff 

Kingsley. 

The initial installation work was performed from scaffolding, however soon after the 

laser box was installed a drawbridge was added to the third floor instrument room to 

facilitate the movement of large optics into and out of that room.  This drawbridge also 
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provides convenient access to the rear half of the laser box.  The front half can be 

accessed easily with the use of the manlift.   

2.2.4.2 Optical alignment on telescope 

Initially, most of the alignment was done off of the telescope prior to installation, with 

only minor adjustments after installation.  There were a few drawbacks discovered with 

this method, however.  One was that it was difficult to place the focus of the PHA in the 

right place such that the pupil box had enough adjustment range to match it.  Another was 

that it was difficult to insure that the autocollimating flat was perpendicular to the 

telescope axis when the PHA was aligned off-telescope.  When the PHA is aligned on the 

telescope, aligning the autocollimating flat to the telescope axis is a simple matter of 

using a precision level to make sure that the flat is perfectly level when the telescope is at 

an elevation of 90.0 degrees.   

The first step in the system alignment is to install the PHA with L2 and the pupil box.  An 

alignment laser is mounted on the pupil box and directed into the input aperture and 

adjusted such that it reflects off the center of the pupil steering mirror and hits the 

approximate center of L2.  The tip and tilt of L2 is then adjusted to co-align its optical 

axis with the alignment laser.  This is done by looking at the back reflected spots from 

each surface of L2.  The laser is blocked after L2 to eliminate the back reflections from 

L1 and the AC flat.  There should be two spots visible from L2, with one smaller than the 

other.  The smaller spot is the reflection from the first, flatter surface, while the larger 

spot is from the second, more curved surface.  The angle of the pupil steering mirror will 

control the centering on L2.  The separation of the two spots is a measure of how well 
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centered the beam is on L2.  When the two spots overlap, the beam is centered.  The 

tip/tilt of L2 controls the position of the back reflected spots.  The goal is to get both 

spots to overlap on the laser.  When the alignment is close, fringes will appear from 

interference between the spots from the two surfaces of L2.  These rings should be 

centered back on the laser.  When this happens, the laser axis is co-aligned with the 

optical axis of L2.   

Next, L1 and the FF must be aligned.  These two elements must be aligned together since 

there is no centering adjustment for L1.  First, adjust the fold flat such that the reflection 

from the AC mirror is centered on the laser.  Then adjust the tilt of L1 to center the 

fringes from the back reflected spots on the laser.  These two operations will have to be 

repeated until both the AC spot and the L1 fringes are simultaneously centered on the 

laser.  As the alignment gets closer, three other sets of circular fringes may be observed.  

These are from interference between reflections from L1 and L2.  These three sets of 

fringes may be distinguished from the fringes from L1 or L2 by tapping on the PHA or 

on the telescope structure.  Since the fringes from L1 or L2 are from each surface of a 

solid piece of glass, vibrations have little effect.  However, the fringes from the 

combination of spots from L1 and L2 are much less stable since they come from separate 

elements.  The vibrations from tapping on the structure will momentarily wash out these 

fringes leaving only those from L1 and L2. 

The three sets of fringes that appear when the system is almost aligned can be used to 

fine tune the FF position.  When the piston of the FF is correct, the optical axis defined 

by L1 and the AC flat meets the optical axis of L2 at the surface of the FF.  The piston of 
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the FF allows adjusting this parameter in one axis.  To adjust where the axis of L2 and 

the projection axis meet in the other direction, the pupil box must be moved North and 

South along the headframe.   

After all five of the circular fringes are centered on the laser along with the 

autocollimated spot most of the alignment is finished.  The major parameter left to set is 

the spacing between L1 and L2.  This is set using the 4D interferometer, which also 

provides a good opportunity to test the overall alignment quality.  First, the pupil box is 

removed and the interferometer installed in its place and roughly aligned.  An inside 

micrometer is used to set the back focal distance of the PHA optics.  One end of the 

micrometer is covered with teflon tape to prevent scratching and is then carefully held 

against L2.  The interferometer is then moved along the optical axis such that its 

projected beam focuses on the other end of the micrometer.  After this, the interferometer 

is not moved.  The separation between L1 and L2 is then set to zero the power, or 

defocus, seen by the interferometer.  It is most convenient to do this using the actuators 

on L1, as they are easy to get to on the telescope.  After the L1/L2 separation is set, the 

alignment can be finalized using the interferometer.  Astigmatism can come from either a 

tilt of L2 and an opposite tilt of L1 or from a slight decenter of the interferometer from 

the optical axis.  If the initial alignment with the laser mounted on the pupil box was done 

properly, L1 and L2 should not be tilted and the astigmatism can be ignored.  Spherical 

aberration is expected since the interferometer works at a different wavelength than the 

design wavelength for the optics.  Coma is the main aberration to be removed using the 

interferometer.  The tilt of L1 or L2 is adjusted while watching the measurement of coma 
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made by the interferometer.  Adjusting both L1 and L2 can lead to the aforementioned 

astigmatism condition, so this should be done carefully.  After the PHA optics are locked 

down, the relative tilts of L1 and L2 should be checked again with the laser mounted to 

the pupil box.   

After the PHA optics are aligned, L3 is the next element installed in the system.  The 

alignment laser in the pupil box is kept as the alignment source, and L3 is adjusted such 

that its back reflections and fringes are centered on the laser output.  The various spots 

and fringes from the PHA should remain centered on the laser, although their scale will 

change after the addition of L3. 

After L3 is in place, the alignment laser is removed from the pupil box and laser 1 turned 

on.  Using the steering prisms in the laser box, the beam is directed to the center of the 

pupil steering mirror and then the mirror angle is adjusted to put the beam on the center 

of L2.  These two adjustments are fine tuned to put the return from the autocollimating 

mirror directly back on the outgoing beam from the laser box.  At this point, the focus 

position of L3 is adjusted to focus the autocollimated spot back close to the entrance of 

the laser box.  For a collimated output from the projector, the autocollimated spot should 

be focused back at the laser waist, which is internal in the laser head 500 mm from the 

exit aperture.  Focusing the autocollimated spot at the laser box exit gives approximately 

the offset required to focus the projector at the nominal 23 km altitude. 

At this point, the optical system and laser 1 are aligned.  All that remains is to co-align 

laser 2 to laser 1.  First, the two beams are overlapped at the beam splitter/combiner using 

the turn mirror in front of laser 2.  If the alignment camera in the laser box is available, it 
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can be used to monitor the beam overlaps.  If not, the fluorescence in the beam splitter 

from the two beams can be used as a visual indicator of their position.  Next the tilt of the 

beam splitter is adjusted to overlap the two beams at the PHA.  At this point the two 

beams should not deviate from each other by more than a few arcseconds. 

 

2.2.4.3 Priming system 

The laser chillers are water-to-air heat exchangers that function with an open reservoir.  

These chillers reside in the electronics rack in the yoke room, while the laser heads are 

mounted just above the elevation bearing.  This presents a head of about 6 m  to the 

pumps.  When the system is properly primed, the internal pumps are sufficient.  

However, if an air bubble gets trapped at the top of the loop near the laser heads the 

pumps do not have the capacity to prime the system.  After experiencing problems with 

this during one telescope run, boost pumps were installed to prime the system.  These 

pumps are only run to prime the system, and are bypassed with a low-restriction check 

valve to allow the internal cooling pumps to function normally when the boost pumps are 

off. 

2.2.4.4 Laser mode problems 

During the initial installation at the MMT, it was discovered that one of the two laser 

heads was not producing a clean Gaussian beam.  The size of the Gaussian was smaller, 

and at certain trigger frequencies it would produce a beam with between three and five 

distinct lobes.  See Figure 2-43.  After consulting with Lightwave Electronics and 
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sending it back twice, it was discovered that it was missing an aperture that blocks 

satellite modes.  It was not clear if this was a recent revision to the laser head or if it 

should have been there originally.  After this aperture was installed, there have been no 

further problems with the lasers. 

 

Figure 2-43.  Bad laser spot.  Laser was projected onto cover on L2. 

2.2.4.5 Rack overheating 

Prior to the June 2005 run, more equipment was installed in the control rack.  Not only 

did this additional equipment produce more heat, but it also restricted the airflow.  As a 

result the rack temperature was over 120°F.  This caused one of the laser chiller units to 

repeatedly shut down while the laser power supply unit showed a misleading fault of “hot 

heatsink.”  After it was discovered that it was the rack overheating and not a flow issue 

with the chiller, the doors to the rack were removed to vent the heat.  After this, no 
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further problems were experienced with the lasers.  Obviously venting this heat into the 

yoke room is not a long-term solution, and a more permanent answer is sought.  The rack 

beside the laser rack has recently been reserved for NGS and LGS equipment, so it may 

be possible to create more airflow by spacing out the existing components.  There has 

also been some discussion with the MMT staff about installing active cooling into the 

yoke room racks. 

2.3 Performance 

During the June 2004 LGS telescope time, which was the first on-sky operation of the 

beam projector, very rudimentary performance tests were performed.  The gated CCID18 

was used with optics to change the telescope plate scale to allow a wider field of view on 

the camera.  First the laser spots were imaged with a 0.5 km range gate centered at 25 

km.  The recorded spots measured 1.52 arcseconds FWHM.  Immediately after this, the 

telescope was refocused and a star was imaged.  The star image measured 1.08 

arcseconds FWHM.  If the laser beam was projected from the full telescope aperture, 

since it passes through the atmosphere twice with the aberrations adding in quadrature, it 

would be expected to be √2 larger.  In this case, the up-beam is about twice r0 so it will 

have significantly less aberration than the down-beam, which is the full telescope 

aperture.  Therefore, it is expected that the observed laser spot should be between 1 and 

√2 times larger than the star image for short exposures. 

Since the beam projector appeared to be working properly, the group’s effort was 

concentrated on the wavefront sensor optics.  Even after problems with the MTF response 

of the camera used to take the initial spot size data were discovered, the anecdotal 
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evidence was that the beam projector was functioning well.  The result was that little 

effort was put into further characterization.  Finally, in December 2005, more sky time 

was reserved for the express purpose of characterizing the beam projector performance. 

2.3.1 Measured on-sky performance 

In December 2005, the main performance metric studied was the spot size.  An 

electronically gated camera was placed at the native f/15 telescope focus to acquire 

images of the laser return with a plate scale of 0.044 pixels/arcsecond.  Unfortunately, 

bad weather prevented obtaining more than one set of data.   

Initially, the telescope was visually collimated using the wide field camera in the NGS 

top box.  The gated camera was placed on a rail to allow focus changes and centered on 

the telescope axis using the alignment laser in the NGS top box.  This is a laser that is 

aligned to be collinear with the telescope optical axis.  The camera was within 10 

arcseconds of the telescope axis as indicated by the alignment laser.   

First, the telescope was pointed at a bright star, and the camera position adjusted for best 

focus.  This position was marked on the rail as the infinity focus.  One data set of this star 

was recorded.  The telescope was then moved to an elevation of 89° elevation, where all 

of the laser data was collected.  The camera was moved to the 23 km conjugate, 408 mm 

below the infinity focus.  The shutter was set to open from 23 to 23.5 km, and the camera 

position fine-tuned to give best focus.  Next, the beam projector focus was adjusting 

using L3, and the beam overlap optimized using the beamsplitter in the laser box. 

After the system focus was optimized, the data collection began.  Sets of 5000 frames 

were collected with laser 1, laser 2, and both of the lasers for nominal altitudes of 23, 20, 
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25, and 28 km, in that order.  The single exception was that no data was collected for the 

combined laser spot at 28 km.  For each conjugate, the camera was moved to the 

approximate location as measured from the infinity location, then the focus fine tuned 

with the gate height.  The gate length was 0.5 km in all cases.  The frame rates used were 

the fastest that gave a reasonable signal, 163 Hz for 20 and 23 km, 130 Hz at 25 km, and 

95 Hz at 28 km. 

After the laser data were taken, the camera was returned to the infinity focus position and 

the telescope pointed at a star close to zenith.  A 25 nm wide filter centered on the laser 

wavelength of 532 nm was installed.  The gate length was left at 0.5 km.  After 

optimizing the star image by using the telescope focus, three data sets were taken, one at 

each of the frame rates used for the laser data.  After this, the filter was replaced with a 

narrow band version that had a width of 3 nm, and one final data set recorded at 52 Hz 

with a gate width of 5 km.  Figure 2-44 displays a representative laser return spot from 

these data sets and Figure 2-45 shows an image of the natural star for reference.  The 

laser image is from laser 1 and was range gated from 19.8 to 20.3 km. 
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Figure 2-44.  Laser 1 spot, range gated from 19.8 to 20.3 km.  The fine structure is from flat-fielding 

problems with the camera. 
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Figure 2-45.  Reference star image. 

 

While focusing the camera, it was noted that astigmatism was present, which is clearly 

evident in the data.  To find the spot sizes and obtain a measure of the astigmatism 

present, the following procedure was used to reduce the data.  First, the image was low 

pass filtered by convolving with a 4 pixel FWHM Gaussian spot to smooth out some of 

the pixel to pixel variations in the CCD.  This also helped to smooth out speckles in the 

star images.  Even after this filtering, the spot was still strongly oversampled.  The half-

max contour was traced, and its major and minor axis lengths calculated.  The angle that 

the major axis made with the row direction of the CCD was also found.  This was 
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performed for every frame recorded, and the median value for each of these quantities 

found.  These median values of the max and min FWHM sizes are plotted in Figure 2-46.  

A representative star data set is also shown to indicate what the atmospheric seeing was 

like.   
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Figure 2-46.  Comparison of laser spot size FWHM vs altitude with reference star.  The median 

FWHM size of the major and minor axis for every image in a data set is plotted vs the range gate 

height for the data set.   

Laser 1 is about 10% smaller than laser 2 at three of the four altitudes, and just slightly 

larger at the fourth.  This could be caused by several factors.  One possible source is a 

difference in the laser waist size between the two laser heads.  Another is a small 

variation of the delay between the trigger signal input and the laser firing in the two 
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heads.  A difference of 2 µs would produce a focus error of 300 m, which produces a 

defocus term of the appropriate magnitude.  Since the camera was focused using laser 1 

only at each altitude, laser 1 should consistently be better focused. 

As the astigmatism is seen in all data sets, it is assumed to be in the telescope.  If a focus 

error of 2 mm is assumed for the laser 1 20 km data set, the ellipticity indicates a worst 

case separation of the tangential and sagittal foci of about 18 mm.  This translates into 

about 11 waves of astigmatism on the primary.  Since the f/9 topbox with its wavefront 

sensor was not mounted, there was no correction of the primary shape that night.  The 

f/15 mirror was set to its nominal “flat” position and run in open loop with no corrections 

applied.  When the initial visual collimation of the telescope to correct focus and coma 

was performed, the thermal state of the primary was as shown in Figure 2-47.  It took a 

few hours to get the system set up and ready for data collection, at which point the 

primary thermal state was as shown in Figure 2-48.  This is not necessarily the sole 

source of the astigmatism, but a linear thermal gradient across the primary can easily 

produce a few waves of deflection . 
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Figure 2-47.  MMT primary mirror frontplate thermal state at the beginning of observations. 
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Figure 2-48.  MMT primary mirror frontplate thermal state when data collection started. 
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3 DR/WFS OPTICS & RESONATOR 

3.1 Design 

3.1.1 f/# converter 

This is the only portion of the receive optics for which the author was wholly responsible.  

The f/# converter was necessary to allow testing the system as designed for use at f/15 

without requiring the substantial investment of time associated with the f/15 adaptive 

secondary.  The telescope was configured with the f/9 secondary, and the f/# converter 

was used to change the f/9 beam to an f/15 one.  In addition to changing the focal ratio, 

the f/# converter also created an exit pupil with the correct size and distance.  It also had 

to have an unvignetted field of view greater than the two arcminute diameter laser 

constellation.  Since the NGS arm of the experiment was fed by the output of the f/# 

converter it also had to have minimal chromatic aberration over the visible band. 

Initially, the simple system of Figure 3-1 was considered.  In this system, a field lens at 

the telescope focal plane forms an image of the pupil.  A lens placed in this pupil plane 

then re-images the focal plane, where a second field lens then forms an image of the 

intermediate pupil at the correct size and location.  This system is simple to work with, 

but can be long.  The length of this type of converter would require fold mirrors to fit it in 

the required space in the instrument.  The final image plane is also not accessible.  The 

dynamic refocus system includes a field lens that must be in this image plane, which 

would require further optics to form another image plane. 
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Figure 3-1.  Simple f/# converter concept.   Telescope is to the left, and the total system length is 500 

mm. 

Since the space available for the f/# converter was limited if fold mirrors were to be 

avoided, a shorter version was investigated.  A design based on a reverse galilean 

telescope was chosen.  In this, the first lens is a negative element that forms a virtual 

pupil image and the second lens re-images this virtual pupil such that it matches the f/15 

secondary.  Figure 3-2 shows the layout of the reverse galilean design, Figure 3-3 shows 

the spot diagrams, and 

f/9 focal plane f/15 focal plane 
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Table 3-1 lists the prescription for the system.  This system matched the desired pupil 

position and f/# to better than 1%.   

 

Figure 3-2.  F/# converter design based on a reverse galilean telescope.   The separation between the 

two lenses is 188 mm. 

 

Figure 3-3.  Spot images for reverse galilean system.  Circle is 0.25 arcseconds. 

 

Original f/9 
focal plane

Reimaged f/15 
focal plane 
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Table 3-1.  Prescription for reverse galilean f/# converter. 

Surf Type Comment Radius Thickness Glass Diameter Conic 
OBJ STANDARD  Infinity 2.50E+07  14550.2 0 
1 STANDARD  Infinity 0  6505.11 0 
2 STANDARD  Infinity 10000  6505.11 0 
STO STANDARD PRIMARY  -16255.3 -6919.452 MIRROR 6502 -1 
4 STANDARD SECONDARY -2805.79 8869 MIRROR 978.053 -1.749 
5 STANDARD  Infinity -189.1869  37.4140 0 
6 STANDARD INF FOCUS Infinity -228.6  52.0630 0 

7 STANDARD 
TOP BOX 
FLANGE Infinity 148.6307  76.3323 0 

8 STANDARD  -25938.03 6 N-BK7 94.2 0 
9 STANDARD  157.3563 187.7913  94.2 0 
10 STANDARD PUPIL LENS -7603.397 9 N-BK7 101.6 0 
11 STANDARD  -250.4351 0  100 0 
12 STANDARD  Infinity 148.5678  76.7699 0 
13 STANDARD  Infinity 187.4396  78 0 
IMA STANDARD  Infinity   56.8426 0 

 

This design was very promising.  The pupil position and size were exactly as specified 

and the spot sizes were small.  The problem is that the lenses for this design would have 

to be custom manufactured.  To reduce the cost, a search for commercially available 

lenses was made.  Looking at the system prescription, one surface of each lens has a very 

large radius.  These long radius surfaces were made plano and the system re-optimized.  

This was done because most commercially available lenses have either one plano side or 

have equal curvature on the two sides.  After the re-optimization, the system performance 

was still acceptable and the catalog of available lenses was searched for parts with similar 

specifications.  Unfortunately, there was not a similar plano-concave lens available.  As a 

possible solution, that lens was made bi-concave and the design re-optimized.  The 

system performance was still found to be acceptable, but again no bi-concave lenses of 

the appropriate power were found.  Further examination of the catalog, however, yielded 

two plano-concave lenses that were a close match in radius.  These two lenses were 
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placed with their plano sides touching to effectively produce a biconcave lens.  A plano-

convex lens was also found that was a close match for the positive element.  After 

optimizing with the new lenses, the design was approved.  The pupil position moved 

from the specified position of 9350 mm to 9591 mm, but this is only about a 3% error, so 

it was deemed acceptable.  The error in the output f/# was less than 1%.  Figure 3-4 

shows the layout of the finalized system, Figure 3-5 shows the spot diagrams, and Table 

3-2 lists the prescription for this system. 

 

Figure 3-4.  Finalized reverse galilean f/# converter design, using commercially available lenses.  Lens 

spacing is 174 mm. 

Original f/9 
focal plane Reimaged f/15 

focal plane
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Figure 3-5.  Finalized reverse galilean f/# converter spot diagram.  Circles are 0.25 arcseconds. 

 

Table 3-2.  Finalized reverse galilean f/# converter prescription. 

Surf Type Comment Radius Thickness Glass Diameter Conic 
OBJ STANDARD  Infinity 2.50E+07  14550.26 0 
1 STANDARD  Infinity 0  6505.113 0 
2 STANDARD  Infinity 10000  6505.113 0 
STO STANDARD PRIMARY  -16255.3 -6919.412 MIRROR 6502 -1 
4 STANDARD SECONDARY -2805.79 8869 MIRROR 978.0848 -1.749 
5 STANDARD  Infinity -189.1869  37.19212 0 
6 STANDARD INF FOCUS Infinity -228.6  52.28019 0 

7 STANDARD 
TOP BOX 
FLANGE Infinity 154.9167  76.5446 0 

8 STANDARD  -311.235 3 N-BK7 94.2 0 
9 STANDARD  Infinity 0  94.2 0 
10 STANDARD  Infinity 3 N-BK7 94.2 0 
11 STANDARD  311.235 172.9392  94.2 0 
12 STANDARD PUPIL LENS Infinity 9 N-BK7 101.6 0 
13 STANDARD CPX10500 -257.532 0  100 0 
14 STANDARD  Infinity 192.0594  77.02263 0 
15 STANDARD LPX335 Infinity 139.2784  78 0 
IMA STANDARD  Infinity   56.8787 0 
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3.1.2 Dynamic Refocus Lens Assembly 

The dynamic refocus lens assembly was originally designed by Roland Sarlot for use 

with a UV laser.  The UV laser, however, proved to be unreliable and the project 

switched to a green laser.  Roland then modified the original design to work with the new 

green laser. 

The DR lens is optimized for one-to-one imaging of an object at a single field angle.  A 

field lens forms a 20 mm diameter image of the telescope pupil at the first lens surface, 

and the lens assembly then re-images this pupil onto a moveable mirror at the end of the 

lens cell.  The mirror is in a very fast beam that is approximately f/0.6.  After reflecting 

off of the mirror, the lens assembly then forms an exit pupil in the same plane as the 

entrance pupil.  Small movements of the mirror create large changes in the position of the 

image plane, which forms the basic of the dynamic refocus principle.  The DR lens 

assembly has a magnification of -1, which results in the image being formed on the 

opposite side of the field from the object.  This property allows the use of a simple 

pierced mirror to separate the incoming and outgoing beams as long as there are an odd 

number of objects in the field.  Figure 3-6 shows the optical layout and the location of the 

pupil and image planes. 
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Figure 3-6.  Dynamic refocus system optical components. 

Figure 3-7 shows the operation of the DR lens.  The light from the telescope enters the 

figure from the left.  The focal planes that are conjugate to the range of altitudes of 

interest for the laser beacon are represented by the dashed lines.  The mirror motion 

required to keep the output image at a constant position is indicated on the right of the 

figure, however the mirror motion is not visible at this scale.  Figure 3-8 shows the spot 
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diagram for this system, where the spots from 20, 25, and 30 km are shown in three 

different colors.  Table 3-3 lists the optical prescription for the DR cell. 

 

Figure 3-7.  DR system operation. 
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Figure 3-8.  Spot diagram for DR cell.  Spots generated by sources at 20, 25, and 30 km are 

represented by the three different colors. 

Table 3-3.  Prescription for DR cell. 

Surf Type Comment Radius Thickness Glass Diameter Conic 

OBJ STANDARD  Infinity 2.50E+07  14590.71 0 

1 STANDARD SEC. SHADOW Infinity 7200  6366.24 0 

2 STANDARD PRIMARY -16256 -7307.47 MIRROR 6502 -1 

3 STANDARD  Infinity 0  665.3628 0 

STO STANDARD SECONDARY -1794.54 7307.47 MIRROR 642.05 -1.409 

6 STANDARD PRIMARY Infinity 1467.07  212.9949 0 

7 STANDARD DEROTATOR Infinity 1093  1700 0 

8 STANDARD  Infinity 100  63.26791 0 

9 STANDARD 25KM FOCUS Infinity 0  57.48026 0 

10 STANDARD FIELD LENS 226.6179 5.624 SF6 75.97 0 

11 STANDARD  3236.976 296.0525  75.97 0 

12 STANDARD L2-SA CORR 20.1613 14.43 SF6 30 0 

13 STANDARD  -97.9592 0.3010336  30 0 

14 STANDARD L3 515.2487 11.049 SF6 26 0 

15 STANDARD  -28.7011 0.3  26 0 

16 STANDARD L4 7.57 14.98 SF6 10.99 0 

17 STANDARD  -32.97 7.327394  21.96 0 

18 STANDARD MOVABLE MIRROR -12.0192 -7.327394 MIRROR 19.06088 0 

19 STANDARD L4 -32.97 -14.98 SF6 21.96 0 

20 STANDARD  7.57 -0.3  10.99 0 

21 STANDARD L3 -28.7011 -11.049 SF6 26 0 

22 STANDARD  515.2487 -0.301033  26 0 

23 STANDARD L2-SA CORR -97.9592 -14.43 SF6 30 0 

24 STANDARD  20.1613 -296.0525  30 0 

IMA STANDARD  Infinity   0.4 0 
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The mounting cell for this lens assembly was designed by Brian Cuerden.  It is made 

from titanium to match the expansion coefficient of the lenses which are composed of 

Schott SF6 glass.  The position of the first element is adjustable with three sets of push-

pull screws, which allows the amount of third-order spherical aberration to be adjusted to 

balance the amount of fifth-order spherical present. 

3.1.3 Resonator 

The resonator is a mechanical resonator that moves the mirror in the DR cell design.  The 

original design was for a resonator at 1 kHz to match the operating frequency of the UV 

laser.  This was a figure-8 shape designed by Brian Cuerden.  It was made from titanium 

because of that material’s high fatigue resistance.  Even with the high fatigue resistance 

of titanium, this design still failed after several days to a few weeks of operation.  About 

this time, the system was changed to use a green laser.  This green laser operated at the 

higher frequency of 5 kHz.  This higher frequency meant that a simple rod-shaped 

resonator vibrating in a mode with a center node could be made a manageable length.   

A rod-shaped resonator has the advantage of very low stress operation.  Roger Angel and 

Proteep Mallik did much of the research into the properties of these rod resonators and 

methods to drive them.  Due to the lower internal stresses present, it was determined that 

aluminum could be used.  It was also found that aluminum rods had the highest Q of any 

of the materials tested, which included several types of steel and titanium.  Aluminum 

also has a high conductivity, which is beneficial for the drive mechanism discussed later.  

Based on these factors, Brian Cuerden designed a rod-shaped asymmetric aluminum 
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resonator, mounted at a central node.  The asymmetry of the rod produced a resonator in 

which the drive end of the resonator moves with half the amplitude of the mirror end.  

This reduces the stress in the drive end of the resonator.  Figure 3-9 shows the resonator 

design.   

 

Figure 3-9.  Model of resonator by Brian Cuerden. 

The tapered design is the optimum, lowest stress design, but it is difficult to fabricate as it 

requires a CNC lathe which was not available in the Steward machine shop.  A version 

with steps instead of the taper was designed to produce a cheaper unit for initial testing.  
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A drawing of this version is shown in Figure 3-10.  This design has a 5007 Hz resonant 

frequency with a maximum stress of about 7130 psi in operation.  The drive end 

amplitude is about 40% of the mirror end amplitude.  The Q of the resonator model was 

calculated as 4500.  With this Q, a sinusoidal drive force of ±4.12 lbs gives a mirror 

motion of 200 µm P-V.  Figure 3-11 shows a plot of the calculated frequency response. 

 

Figure 3-10.  Stepped resonator design. 
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Figure 3-11.  Graph of simulated resonator response vs. frequency. 

The resonator is driven by placing the drive end of the resonator in a radial magnetic field 

and inducing an AC current in it.  A coil of wire is held fixed inside a radial magnetic 

field created by a permanent magnet and pole pieces.  The drive end of the resonator is 

placed inside this coil of wire.  An AC current is passed through the fixed coil which 

induces an AC current in the drive end of the resonator.  This induced current reacts with 

the permanent magnetic field to provide a driving force on the resonator.  Figure 3-12 

shows a cross-section of the resonator driver.   
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Figure 3-12.  Resonator driver cross-section. 

 Figure 3-13 shows the resonator in an early testing setup.  A prototype driver is on the 

left, while the displacement measuring sensor is on the right.  The oscilloscope is 

displaying the driving voltage and the measured displacement waveforms. 
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Figure 3-13.  Resonator and early testing setup. 

3.1.4 Periscope 

The laser wavefront sensor camera does not have enough pixels to capture the entire two 

arcminute laser beacon field at an appropriate pixel scale.  To compensate, each beacon is 

sent through two mirrors arranged as a periscope to reduce the apparent diameter of the 

beacon pattern to one arcminute.  At this size, the spot patterns from all five beacons will 

fit on the chip at a scale of approximately 0.8 arcseconds/pixel.  Miguel Snyder designed 

this periscope assembly.  It maintains the overlap of the five pupils while moving the 

images one arcminute closer to the optical axis.  Figure 3-14 is a shaded 3D model view 

from Zemax of the periscope assembly.  The gray shaded plane is the output from the DR 

cell. 
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Figure 3-14.  Field reducing periscope assembly design. 

3.1.5 Prism array 

Instead of the lenslet array used in many other wavefront sensing systems, it was decided 

to use a multifaceted prism in a pupil plane to create the Hartmann pattern.  Each prism 

facet adds tilt to a subaperture in the pupil.  This tilt in the pupil plane displaces the 

image formed by light from that subaperture away from the nominal image location.  

This serves to break up the image into an array of spots in the image plane.  The 

displacement of each spot from its nominal location can then be measured and used to 

compute the wavefront slope for each subaperture, exactly as in a traditional Shack-
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Hartmann sensor using a lenslet array.  The prism array was designed by Nicole Putnam 

with help from Miguel Snyder, Roger Angel, and the author21.   

There are several advantages to using a prism array.  It is well suited to measuring the 

wavefronts of multiple objects, since it does not require creating a separate pupil image 

for each object or complicated reimaging optics.  Since there is a single pupil image 

formed, the pupil sampling pattern is identical for all sources in the field.  It can be 

placed in the pupil plane to transform a camera that forms traditional full-aperture images 

to a wavefront sensor with no further modifications.  Since we had only the single gated 

CCD camera, this ability of the wavefront sensor to form a traditional image was very 

useful for beam diagnostics such as spot size and energy.  Removing a lenslet array 

would require a much more complicated change in the optical setup.   

After some consideration, a hexapolar arrangement was chosen for the prism array.  This 

was thought to be the easiest to fabricate, and it provides a better match to the hexapolar 

actuator arrangement of the adaptive secondary at the MMT.  Originally the plan was to 

cut glass prisms to produce each “prismlet,” and then glue them together into an array.  

This was not done for a few reasons.  The prismlets are only about 5 mm across, and are 

irregular shapes so they are difficult to cut out accurately.  This would result in gaps 

between the pieces and loss of light.  Even without the gaps, since the prism is in a 

diverging beam the sides of each prismlet would scatter light. 

After it was found that cutting individual prismlets was impractical, it was decided that 

the array could be fabricated via diamond flycutting a piece of plastic.  This is a fairly 

straightforward approach, but it does require a high precision during the machining 
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operation.  To loosen the surface roughness specification for the flycut surfaces, the 

prism angles were exaggerated, and the prism then immersed in a near index matched oil.   

The prism was designed using a MATLAB program.  Each ring of prismlets had the same 

angle with respect to the optical axis and points radially away from the axis.  The center 

of each prismlet is assumed to be tangent to a common sphere.  This assumption was 

used in the calculation of the prism array surface.  A plane was generated for each facet, 

and then each point on the surface was described by simply finding the lowest plane.  The 

radius of the parent sphere was adjusted to ensure that the area of each facet was equal to 

within several percent.  Figure 3-15 plots a cross-section view of this process.  This 

process was repeated to produce prism arrays with 18, 36, and 60 facets arranged in 2, 3, 

and 4 rings respectively.  A view of the calculated 60 subaperture array is shown in 

Figure 3-16, where each subaperture has been shaded with a random color to highlight 

the boundaries. 
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Figure 3-15.  Prism construction from individual planes. 

 

Figure 3-16.  Image of 60 subaperture prism array.  Each subaperture is shaded with a random 

color. 
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3.1.6 Camera lens 

The camera lens is a custom made lens that images the output from the periscope 

assembly onto the wavefront sensor camera.  It has an external 36 mm diameter entrance 

pupil where the prism array can be placed. 

Originally this function was performed by a commercial lens, but there was a significant 

problem with vignetting at the edges of the pupil.  Also, the entrance pupil was internal 

and so the placement of the prism array was problematic.   

The initial design of the custom lens was by Roger Angel and refined by the author.  

Miguel Snyder then spent a considerable amount of time finishing the design.  The final 

design used lenses sized to prevent any possibility of vignetting.  As these lenses were 

thick, a glass type was chosen to minimize the absorption at the laser wavelength.  A 

dense flint glass worked the best in this design, however most of the dense flints have 

some absorption in the green.  The initial design was with SF6, but there were concerns 

about the amount of light that would be absorbed in the glass.  The internal transmittance 

for 25mm of SF6 is 0.992.  The total thickness of the lenses is about 70 mm, which 

would result in a transmission of 0.978.   After much searching, it was found that PBH56 

glass from Ohara had the lowest absorption of any commonly available dense flint, with 

an internal transmittance of 0.993 for the 70 mm of glass in the lenses.  Figure 3-17 

shows the lens layout and Table 3-4 lists the prescription. 
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Figure 3-17.  Scimeasure camera lens layout. 

 

Table 3-4.  Scimeasure camera lens prescription. 

Surf Type Comment Radius Thickness Glass Diameter Conic
OBJ STANDARD  Infinity Infinity  0 0 
STO STANDARD  Infinity 10  50.00115 0 
2 STANDARD  50.159 19.70798 PBH56 50 0 
3 STANDARD  -342.455 5.575859  50 0 
4 STANDARD  -35.63 24.94218 PBH56 36 0 
5 STANDARD  -44.585 0.800062  45 0 
6 STANDARD  27.986 24.53927 PBH56 40 0 
7 STANDARD  261.225 2.5223  40 0 
8 STANDARD  -41.994 1.000001 PBH56 15 0 
9 STANDARD  Infinity 0.9710388  15 0 
10 STANDARD CCD WINDOW Infinity 4 BK7 17.56482 0 
11 STANDARD  Infinity 1  24.45613 0 
IMA STANDARD  Infinity   0.4 0 

 

 

External 
entrance pupil CCD window
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3.2 Fabrication / Testing 

3.2.1 f/# converter 

The f/# converter was designed using commercially available lenses, so no custom optics 

were required.  The mounts were designed and fabricated by Matt Rademacher, with 

tip/tilt and decenter adjustments for both lenses.  The separation between the lenses was 

also adjustable using a translation stage.  The lens separation adjustment fine tuned the 

output f/#, while moving the entire assembly up and down adjusted the pupil and image 

location. 

3.2.2 DR cell 

During initial testing at the 61” telescope on Mt. Bigelow and through the first tests at the 

MMT, it was thought that the DR cell was performing well with good image quality.  

After further investigation, however, it was realized that the spot sizes obtained from the 

DR cell testing were suspiciously smaller than those predicted from the Zemax model.   

The original alignment method, created by James Georges III, used a point source from a 

spatial filter.  This was imaged one-to-one back onto a camera beside the pinhole the 

prescribed distance away.  A large amount of attenuation was used so that the laser did 

not saturate the camera.  Unfortunately, there was enough spherical aberration present in 

the system that the halo around the central core looked like unimportant scattered light.  

Consequently, the system was aligned using only the core present on the soft side of 

focus.  The DR cell alignment looked very good using this method, but the system 

performed poorly.  When the problem was realized and the spot examined with less 
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attenuation, the large amount of spherical aberration was found.  It was quickly 

determined that there was much more than should have been present, and in fact there 

was more than could be adjusted for with the motion of the first element.  It was thought 

that a large amount of higher order spherical was present as well.  This launched a 

campaign to determine what was wrong and to find a way to fix it.  Miguel Snyder and 

the author were both heavily involved in this operation. 

First, the spacing of all of the elements in the DR cell was checked.  This was done by 

disassembling the cell in stages while using an outside micrometer to accurately measure 

the distance between the vertexes of the two outermost lenses.  Cellophane tape was 

placed on the anvils of the micrometer to prevent scratching the lenses, and great care 

was taken to ensure that the anvils did not slide around on the lens during the 

measurements.  Table 3-5 summarizes the measured values for the lens separations and 

their thicknesses as well as the target values.  It was also noted that the first element was 

tilted about 0.22 degrees by measuring the gap between the mount for the first element 

and the rest of the cell. 

Table 3-5.  Design and measured values for DR cell lens thicknesses and spacings. 

Thickness 

Design Thickness 

(mm) 

Measured Thickness 

(mm) 

L2 14.43 14.465

L2-L3 spacing 0.296 0.515

L3 11.049 11.054

L3-L4 spacing 0.03 0.256

L4 14.98 15
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With the lenses removed from the lens cell, their surface radii were measured using a 

Wyco interferometer with a 1m distance measuring slide.  For each surface, the lens was 

adjusted such that the interferometer focused on the surface and the distance scale zeroed.  

The lens was then moved to place its center of curvature at the focus.  The change in 

distance as measured by the scale is then the radius of curvature for the surface.  Table 

3-6 shows the measured and the design values for the radius of curvature for the various 

surfaces.   

Table 3-6.  Design and measured values for DR cell lens radii. 

Surface Design Radius (mm) Measured Radius (mm) 
L2 - 1 -20.1613 -20.685 
L2 - 2 97.9592 97.96 
L3 - 1 -515.2487 -510.945 
L3 - 2 28.7011 28.705 
L4 - 1 -7.57 -7.56 
L4 - 2 32.97 32.955 

 

The last element checked was the diamond turned resonator mirror.  Most of the testing 

of this element was performed by Miguel Snyder with some advice from the author.  This 

testing was done using the 4D interferometer.  The mirror, however, is very fast at f/0.6, 

and so its full aperture could not be tested with the fastest available diverger lens for the 

interferometer, an f/3.3 unit.  Instead, first a 60x and then a 100x microscope objective 

was used as a diverger lens.  It was expected that the microscope objectives would have 

some aberrations, but it was thought that some useable information would be gained from 

this investigation.   

Even with the 100x objective, the entire surface could not be tested at once, so several 

smaller portions were tested and the results compared.  It was quickly noted that the 
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center of the mirror was easily located in the image, both from concentric turning marks 

and from a distinct conical gouge left on the turning axis.  The interferometer was 

adjusted to view a portion of the mirror extending from just before the center of the 

mirror to the outer edge.  Testing the mirror this way allows measurement of a radial 

profile.  The resulting interferogram is shown in Figure 3-18. 

 

Figure 3-18.  Original, poor quality diamond turned resonator mirror. 

From this view, the extremely poor quality of the mirror was evident.  Not only was the 

central divot relatively large and deep, but the departure from the best-fit sphere has a 

very strange shape.  From this profile, the P-V error for this mirror is about 4 waves.  

This large amount of departure is made even worse by the odd profile.  This introduced a 
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very odd shaped wavefront error and an attempt would be made to correct this using the 

only control available, the third order spherical adjustment.  This did not work well and 

gave very poor spots.  

Several new sources for the resonator mirror were investigated.  The major problem is 

that the thermal expansion coefficient of the aluminum resonator is much higher than 

most glasses available.  Because of this, diamond turned aluminum is a natural choice.  

Trying with a second company, however, produced results that were better but not good 

enough.  The resulting mirrors had only about 2 waves of aberration and a much smaller 

divot on the turning axis, but this was still unacceptable.  A search for a company to post-

polish the mirror was unsuccessful.  While continuing the search for an appropriate 

diamond turning company, a parallel search for appropriate glass mirrors was conducted.  

A few references to some types of glass with high thermal expansion coefficients were 

found, but they were no longer available.  Brian Cuerden designed an interface that 

would allow attaching a BK7 mirror to the end of the rod.  It consisted of brazing a piece 

of Ni-Resist-5 to the end of the aluminum which would serve as a buffer to match the 

thermal expansion coefficients of the glass and the aluminum.  The mirror would then be 

epoxied to the end.   
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Figure 3-19.   Detail of BK7 mirror bond to resonator, design by Brian Cuerden. 

There were a few problems with this approach, however.  The brazing process would 

certainly alter the fatigue resistant properties of the aluminum resonator, and it was not 

clear if heat-treatment could restore them.  Also, it was not clear what the fatigue 

resistance of the brazed joint would be.   

Because of all of these problems, the search continued for a glass that had a thermal 

expansion coefficient matched to aluminum.  Roger Angel found a glass frit that was 

used to form a decorative finish on aluminum pieces.  It came as a green powder that was 

meant to be applied to the surface and then fired in a furnace.  During the firing 

procedure, the glass melted and fused into a solid vitreous coating.  The expansion 

coefficient of the glass frit had to be matched to aluminum so that it would stay attached 
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when the piece cooled off after the firing process.  For our purposes, a crucible of the 

powder was fired to produce a solid piece of glass.  A core was then drilled from this 

glass piece to provide the blanks for mirror generation.  Phil Lam of Lam Optical 

produced two mirrors of the required prescription from the half-dozen blanks cast.  The 

quality of these mirrors was very good, and it is one of these two mirrors that was glued 

to the resonator for use during the telescope run in June 2005.   

3.2.3 Resonator 

3.2.3.1 Fabrication details (process, material, etc) 

The resonator is made from 7075-T6 aluminum.  It started as a single piece of 4 inch 

diameter rod, and was machined on a manual lathe.  The design calls for a smooth 

tapered cross-section, however this shape would require a CNC lathe and the in-house 

machine shop at Steward Observatory did not have one.  A compromise stepped profile 

was chosen to produce a relatively cheap testing prototype.  This prototype has proven 

remarkably durable, and so the elliptical version has not been made.  Two stepped 

resonators have been fabricated, with one used for lifetime testing while the other is held 

as a spare in case the first one fails.   

3.2.3.2 Driver fabrication 

There have been two different drivers fabricated.  Driver one is a slightly modified 

subwoofer speaker, while driver two uses only the pole pieces from a speaker.  Driver 

one was used for the majority of the lab testing, while driver two has been used at the 

telescope.   
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The fabrication process for driver one was relatively simple.  The driver was 

disassembled, and the central pole piece turned to a slightly smaller diameter.  The voice 

coil was removed from the cone and glued into the gap in the pole piece using a 

thermally conductive shim.  A support was then designed and built to allow mounting the 

resonator to the driver, with the drive end of the resonator inserted into the gap in the pole 

piece.  This support also provided the means to adjust the resonator lateral position 

slightly so that it would not contact the pole piece or the voice coil.  Figure 3-20 shows a 

detail of the voice coil mounted in the resonator driver. 
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Figure 3-20.  Resonator driver voice coil. 

 

The newer driver was designed with two goals.  It needed to be more compact so that it 

would hold the resonator at a reasonable optical height, and it was desired to increase the 

magnetic field in the pole piece gap to improve the efficiency.  The magnetic field was 

increased by removing the stock magnet from the speaker and replacing it with stacks of 

strong rare-earth magnets.  These magnet stacks are held in pockets milled in an 

Driving coil 

Gap for drive end 
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Magnetic pole 
piece 

Driving coil 
electrical 
connections 
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aluminum spacer.  This spacer was then placed between the two pole pieces from the 

speaker.  The voice coil was mounted in the same was as the original driver.   

3.2.3.3 Performance tests 

The Q of the resonator is a very important parameter for the resonator.  Since Q is a 

measure of the fraction of the stored energy in the system that is dissipated during each 

cycle, the Q of the resonator directly relates to the amount of power required to drive it.  

A high Q resonator will require less power to reach the same amplitude. 

To find the Q of the resonators, the resonant amplitude vs. frequency was measured using 

a drive signal with constant amplitude.   The drive voltage and current are also monitored 

during this test so that the drive power can be calculated.  Since the drive is an AC signal, 

the power is broken up into the real and the reactive parts.  The real power is the power 

which is dissipated in the driver, while the reactive power represents the electrical energy 

stored in the drive circuit.  Figure 3-21 shows a typical plot of these various as-measured 

quantities. 
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Figure 3-21.  Plot of resonator drive quantities vs. frequency. 

 

Unfortunately, when driver two is used the system has a much lower Q than with driver 

one.  The Q with driver one is about 12000, while with driver two it is only about 4000.  

This may be due to the stronger magnetic field in driver two.  Any time a conductive 

metal moves in a magnetic field, currents are induced into the metal.  These currents in 

turn produce a magnetic field that opposes the magnetic field from the driver.  The net 

effect is that any time a conductor moves in a magnetic field there is an opposing force 

that resists that motion creating a damping effect.  This means that the magnetic field in 

the resonator driver must be chosen carefully.  Too little magnetic field, and there will be 
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little driving force, however too large a magnetic field will increase the damping and 

reduce the Q.   

Further testing was performed to characterize the performance of the resonator.  Figure 

3-22 is a plot of the power dissipated by the resonator at various amplitudes.  The power 

dissipated depends on the square of the amplitude, as shown by the regression line that 

displays a squared relationship.   
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Figure 3-22.  Resonator power dissipation vs. amplitude, driver 1. 

Another interesting trend noted during testing is that the center frequency and Q depends 

upon the amplitude.  A series of Q tests were performed at different amplitudes to test 

this, and Figure 3-23 and Figure 3-24 show the frequency dependence of the resonator Q 
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and the resonant frequency.  Care was taken not to run the setup for long enough to build 

up significant heat in the resonator which could cause a change in the resonant frequency.  

This dependence could come from several sources.  It could be caused by the two halves 

of the resonator not being perfectly balanced, or it could stem from some measurement 

non-linearity.  Since this effect did not impact the operation of the resonator, it was not 

investigated further.  
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Figure 3-23.  Relationship between resonator vibration amplitude and Q. 
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Figure 3-24.  Relationship between resonator vibration amplitude and resonant frequency. 

The effect of temperature on various system parameters was also investigated.  This data 

came from fatigue lifetime testing described in the next section.  The temperature of the 

system was not controlled, but the temperature of the driver was monitored during 

extended run times.  This data was used to examine the dependence of resonant 

frequency, Q, and the dissipated power on temperature.  This data is shown in Figure 

3-25, Figure 3-26, and Figure 3-27.  There is a strong linear dependence of the resonant 

frequency on the driver temperature.  It is also expected that the resonant frequency will 

have a dependence on the temperature of the resonator, since the resonator length 

changes with temperature.  During this test the resonator temperature as measured at its 

center point was constant.  Future data collection at the telescope with a wide range of 
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ambient temperatures should allow modeling this two dimensional dependence.  There is 

some dependence of the resonator Q on temperature, but no discernable dependence of 

the power dissipated on the temperature. 
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Figure 3-25.  Resonant frequency vs. driver temperature. 
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Figure 3-26.  Q vs. driver temperature. 
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Figure 3-27.  Drive power vs. temperature. 

3.2.3.4 Lifetime tests 

The lifetime test was simple.  The resonator was operated at a fixed amplitude for a long 

period of time while watching either for failure or signs of fatigue.  Periodically this test 

would be paused and a Q test run.  It was surmised that signs of fatigue would show up as 

changes in the resonator Q or changes in the drive power. 

Due to an error in the displacement sensor calibration, the test was actually run at 320 

microns p-p, which is considerably more than the operational limit of 200 microns p-p.  

The test was run for a total of 60 hours.  Plots of the measured Q, frequency, and power 

vs. the cumulative runtime are shown in Figure 3-28, Figure 3-29, and Figure 3-30.  The 

scatter in the first several hours is due to short testing intervals.  During each run, it takes 
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some time for the system to reach a stable thermal state.  In this case, the measured 

variables have a fair amount of scatter.  It did not appear that there was any significant 

changes in the operating parameters and thus no sign of impending failure due to fatigue.  

This is supported by the fact that the resonator has not failed to date, with several nights 

of run time at the telescope.  
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Figure 3-28.  Resonator Q vs. cumulative runtime. 
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Figure 3-29.  Dissipated power vs. runtime. 
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Figure 3-30.  Resonant frequency and driver temperature vs. time. 

3.2.4 Pierced mirror 

The pierced mirror has gone through several different designs.  Miguel Snyder has done 

almost all of the work on the pierced mirror, so it will be mentioned only briefly here.  

Since the optical beam footprint at the mirror is reasonably small, the original design was 

to glue five 1 inch diameter mirrors onto a support.  The mirrors were placed face down 

on a very flat and clean granite surface plate, and the support glued onto the back.  A 

weight was applied to try to keep the mirrors aligned during the curing time for the glue.  

It was thought that this would ensure that the five mirrors were reasonably co-planar.  

Since these mirrors are near an image plane the tilt tolerance is fairly loose.  
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Unfortunately this procedure never produced an acceptable product, and eventually a true 

pierced mirror was designed and fabricated. 

The final version of the pierced mirror was made of invar, which was machined square 

and had holes drilled in it before the surface was ground flat.  After the surface was 

ground, it was polished at the Steward Observatory Mirror Lab.  This produced a fair 

surface, but there was some orange peel still visible in the surface and a few waves of 

power across the surface.  This was deemed acceptable and the mirror was coated with a 

laser line high reflectance hard dielectric. 

3.2.5 Periscope 

The periscope was also worked on almost exclusively by Miguel Snyder, so it too will 

have only a brief description here.  Matt Rademacher designed the mount for the 

periscope, with a fixed central five sided pyramid of mirrors and an outer ring of five 

mirrors that each have tip/tilt and a radial position adjustment.   

In use, the adjustable mirrors are used to overlap the pupil from each beacon on the prism 

array, while simultaneously putting the image in the correct place on the camera.  Figure 

3-31 is a picture of the assembled periscope assembly. 
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Figure 3-31.  Periscope assembly. 

3.2.6 Prism array 

Nicole Putnam was responsible for the fabrication and testing of the prism array, so there 

will only be a brief overview here.  It was fabricated at the University Research 

Instrumentation Center here on the University of Arizona Campus.  It was created from a 

piece of Lexan by flycutting with a single point diamond tool.  The prism array consists 

of concentric rings of facets, where every facet in a particular ring is tilted in the radial 

direction an identical amount from the optical axis.  During fabrication, the Lexan blank 

was mounted to a turntable that was mounted such that its axis of rotation was at a 

prescribed angle to the machine tool spindle axis.  Then, after each facet was cut the 

turntable was rotated to bring the next facet into place for machining.  To switch between 

rings, both the angle between the turntable and the spindle and the spindle height had to 

be adjusted.     
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Figure 3-32.  Prism array. 

After fabrication, the prism array was tested by Elizabeth Hill by sending a collimated 

beam of light through it and imaging the result on a camera.  The resulting pattern, shown 

in Figure 3-33, was very well defined and regular, indicating that the prism was well 

made. 
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Figure 3-33.  Prism test image. 

3.2.7 Camera lens 

The author was somewhat involved in the fabrication and testing of the camera lens.  This 

was mostly in an advisory capacity to Miguel Snyder who did most of the assembly and 

testing.  This lens assembly was designed and built between two telescope runs that were 

little more than two months apart.  To speed production, Tucson Optical Research 

Corporation was selected to fabricate the entire lens assembly, including designing the 

lens cell.  To further speed the delivery, it was decided that after the lens cell was 

designed by TORC, it would be fabricated at the University Research Instrumentation 

Shop on the University of Arizona Campus. 

Since the window for the CCD is slightly more than 3 mm thick, it contributes a 

significant amount of spherical aberration and needed to be included in the design.  This 

makes it harder to test with an interferometer as a dummy window must be included.  
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Also, the lens was only designed for monochromatic operation at the 532 nm laser 

wavelength, and has significant wavefront error at the common 632.8 nm HeNe laser 

wavelength used in most interferometers.  To combat these difficulties, two testing 

methods were proposed.  One is to use an interferometer, but to change the testing 

conjugates such that the system works at the HeNe wavelength.  In addition to this, a 

wavefront map was generated to describe the wavefront aberrations that should be 

present due to operating away from the design wavelength.  The other test was a 

relatively simple test of the encircled energy.  This has the advantage that it does not need 

an interferometer and so it can be done with a small, off the shelf 532 nm laser.  A 

problem with this test is that the encircled energy specification was for 90% in 8 microns, 

while the LGS WFS camera has 21 micron pixels.  A different camera was found with 5 

micron pixels and no microlenses.  At the steep angles of incidence at the edge of the 

f/0.85 beam, microlenses do not work and actually reduce the amount of light gathered.  

A dummy CCD window also must be used with this camera. 

Also provided to TORC was a listing of the mounting tolerances for the lenses.  Due to 

the extremely fast f/0.85 nature of the lens, the tolerances were quite tight.  Some of the 

elements had a decenter tolerance as small as 15 microns.  An AR coating specification 

was also supplied, since without it the surface reflections of the high-index lenses would 

reduce the throughput to about 50%.  With the specified AR coatings, the lens throughput 

would be 90%. 
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3.2.7.1 Initial delivery 

After the lens and cell were produced and TORC had assembled it, TORC found that they 

could not test the lens as they had planned.  Since this was only a couple of weeks prior 

to the telescope run, we decided to test the lens in house.  The lens was set up at the 

proper conjugates and it was found to have a large amount of coma.  Upon further 

investigation, it was noticed that the lens would rattle if gently shaken.  It was surmised 

that if one of the lenses was loose enough to rattle, it could be decentered enough to 

create the observed coma.  The last element was also not made to be the correct diameter.  

Its diameter was about 3-4 mm less than its machined seat.  The decenter of this lens was 

one of the tight tolerances, so this problem was especially worrisome.  To mount it, a 

piece of shim stock was cut and wrapped around it to act as a spacer and increase its 

diameter.  Examining this element visually, it seemed that it was tilted in its seat.   

It was also realized that there was no tolerance given for wedge in the lenses, which 

could also produce a problem with coma.  The lens was sent back to TORC for further 

work. 

3.2.7.2 Second delivery 

TORC found that the loose lens also had some wedge in it, so they removed it by 

centering and edge-grinding the lens.  This process also further reduced the lens diameter, 

so a piece of shim stock was wrapped around its OD before inserting it into the lens 

barrel.  The last element was also removed and remounted with more care taken to ensure 

that it was correctly aligned. 
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3.2.7.3 Current performance 

After the final adjustments, the spots produced by the camera lens had a FWHM of less 

than the 5 micron pixels of the test camera.  The signal in the pixels surrounding the 

central peak was about 15% of the peak.  This performance was deemed acceptable. 
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4 ELECTRONICS / SOFTWARE 

4.1 Control electronics / software tasks 

National Instruments data acquisition hardware was chosen for much of this system along 

with Labview as the programming language.  This choice was made based on the 

availability of prototype code and toolsets in Labview and assured compatibility with the 

hardware.  This allowed rapid development of the software to control the system along 

with allowing easy changes and test setups.  A diagram of the control systems is in Figure 

4-1 

 

Figure 4-1.  Beam projector / dynamic refocus control architecture. 
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4.1.1 Resonator drive 

Since the resonator has a very high Q, the drive frequency must accurately track the 

resonant frequency to operate at peak efficiency.  At the measured Q of 11000, to stay 

within 90% of the peak amplitude the frequency error can be no more than 20 ppm or 

0.1Hz at the nominal resonator frequency of 5160 Hz.   

The frequency error is found by measuring the phase difference between the resonator 

position signal and the drive voltage signal.  See Figure 4-2 for the typical relationship 

between drive frequency, resonator amplitude, and the measured phase difference.   
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Figure 4-2.  Relationship between drive frequency, amplitude response, and phase difference. 

A control loop is closed around the measured phase difference to generate the correct 

drive frequency and to track the resonant frequency as it drifts due to temperature 
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changes.  Since the resonator frequency changes slowly, this loop does not have to have a 

fast update rate.  During testing, operation at an update rate of 1-2 Hz was found to give 

satisfactory performance.  Faster rates during the initial frequency lock are desirable, 

however, to reduce the amount of time it takes for the control loop to lock to the resonant 

frequency.   

The frequency control loop is a relatively simple proportional-only controller with the 

input phase error signal low pass filtered.  With each update, the control loop determines 

the new drive frequency and sends it to an HP/Agilent 33120A function generator that 

has an output resolution of 10 µHz.  This function generator is the device that produces 

the actual drive signal.  Figure 4-3 shows a graph of the resonator behavior during initial 

startup.  Figure 4-4 is a detail of the amplitude and frequency behavior after lock occurs 

at approximately 12 seconds.  Note that the frequency errors are on the order of 2 mHz, 

well below the original goal of 0.1 Hz.  This represents a frequency accuracy of about 0.4 

ppm.  The frequency trend to lower frequencies is due to the driver heating up.   The 

measured amplitude is within 0.5 µm of the target 50 µm at all times after lock.  The 1σ 

amplitude error for the 45 seconds of lock is 0.2 µm.  It is thought that at least some of 

this is due to measurement error and not an actual amplitude error.  The noise 

specification of the distance measuring device is 0.5 µm, which agrees with the noise 

observed.  Due to the high Q nature of the resonator its amplitude will change only 

slowly, which allows averaging the measured amplitude over many cycles to reduce the 

impact of the noise in the displacement sensor. 
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Figure 4-3.  Resonator amplitude and commanded frequency during initial startup. 
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Figure 4-4.  Detail of resonator amplitude and frequency.  Lock occurs at approximately 12 seconds. 

4.1.2 Synchronize laser firing to resonator 

The function generator also has a square wave output that is phase-locked to the resonator 

drive signal that it outputs.  This sync signal is used to trigger the various other systems 

that must be synchronized to the resonator.  This does require that the function generator 

must accurately track the resonator frequency to avoid a phase shift between the 

resonator position and the sync signal.  However, if the function generator frequency 

does not accurately reflect the resonator frequency, the drive loop will quickly be broken 

and the system will shut down.   

A National Instruments PCI-6602 counter/timer card contains the timers used to create 

the laser trigger signal from the resonator sync signal.  In this application, a timer is 
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triggered from the resonator sync and outputs a pulse with variable delay but fixed width 

to trigger the laser firing. 

4.1.3 Synchronize camera to laser firing 

There are two aspects of the LGS WFS camera operation that need to be synchronized to 

the resonator, both the frame acquisition itself and also the shutter.  The camera shutter 

signal is also generated using a timer on the PCI-6602 board.  This timer is configured to 

create a pulse with variable width and delay and is triggered from the laser trigger output, 

which is sent to the camera controller to control the delay and width of the shutter.  The 

frame acquisition signal is also created using the PCI-6602 board, but a counter is used 

instead of a timer.  This counter is set up to divide the laser trigger signal to generate a 

signal that has a period that is an integer multiple of the laser trigger signal.  This allows 

control of how many laser pulses per frame are integrated by the camera.  This timing 

works closely with the camera’s internal timing code to prevent simultaneous readout and 

shutter activiation.  See section 4.3.3 for details on this process. 

4.1.4 Control camera operation and setup parameters 

The LGS control computer configures and controls the LGS WFS camera controller.  

These commands are text commands sent via a serial link.  These commands include the 

selection of the readout program, camera synchronization method, and the adjustment of 

the bias level for each amplifier.  The LGS control computer also can update the readout 

code in the camera controller. 
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4.1.5 Control and monitor laser operation 

The LGS control computer also communicates with the two laser power supplies.  It can 

remotely control all functions of the lasers, including opening/closing the shutters and 

starting/stopping the standby and sleep states of the lasers.  The control computer also 

monitors the laser health as indicated by the diode temperatures and power outputs. 

4.1.6 Various data saving and information log writing 

The LGS control computer also logs various system parameters.  These logs are used for 

several purposes.  The telescope pointing and laser firing times are used to create 

summary reports for the Laser Clearinghouse requirements which are discussed in greater 

detail in Section 0.  Resonator operational data such as resonant frequency and amplitude 

can be used to calculate total run time of the resonator and also to look for trends 

indicative of impending failure. 

4.1.7 Overall control program 

All of these various subsystems were brought together and controlled by one master 

program.  This was written in Labview, and literally controlled every aspect of the 

system, from steering the projected beam to driving the resonator.  The control panel is 

shown in Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-5.  Labview control program front panel. 

4.2 Displacement sensor 

The displacement sensor is a commercial distance measuring device.  It projects a 

focused laser spot normal to a surface, and then uses an off-axis camera to image the 

spot.  Since the camera is off-axis, any movement of the target will be seen as a lateral 

displacement of the laser spot.  Figure 4-6 shows a diagram of this process. 
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Figure 4-6.  Diagram of the displacement sensor measurement process, reprinted from a 

Microepsilon datasheet. 

The particular sensor used is a Microepsilon LD1605-2.  It has a measuring range of ± 1 

mm, with a working distance of 24 mm.  It has a static noise level equivalent to a 0.5 µm 

error, with a 6 µm linearity specification.  It is an analog sensor, with selectable -3 dB 

bandwidths of 10 kHz, 3 kHz, 250 Hz, or 25 Hz.   

The target for this unit is a small 45° prism epoxied to the side of the resonator 

immediately behind the mirror.  To verify the unit’s accuracy while operating at 5 kHz, a 

white light Michelson interferometer was set up using a flat mirror glued to the resonator 

in place of the usual highly curved mirror.  The output from the Michelson was focused 

onto a photodiode and viewed using an oscilloscope.  The reference mirror of the 
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Michelson was mounted on a precision translation stage.  In operation, when the 

reference mirror is exactly the same distance from the beam splitter cube as the resonator 

mirror, fringes are seen on the output.  When the lengths of the two legs differ by more 

than a few microns, the visibility of the fringes drops to zero.  When the resonator is 

operating, the photodiode output oscillates rapidly as the resonator passes through the 

zero path length difference condition while it is nearly constant when the resonator mirror 

is away from the reference position.  To find the operating amplitude of the resonator, the 

reference mirror was scanned through the range in which fringes were visible on the 

photodiode.  By recording the stage position where the fringes disappeared, the two 

extreme positions of the resonator was determined.  This was repeated a few times for a 

range of amplitudes, and the result was 2.17 ±0.02 mV/µm.  No dependence on 

amplitude was observed. 

4.3 Scimeasure camera 

4.3.1 CCD description 

The LGS WFS camera consists of a CCID18 imaging chip from Lincoln Labs and a 

Little Joe CCD controller from Scimeasure Analytical Systems, Inc.  The CCID18 is a 

split frame transfer architecture with 16 output amplifiers, 128x128 array of 21 micron 

pixels and a special electronic shutter.  The shutter is composed of a special region of 

silicon in front of the charge collection wells.  By changing the bias on this shutter layer, 

the photoelectrons can be swept into either the charge collection wells or a drain.  In this 
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manner, the sensitivity of the CCD to light can be switched very fast.  Figure 4-7 shows a 

diagram of the construction and operation of the electronic shutter. 
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Figure 4-7.  Electronic shutter construction and operation diagrams. 

The specification for the switching time is 50 ns, although in the current setup it is only 

switched at about 200 ns.  An almost unique advantage of this chip is that the shutter can 

be opened and closed multiple times per readout.  Other CCDs have an electronic shutter, 
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but they only allow one open and close per readout.  By using the CCID18, multiple laser 

pulses can be collected per readout, greatly increasing the signal to noise ratio.  See Table 

4-1 for a complete list of the CCID18 specifications.   

Table 4-1.  Lincoln Labs CCID18 specifications. 

Property Value 
Resolution 128 x 128 
Device Architecture Split Frame Transfer 
Pixel Size 21 x 21 µm 
Output Amplifiers 16 
Responsivity 14.5 ± 1.5 µV/e- 
System Noise at 1.1 MHz 8 ± 1.5 e- 
Quantum Efficiency >70% 
QE Uniformity ± 5% 
Dark Current @ -5°C 0.13 nA/cm2 
Dark Current Uniformity ±10% 
Parallel Charge Transfer Efficiency @ 
1MHz 

0.9999 

Extinction Ratio (460nm) >1500 
Shutter Switching Time 50 ns 
 

4.3.2 Controller description 

The Little Joe controller is a modular CCD control system designed to support many 

different CCDs.  The controller for the CCID18 consists of 

• Command Module – acts as a supervisor for all functions of the controller.  It has 

a serial interface to allow communication with the outside world and a timing 

input to allow synchronizing the camera with external processes.  It also contains 

the RAM based sequencer that produces all of the necessary clock pulses to 

control the CCD. 
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• Service Module – this module produces all of the required bias voltages for the 

CCD. 

• Clock Driver Module – this module receives the timing information from the 

command module and outputs the clock signals at the appropriate voltages to the 

camera head. 

• Input Module – contains the A/D converters for each video output amplifier from 

the CCD. 

• Camera Head – the camera head houses the CCD and a preamplifier module.  The 

preamplifier module helps to make the system more universal by allowing only 

the camera head to be customized for each CCD.  It also conditions the signals 

both coming from and going to the controller to reduce noise. 

 

4.3.3 Control code development 

One very nice feature of the Little Joe controller is its flexibility.  Since it uses a RAM 

based sequencer to generate the clock signals, it is easy to revise and modify the readout 

program.  The CCID18 shutter state can only be changed when the CCD is not 

transferring or reading out pixels or the pixel values will be corrupted.  By careful 

programming, opportunities to toggle the shutter can be integrated into the control 

program with a minimal impact on the readout speed.  See 
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Table 4-2 for an example program timing chart.   
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Table 4-2.  Sample LGS WFS camera timing program. 

Laser parameters          
Laser frequency 
(Hz) Start gate (km) Stop gate (km) 

Gate length 
(km)    

5192 20 28.9 8.9    
           

Laser period (us) Start delay (us) Stop delay (us) 
Gate length 
(us)    

192.604 133.3333333 192.6666667 59.33333333    
      
Cycle name Function Reps Time (us) Cumulative time (us) 
begin dead_pix 3 1.860    
  shift_array 1 77.760    
  read_a_line 4 51.840    
  dead_pix 3 1.860    
  shutter_open     133.320   
  dead_pix 2 1.240     
  read_a_line 4 51.840     
  dead_pix 11 6.820     
  shutter_close     193.220   
  error   -0.616   
        
Main 1 dead_pix 3 1.860    
  read_a_line 10 129.600    
  dead_pix 4 2.480    
  shutter_open     134.556   
  dead_pix 2 1.240     
  read_a_line 4 51.840     
  dead_pix 9 5.580     
  shutter_close     193.216   
  error   -0.612   
        
Main 2 dead_pix 3 1.860    
  read_a_line 10 129.600    
  dead_pix 4 2.480    
  shutter_open     134.552   
  dead_pix 2 1.240     
  read_a_line 4 51.840     
  dead_pix 9 5.580     
  shutter_close     193.212   
  error   -0.608   
        
Main 3 dead_pix 3 1.860    
  read_a_line 10 129.600    
  dead_pix 4 2.480    
  shutter_open     134.548   
  dead_pix 2 1.240     
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  read_a_line 4 51.840     
  dead_pix 9 5.580     
  shutter_close     193.208   
  error   -0.604   
        
Main 4 dead_pix 3 1.860    
  read_a_line 10 129.600    
  dead_pix 4 2.480    
  shutter_open     134.544   
  dead_pix 2 1.240     
  read_a_line 4 51.840     
  dead_pix 9 5.580     
  shutter_close     193.204   
  error   -0.600   
        
Integrate integrate 1 0.48 -1.080   
        

  Cycle # of reps lines/rep 
total 
lines   

  begin 1 8 8   
  Main 4 14 56   
  Total   64   
        
  pulses / frame 5     
  fps 1038.40     
            

 

In this case, a pixel clock of 2 MHz has been chosen which would give a free-running 

frame rate of 1041.25 Hz.  This pixel clock produces the maximum frame rate for the 

CCID18.   

This program has four subsections, one for each laser pulse fired during the frame 

readout.  The first subsection, labeled “begin,” is different from the other four that are 

labeled “Main” due to the frame transfer time.  During the “begin” block, the program 

starts off by performing a frame transfer operation, then reads the first line of pixels 

before pausing for a total of five pixel periods to allow the first shutter opening.  After 

this pause, four lines are read out before pausing for another 11 pixel clocks to allow the 
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shutter to close.  Then the process is repeated during the four “Main” sections, with the 

difference that 10 lines are read out before the shutter opening instead of 4.  In the table, 

the error value indicated is the difference between the program execution time and the 

laser firing period.  As long as the error does not accumulate a value larger than the 

“dead” pixels used as buffers, the program runs satisfactorily.  Any cumulative error is 

zeroed out after each frame since the CCD controller will wait for a synchronization 

pulse before starting the next frame readout.  Due to the pauses built into it, this program 

executes at 1038.40 Hz instead of the maximum 1041.25 Hz dictated by the pixel clock.  

This frame rate will of course change as the resonator frequency drifts causing the laser 

frequency to follow it.  The program assumes a resonator frequency of 5180 Hz, which is 

close to the nominal operational frequency of our current resonator.  Since each shutter 

opportunity has a window of only a few microseconds, this program is only valid over the 

resonator frequency range of 5180 Hz to 5192 Hz.   

There are a few options to make this frequency range larger.  One is to simply make the 

shutter windows larger, but this slows the program down.  A faster pixel clock can be 

used to compensate, but the read noise will increase slightly.  To keep the lowest read 

noise output with the fastest frame rate, it is possible to make several different programs 

that cover different resonator frequencies and load them all into the Little Joe controller.  

Then, the appropriate program can be selected based on what the current resonator 

frequency is.   
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4.3.4 Testing 

Initial testing with the Little Joe controller and the CCID18 CCD started in late February 

2004.  Some testing was done at Scimeasure’s facility in Atlanta, Georgia before the 

initial acceptance, followed by more testing at Steward and at the Imaging Technology 

Lab.  The early phases of testing concentrated on read noise, quantum efficiency, and 

shutter operation.  It was known when we received the CCD that half of the chip had a 

significantly different gain than the other half.  In many of the following images, the 

camera was adjusted to read extra pixels from each line to provide dark reference pixels.  

This has the effect of creating vertical stripes in the image.  This should be ignored as it 

does not indicate a problem with the chip itself.   

4.3.4.1 Dark frame 

As a first test of the CCD quality, a dark frame was examined.  A set of 2000 frames was 

taken and averaged together with no light on the CCD.  This is shown in Figure 4-8. 
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Figure 4-8.  CCID18 dark frame. 

To investigate the source of the glow in the upper right corner and the gradient at the top 

and bottom of the chip, the per-pixel variance of the set of dark frames was calculated.  If 

the features are from dark current they will have increased variance.  If it is just a bias 

variation, the variance should be equal to the read noise.    
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Figure 4-9.  Variance of dark frame set. 

The variance of the dark frame set reveals that the glow in the upper right corner is due to 

increased dark current, while the gradients at the top and bottom of the chip are almost 

entirely a bias shift.   

4.3.4.2 Read noise 

Calculation of the read noise in counts is relatively easy.  For this CCD, the readout 

program was adjusted to read more pixels than were actually present.  The extra pixels, or 

overscan pixels, had no signal or dark current, so any variance from the mean value was 

due entirely to read noise.  To convert this read noise measured in counts to a read noise 

in electrons requires knowledge of the responsivity, which is the conversion factor from 
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electrons to counts.  This can be found from a fairly simple relationship between the 

signal mean and variance that takes advantage of the fact that the photon signal obeys 

Poisson statistics.  Data that exhibits a Poisson distribution has a variance that is equal to 

the mean.  This information allows us to find the actual number of photoelectrons 

generated. 

First, a few definitions: 

Ne – number of photoelectrons generated per pixel per exposure 

g – camera gain (e-/ADU) 

s – mean photoelectron signal (ADU) 

S – mean photoelectron signal (e-) 

d – mean dark signal (ADU) 

D – mean dark signal (e-) 

C – mean total signal (ADU) 

σr
2 – read noise variance (ADU) 

σC
2 – total counts variance (ADU) 

σS
2 – photoelectron signal variance (e-) 

σD
2 – dark signal variance (ADU) 

We start by writing an equation for the total number of counts 

 
g
D

g
SdsC +=+=  (5) 

The variance of the total number of counts is then 
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Due to the low dark current specification of this CCD and the very short integrations per 

frame, d is assumed to be zero.  Note that this is not measured in the overscan pixels, as 

these are overscan pixels from the end of the serial register, and not from the imaging 

area of the chip.  This allows us to write the following equation for the responsivity. 

 22
rC

sg
σσ −

=  (7) 

 Since the read noise variance is known, this relationship allows us to find the 

responsivity.  For this setup, a set of several thousand frames were recorded, and statistics 

calculated for each pixel.   

 

Figure 4-10.  Bias subtracted bright frame. 
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Figure 4-10 shows the average of a set of 2000 frames taken with about 1400 counts of 

illumination on the detector.  The read noise in counts for each amplifier was determined 

by finding the variance of the overscan pixels.  The responsivity was then found by 

dividing the mean bright frame by the variance of the set of bright frames minus the read 

noise.  The output from this operation is shown in Figure 4-11.  
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Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 show the responsivity and read noise average for each amplifier. 

 

Figure 4-11.  Per pixel gain in e-/DN. 
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Table 4-3.  Amplifier average responsivity in e-/DN. 

2.36 2.08 2.00 1.91 1.77 1.82 1.68 1.67 

1.52 1.47 1.48 1.46 1.46 1.52 1.50 1.48 

 

Table 4-4.  Amplifier average read noise in e-. 

8.5 8.6 8.5 8.5 8.8 8.5 8.4 9.0 

7.4 7.3 7.2 7.7 7.0 7.2 7.3 7.3 

4.3.4.3 Charge diffusion problems 

The image quality was not tested for some time after the camera was delivered.  Images 

from the camera were viewed, but the lack of fine detail was attributed to the low pixel 

count of the detector.  Eventually, it was noticed that while using alternate cameras 

during systems tests small spots, on the order of 15-20 microns, were observed.  When 

the CCID18 camera was then placed in a system that was known to produce these small 

spots, the camera images showed spot sizes of 60-80 microns. 

The pixel response function was measured by focusing a spot that is much smaller than 

one pixel onto the CCD and then scanning it across the surface.  The signal measured 

from a single pixel is plotted versus the spot position to give a response profile for the 

pixel in question.  Ideally, this plot should have a square profile, indicating no response 

when the spot is outside the pixel.  This profile is convolved with the test spot profile, but 

with an 8 micron spot this effect is minimal given the 21 micron pixel size for the 

CCID18.  See Figure 4-12 for the measured pixel response profile.  Obviously, this is 
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very bad.  After consulting with Scimeasure to make sure that the setup voltages were 

correct, it was decided that the CCD had to be replaced.   
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Figure 4-12.  Pixel response curves for bad CCID18 chip. 

4.3.5 Replacement CCID18  

Lincoln Labs was contacted and they managed to find a replacement CCD.  This “new” 

CCID18 was not perfect as it has a column defect in one amplifier, but that is a small 

price to pay to correct the pixel response curve problems.  The camera was sent back to 

Scimeasure to install the new CCD and optimize the camera operation.  After receiving 
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the camera, the profile shown in Figure 4-13 was measured.  To put it mildly, this is a 

remarkable improvement. 
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Figure 4-13.  Pixel response curves for new CCID18.  

4.3.5.1 Fixed pattern noise 

Unfortunately, after receiving the camera with the new CCD from Scimeasure, it was 

noticed that one half of the chip had significant fixed pattern noise.  This noise appears in 

the form of pixel pairs where one is bright and one is dark.  These pairs are always in the 

parallel direction, and appear only weakly in a dark image.  Figure 4-14 shows just how 

bad the fixed pattern noise was originally. 
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Figure 4-14.  Image from new CCID18 showing excessive fixed pattern noise in the upper half of the 

chip. 

 

If interpixel gain variations are corrected, the problems with these pixel pairs are reduced 

but not eliminated.  It was decided to try adjusting the bias voltages to reduce the fixed 

pattern noise.  After consulting with Scimeasure, it was decided that it would be safe to 

adjust the voltages within ±0.5V of their nominal value.  This was done, and a dramatic 

improvement was found.  Figure 4-15 shows the improvement after some adjustment of 

the clock voltages.  A summary of the fixed pattern noise data is in Figure 4-16.   
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Figure 4-15.  Image from new CCID18 after adjusting clock voltages. 
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Figure 4-16.  Comparison of the noise levels for the original and the modified voltages, with and 

without flat field correction. 

Based on this improvement, the camera was sent back to Scimeasure for optimization of 

both the voltages to correct the fixed pattern noise, and also to tweak the desired readout 

programs to minimize the read noise.   

After the camera was returned from Scimeasure, the fixed pattern noise was almost non-

existent and the read noise was very good for this chip. 

Table 4-5.  Read noise for new CCID18, tested by Scimeasure. 

Framerate (Hz) Read noise (e-) 
1041 9.4 
740 7.3 
518 6.4 
303 5.3 
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4.3.5.2 Shutter operation / sync  

The CCID18 shutter state can not be changed during readout, as the large voltage swings 

induce a large read noise spike in whatever pixel is being read out at that time.  This 

means that the shutter transitions must be synchronized to occur before or after a row of 

pixels is read out.  According to Scimeasure, it is possible to stop the readout in mid-row, 

change the shutter, and then continue with the pixel readout.  Starting and stopping the 

readout like this can cause problems with increased read noise and unstable bias levels.  It 

was discovered that timing programs that did not need shutter transitions mid-row had 

acceptable speed so the problems associated with this mid-row shutter operation could be 

avoided.  Figure 4-17 shows a good example of what happens when the shutter transition 

takes place during the readout time.  Note how the particular pixel that was being 

digitized is useless, and that it is the same pixel in each amplifier.   
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Figure 4-17.  Interference from shutter transitions during readout. 

Figure 4-18 is an average of 300 dark frames to show how the bias level changes with 

changes in the shutter status.  The horizontal banding is from slight differences in the bias 

level produced when a line is read out with the shutter open or closed. 
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Figure 4-18.  Shutter bias feedthrough. 

   

During initial discussions with Scimeasure, it was decided that the Little Joe controller 

would output two signals to indicate when the shutter must close to allow a frame transfer 

operation and when it was permissible to change the shutter state.  A third connection 

was provided for an input directly to the shutter drivers.  The actual control of the shutter 

state is solely the responsibility of the control computer.   

Originally, a simple circuit was used to only allow a shutter transition based on the signal 

from the Scimeasure controller.  This circuit had the problem that if it received a 

command to change the shutter when not permitted by the change enable signal, it would 
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hold and change at the next possibility.  This results in two different scenarios.  One is 

that the shutter does not open when commanded.  This is a graceful failure mode in that 

simply less light gets recorded on the camera due to the shutter opening late.  The other 

scenario of the shutter not closing when requested is much more troublesome.  If the 

shutter stays open too long, the low altitude rayleigh scattering from the next pulse will 

not be blocked by the shutter and will wash out the entire frame.   

Of course, there are no problems if the shutter commands are perfectly synchronized to 

the camera’s timing program, but in this case this auxiliary shutter control circuit does 

nothing.  In light of this, it was decided to simply control the shutter directly and rely on 

accurate timing to ensure that the shutter transitioned when required. 
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5 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

The full system has been tested at the MMT three times to date.  The first time, in June 

2004, was spent learning about aligning and using the system.  The next two times, 

September 2004 and June 2005 produced the first ever wavefront data collected with the 

use of a multiple laser guidestar system. 

5.1 June 2004 

This was the first time all of the system pieces were operated together at the MMT.  The 

MMT was in its f/9 configuration, and the f/# converter described earlier was used to 

convert the f/9 beam from the telescope into an f/15 beam.  This was done to allow 

testing of the system with the proper optical input without requiring the entire f/15 

support staff to be present.  The system was installed in a temporary instrument cage 

mounted below the f/9 top box.  A picture of the instrument is shown in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1.  LGS instrument installed at the MMT in June 2004.  Pictured from left to right is 

Michael Lloyd-Hart,  Roger Angel and Miguel Snyder. 

The initial tests of the projected spot quality were performed with the gated CCID18 

camera mounted as a wide field camera on the top rail shown in Figure 5-1.  A natural 

star focused on this camera was measured at 1.08 arcseconds FWHM, while the laser 

beacon measured 1.52 arcseconds FWHM.  This correlated nicely with the expected √2 

increase in spot size for the laser after passing through the atmosphere twice.  There was 

some question about this measurement, however, since instrumentation at the MMT was 

reporting significantly better seeing of about 0.7 arcseconds FWHM.  It was later 
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discovered that the CCID18 imager used for this measurement had significant problems 

with charge diffusion between pixels and so contributed a large amount of image blur.   

At the end of the last night, while the weather was steadily worsening, dynamically 

refocused images of Shack-Hartmann patterns from all five lasers were obtained.  There 

was a significant amount of vignetting that was not corrected due to the fact that 

observing was halted due to the 40+ mph winds at that time.  The strong wind also 

caused significant image motion due to telescope flexure.  This image motion had an 

amplitude of as much as eight arcseconds at a frequency of 7 Hz.  The image shown in 

Figure 5-2 shows the data collected with a range gate from 20-29 km.   
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Figure 5-2.  Dynamically refocused Shack-Hartmann spot patterns from the five laser beacons 

during the initial June 2004 telescope time. 

 

5.2 September 2004 

Between June 2004 and September 2004, the camera lens on the Scimeasure WFS 

camera was upgraded from a commercial off-the-shelf lens to a fully custom f/0.8 lens, 

designed to have good image quality and no vignetting over the full field.  This lens is 
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described in detail in Section 3.1.6.  This resulted in improved image quality, throughput, 

and an easier system alignment. 

During this testing period at the MMT, data was collected with a better image quality and 

is shown in Figure 5-3.  This figure shows a comparison of the spot patterns obtained 

with and without the dynamic refocus system activiated.  Even though this image quality 

was better than that obtained during the previous run, it was still much worse than 

expected.  After returning to Steward, it was confirmed that the wavefront sensor CCD 

had a severe problem with charge diffusion.  This investigation is detailed in Section 

4.3.4.3. 

 

Figure 5-3.  Comparison of images with Dynamic Refocus off and on. 
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5.3 June 2005 

Several upgrades were made between the September 2004 run and the June 2005 run.  

The most important improvement was the replacement of the wavefront sensor CCD with 

another chip that did not have the charge diffusion problem.  This improvement, coupled 

with improved alignment methods for the DR lens cell, improvements to the Scimeasure 

camera lens, and better overall system alignment techniques all contributed to the greatly 

improved image quality shown in Figure 5-4.  This data is a vast improvement over the 

previous data sets, but still has some problems.  The spot sizes are not quite seeing 

limited at approximately 1.8 arcseconds FWHM, and there is a large background 

component within the spot pattern.   
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Figure 5-4.  June 2005 data, taken with the 60 subaperture prism array.  This data was collected at 

50 Hz with a range gate from 20 to 29 km. 

5.4 April 2006 

This latest telescope time was a large success.  This was the first time that the system had 

been used with the f/15 secondary, and it performed very well.  Prior to this telescope 

time, the entire instrument was rebuilt into a high-quality topbox assembly.  It required 
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only about three hours of alignment after installation on the telescope which is a major 

improvement from the 2-3 days of alignment required previously.  The optical quality 

was again improved, with 200 Hz data taken using the 60 subaperture prism at a higher 

signal to noise ratio than the 50 Hz data from the previous run.  The pattern background 

was found to be reduced due to some unknown effect, but not eliminated entirely.  

During this time at the telescope, it was found that there was some light leakage through 

the shutter.  It is not known at this time if this is due to improper shutter signals or if the 

shutter itself has a low extinction ratio.  Initial testing indicated that the shutter extinction 

ratio was not the problem, but this was a very hurried test done during the run.  More 

time will be spent in the lab to find the source of this background light.   

At the time of this writing, the author and the rest of team just returned from this 

telescope time less than a week ago so the data analysis has not yet begun in earnest.  A 

few preliminary images have been processed, however, which serve to show the 

improved image quality.  Figure 5-5 was taken with a 28.5 to 28.6 km range gate to show 

the background thought to be related to shutter leakage.  By using such a short range gate 

at the highest altitude, the signal strength was minimized leaving only the background.  It 

was observed that the bright central spot in each beacon is very similar to that obtained 

from one end of the resonator travel.  Figure 5-6 shows the data collected at a frame rate 

of 100 Hz with a range gate from 20 to 29 km.  This has been background subtracted 

using the image from Figure 5-5 in an attempt to remove as much of the shutter leakage 

as possible.  Figure 5-7 shows the image obtained under identical conditions with the 

exception that the dynamic refocus is turned off. 
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Figure 5-5.  Background image taken with a very short range gate at 28.5 km.  This shows the shutter 

leakage problem. 
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Figure 5-6.  Improved 60 subaperture data taken in April 2006 at 100 Hz with a 20-29 km range gate.  

Note the reduced background and the fact that the individual spots are beginning to become 

completely separated. 
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Figure 5-7.  Data taken at 100 Hz with a 20-29 km range gate with dynamic refocus turned off. 

 

5.5 Published results 

A recent paper by Baranec et. al.29 provides a very good overview of the scientific results 

to date enabled by this laser projector and dynamically refocused wavefront sensor 

system.  All of the figures shown in this section are reprinted from this paper. 

Figure 5-8 shows the relationship between RMS wavefront error and field position for the 

data collected in September 2004 and June 2005.  The laser beacons were located on a 60 

arc second radius pentagon.  The uncorrected wavefront error is shown at the extreme 

right of the figure.   
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Figure 5-8.  Correction vs. field angle 

 

Figure 5-9 shows a comparison between the defocus term measured by the NGS 

wavefront sensor and that calculated from a GLAO reconstruction of the five laser 

wavefronts.  Figure 5-10 show the same NGS information, but this time the laser 

wavefronts are used to create a tomographic reconstruction of the data.  In this figure it is 

seen that the two data sets correlate very well, indeed.   
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Figure 5-9.  Defocus term measured from NGS sensor (blue dashed line) compared to that of a 

GLAO reconstruction from the five laser beacons (solid line). 
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Figure 5-10.  Defocus term measured from NGS sensor (blue dashed line) compared to that of a 

tomographic reconstruction from the five laser beacons (solid line). 

Figure 5-11 shows a summary of all of the data inputs and outputs used to create and 

verify a full tomographic reconstruction of the laser data.  From left to right in the upper 

row is the NGS wavefront sensor raw output, the asterism camera output which was used 

to sense low order modes, and the laser wavefront sensor raw output.  In the lower row 

on the left is the reconstructed NGS wavefront, on the right is the five reconstructed laser 

wavefronts, and in the middle is the wavefront recovered from the tomographic 

reconstruction of the five laser wavefronts. 
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Figure 5-11.   Tomographic reconstruction of  the laser wavefront data.  See text for details. 

The final results, presented in Figure 5-12, show the performance of the GLAO and the 

LTAO modes which are compared by graphing the RMS residual error after corrections 

are applied off-line to the recorded data.  Data from June 2005 and April 2006 are 

presented.  The thick blue line is the uncorrected stellar wavefront showing large 

variations in its wavefront error.  The dashed red line is the GLAO corrected wavefront 

errors, which are much lower and somewhat less variable.  The thin green line is the 

LTAO corrected wavefront error.  Note that it is still lower and much more stable. 
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Figure 5-12.  RMS residual error over Zernike orders 2 through 8 for an uncorrected stellar 

wavefront (thick solid blue), after GLAO correction (dashed red) and after LTAO correction (thin 

solid green). Data from June 2005 is presented left and data from April 2006 is presented right. 
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6 NEW DR CELL DESIGN WORK 

Based on the lessons learned from the use of the current system, a few problems with the 

current dynamic refocus lens cell were identified.  This chapter will first outline these 

problems, and then propose a new design that addresses them.  Following this, another 

design is proposed that incorporates features desired for a future LGS system with 

extended capabilities.  Both of these designs are not presented as full designs ready to be 

fabricated, but are instead proposed to show what improvements are feasible.   

6.1 Problems with current design 

6.1.1 Pupil curvature 

Perhaps the most serious problem with the current DR cell is that the exit pupil has 

significant curvature.  The 20 mm diameter exit pupil has a radius of curvature of 17.8 

mm.  This is largely from within the DR cell itself, as the entrance pupil, also 20 mm 

diameter, has a radius of curvature of 80.7 mm.  This is shown in Figure 6-1.   
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Figure 6-1.  Pupil curvature in current DR cell design.  At top is an overview of the system, with the 

field lens on the left placed at the telescope focal plane.  The two lower enlargements show the 

entrance pupil, left, and the exit pupil, right.  The two pupils are formed within the lens, but are 

shown back-projected from the entering, left, and exiting, right, rays in air. 

In this figure, the light from the telescope comes from the left and comes to a focus at the 

field lens.  It passes through the three DR cell elements and then reflects off the mirror at 

the extreme right before passing back through all three elements and out of the cell.  The 

pupils are contained within the first element, however in the figure the rays entering or 

Entrance pupil Exit pupil 
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exiting the lens cell have been projected backwards to show the pupil position and shape 

in air.  In the current system, the prism array is also curved which partially compensates 

for this effect.  Unfortunately, the prism is not curved enough to completely correct this, 

which results in mis-registration of the pupil and crosstalk between subapertures.  If a 

lenslet array is used with this design, the mismatch between the curvature of the pupil 

plane and the flat lenslet array will result in severe mis-registration and subaperture 

crosstalk.  This will be unacceptable and must be corrected. 

6.1.2 Alignment sensitivity 

The resonator mirror in the current design is a very fast mirror at f/0.6.  As such, it has 

extremely sensitive alignment tolerances.  A decenter of as little as 15 µm doubles the 

spot size, as does a tilt of 5 arcminutes.  This decenter tolerance would be challenging in 

a fixed lens cell assembly, but this mirror is mounted on the end of the resonator.  Thus 

this system requires that a mirror mounted on the end of a 350 mm long aluminum 

cantilever arm move only a few microns as the gravity vector changes by up to 180 

degrees as the telescope tracks across the sky.  Clearly, this is a difficult tolerance to hold 

and a better solution is needed. 

6.1.3 Elongation of outer ring of spots 

When the output from the lens cell is fed into the prism array and camera assembly, it 

was found that the outer ring of spots was elongated.  This can be seen by examining a 

plot of the ray errors.  Between the 20 km and the 30 km conjugate, the ray error changes 

by almost 300 µm at the edge of the pupil.  This smears out the light from the 
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subapertures at the edge of the pupil.  This is an indication of a large amount of high 

order aberrations which produce very large errors at the edge of the pupil.  Figure 6-2 

shows these ray error plots. 

 

Figure 6-2.  Ray errors for the current DR cell design when used at conjugates of 20 km, left, and 30 

km, right. 

6.2 New DR cell design 

The new design was started by defining a set of goals, which are enumerated and 

discussed in the following subsection.  Next, a preliminary optical design was generated 

as a starting point.  This was initially done on axis at one conjugate.  The field was 

increased to the working value, and then the three working conjugates were added.  As a 

final step, a model of the telescope was included and a field lens added to create a 

complete system. 

6.2.1 Design characteristics 

First, a summary of the desired characteristics for a replacement DR lens cell: 

1. Flat pupil 
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2. RMS spot diameter less than 0.25 arcseconds or 115 microns when the three 

conjugates of 20 km, 25 km, and 30 km are stacked. 

3. Minimize elongation of Hartmann spots in the wavefront sensor 

4. Relaxed tolerances on the resonator mirror 

5. Resonator travel less than 360 µm 

6. Operating half field angle of 60 arcseconds on the sky when used with the MMT 

telescope. 

The first criteria, a flat pupil, relates to the amount of pupil aberration in the system.  

Pupil aberration is not often considered in lens design, but in some applications it can be 

significant.  Bauman30 writes about how pupil aberration in AO systems can produce 

anisoplanatism-like effects.  He derives this result for a deformable mirror placed at the 

pupil plane, but it seems obvious that similar effects would be seen if such an aberrated 

pupil was used in a wavefront sensor.  He goes on to draw the conclusion that the DM, or 

in our case a wavefront sensor, should be placed in a space that has good imaging quality.  

This will form the basis of the procedure for eliminating the pupil aberrations in the new 

DR cell design.  Ensuring good image quality will also address goals 2 and 3 in the above 

list. 

The final desired characteristic, relaxed positional tolerances for the resonator mirror, 

will be addressed by changing the topology of the lens cell.  If the deeply curved mirror is 

replaced with a flat mirror, there is no constraint on the decenter tolerance.  The tilt 

tolerance will be monitored during the design to ensure that it does not become 

excessively tight, but it is not anticipated that this will become a problem.   
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The flat mirror naturally suggests an auto-reflection system that has a magnification of 

+1, instead of the current system that has a magnification of -1.  This will result in the 

image being formed back on the source.  Since the rays travel back through the system 

along approximately the same path, the odd aberrations such as coma will cancel.  This 

will be a very useful tool in the later design. 

Currently, a pierced mirror is used to separate the input and output light, but this will not 

work with the new autoreflection system.  For the new system, a polarizing beam splitter 

can be used with a quarter wave plate incorporated into the lens cell.  If the incoming 

light is linearly polarized and oriented to transmit through the beam splitter after two 

passes through a quarter wave plate its polarization will have rotated 90° and will now 

reflect from the beamsplitter.  Figure 6-3 shows a diagram of this process. 

 

 

Figure 6-3.  Polarizing beamsplitter used to separate input and output beams. 

Incoming light 
Polarizing 
beamsplitter 
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The final DR cell characteristic, the allowable travel for the resonator, was chosen to be 

larger than that of the current design.  As detailed in the information about the resonator 

testing in Chapter 2, the resonator was operated at this level for 60 hours without showing 

signs of fatigue.  Increasing the resonator travel will relax the required f/# of the space 

containing the mirror.  By relaxing the output f/# of the lens cell, its design is made 

easier.  The f/# required can be found from the design range of conjugates, 20 km to 30 

km, and the desired mirror motion.  As the laser pulse rises through the different 

conjugates, it produces an amount of defocus.  The moving mirror must introduce an 

equal and opposite amount of defocus to balance this.  The relationship between change 

in focal position, δz, wavefront defocus, a020, f/#, and the media index is31  

 
'
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By using the above equation, it can be found that the ratio of the change in focal positions 

between two optical spaces can be written in terms of the ratio of the f-numbers in those 

spaces, assuming the defocus term and the index are the same: 
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In the native f/15 space coming from the telescope, the change in focal positions between 

the 20 km and the 30 km conjugates is 162 mm.  If the allowed resonator travel is 350 

µm, this results in a target f/# of 0.7 for the new DR lens cell. 
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6.2.2 Optical design 

Since the lens cell must operate at a very fast f/# and a reasonable field angle, it is 

important that the starting point of the design provide reasonable aberration correction.  

With a design this fast, spherical aberration is a major concern.  To combat this it was 

decided to use lenses obeying the aplanatic condition to produce the bulk of the focusing 

power.   

The aplanatic condition is a special case that results in zero spherical aberration, coma, 

and astigmatism.  An excellent derivation of this effect appears in Kingslake32 as well as 

in many other optical textbooks.  The result of this derivation is that a spherical surface 

has two aplanatic points.  A bundle of rays that are aimed at the far aplanatic point of a 

surface will be refracted and focused at the near aplanatic point.  This is shown 

schematically in Figure 6-4. 

 

Figure 6-4.  Detail of imaging at an aplanatic surface. 
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Since in this case the image is inside the glass, a second surface will be added that is 

centered on the near aplanatic point.  Since the incoming rays are normal to this surface, 

no refraction occurs and thus there is no contribution to the aberration sum. 

 

Figure 6-5.  Aplanatic surface with second surface concentric with the near aplanatic point to form a 

usable aplanatic lens. 

 

 

A non-aplanatic lens was added as the first element to create a converging ray bundle to 

feed the aplanatic elements.  This was necessary because the light from the telescope is 

diverging at the entrance to the lens cell and the aplanatic elements will only increase the 

rate at which a beam is converging or diverging.   

The initial design of a powered lens and two aplanatic lenses is shown in Figure 6-6.  The 

power of the first lens was chosen to produce an image space f/# of 0.7 which is the 

target value for the new design.  SF6 was chosen as the glass due to fact that its high 

Far aplanatic point 

Near aplanatic point 
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index would help minimize the lens curvatures and thus the spherical aberration and also 

would maximize the power from the aplanatic elements.  The entrance pupil diameter 

was chosen somewhat arbitrarily to be 20 mm, which is the same as the current system.  

The source distance was set to 300 mm, which creates an f/15 beam that matches that 

from the telescope. 

 

Figure 6-6.  New DR cell predesign step 1. 

An immediately obvious problem is the amount of spherical aberration created by the 

first lens.  The bending of this lens was adjusted to minimize the spherical while keeping 

its power constant.  The minimum spherical obtained was about 42 waves.   

To reduce the spherical aberration, a thick meniscus lens was introduced between the 

aplanatic lenses and the focus.  A curvature solve was used in Zemax on the second 

surface of this thick meniscus to set its power to zero.  Its bending was adjusted, and a 

solution for zero third order spherical was found, as shown in Figure 6-7. 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222    
STO    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
 2    7.983538    0.000000    0.000000    
 3   72.471996    0.000000    0.000000    
 4    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    

  5   0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
  6   -0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
 7    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
 8    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    

IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
TOT   80.455534    0.000000    0.000000   
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Figure 6-7.  Predesign with thick meniscus spherical corrector, adjusted for zero third order 

spherical. 

Unfortuantely, a check of the OPD plot in Figure 6-8 shows significant higher order 

spherical aberration.  It was found that by adjusting the bending of the first element and 

the thick meniscus simultaneously that the higher order spherical terms could be reduced 

dramatically.  The new OPD and Seidel aberrations are in Figure 6-9. 

 

Figure 6-8.  OPD plot for design of Figure 6-7 with zero third order spherical, but a large amount of 

higher order spherical aberration. 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222  
  1    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000   
STO    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
  3   21.238823    0.000000    0.000000   
  4   21.138010    0.000000    0.000000    
  5   -0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
 6    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    

  7   -0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
 8    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    

  9 -174.428031    0.000000    0.000000    
 10  132.023934    0.000000   0.000000    
IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
TOT   -0.027264    0.000000    0.000000    
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Figure 6-9.  OPD plot for design of Figure 6-7 adjusted to balance higher order spherical with the 

third order spherical.  Note residual third order in Siedel coefficients. 

At this point, the half-field angle was increased to 5.404 degrees.  This represents the 

input angle to the lens cell when used at the telescope with a 1 arcminute half-field.  This 

resulted in some coma and a lot of astigmatism, as shown in Figure 6-10. 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222    
 1    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    

STO    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
 3    4.964843    0.000000    0.000000    
 4   60.682577    0.000000    0.000000    
 5    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
 6    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
 7    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    

  8    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
  9 -210.122218    0.000000    0.000000    
10  148.401583    0.000000    0.000000    

IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    
TOT    3.926784    0.000000    0.000000    
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Figure 6-10.  New DR cell design after increasing half-field angle to the design value of 5.404 degrees, 

corresponding to 60 arcseconds on the sky at the MMT. 

The coma now present in the system is not much of a concern, as when the mirror is 

added to the system and the new design is used in double pass the coma should cancel.  

The astigmatism, however, is a much greater concern.  Jamieson33 goes into great detail 

about the use of thick meniscus lenses to correct field curvature and astigmatism as well 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222        W220        W311        W020        W111 
  1    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
STO    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  3    3.916573    8.682127    4.811562    2.594998    5.542779    0.000000    0.000000 
  4   67.414014  -61.165696   13.874127    3.276168   -4.633305    0.000000    0.000000 
  5    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000   11.784576    6.239979    0.000000    0.000000 
  6    0.000000    0.000000   16.528101   -8.264050   -5.699457    0.000000    0.000000 
  7    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000   23.268729    8.321567    0.000000    0.000000 
  8    0.000000    0.000000   39.396606  -19.698303   -7.123785    0.000000    0.000000 
  9 -216.445566  146.090289  -24.650970    3.223820    3.071592    0.000000    0.000000 
 10  150.904833  -99.916279   16.539004   -3.352317   -1.627870    0.000000    0.000000 
IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
TOT    5.789854   -6.309559   66.498430   12.833621    4.091500    0.000000    0.000000 
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as spherical.  On this basis, it was decided to add another thick meniscus element to 

attempt to correct the astigmatism seen at this field angle.  This element was not adjusted 

to have zero power, but instead a curvature solve was placed on its second surface to 

force the chief ray to be parallel to the axis.  This creates a telecentric space for the soon 

to be added dynamic refocus mirror which will ensure that the chief ray is undeviated 

when it is reflected back into the lens cell.  Since this new element has positive power, 

the power in the first element was reduced to keep the image space f/# close to 0.7.  The 

back focal distance was kept greater than 2 mm, so that there would be some clearance 

between the resonator mirror and the lens cell.  Some of the spacings and thicknesses 

were adjusted to accommodate the new element.  During optimization of this new design, 

a better aberration balance was found with opposite bendings for the two meniscus 

elements.  Figure 6-11 shows this new design.  Note that the new element has collapsed 

the sagittal and tangential fields and reduced the overall amount of curvature.  The 

residual third order astigmatism required to balance the higher order terms is now small, 

which indicates that the higher order astigmatism terms are well corrected prior to this 

balancing. 
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Figure 6-11.  Design from Figure 6-10 with added element to correct astigmatism and create a 
telecentric image space for the resonator mirror. 
 

At this point, the design was altered to a double pass configuration.  The resulting 

performance is shown in Figure 6-12.     

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222        W220        W311        W020        W111 
  1    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
STO    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  3    6.016826   11.411839    5.411079    3.139257    5.542779    0.000000    0.000000 
  4   10.862850  -19.898741    9.112707    1.061454   -5.145395    0.000000    0.000000 
  5   -0.000000   -0.000000   -0.000000    7.999550    6.142190    0.000000    0.000000 
  6    0.000000    0.000000   10.912874   -5.456437   -5.773527    0.000000    0.000000 
  7    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000   15.363453    7.500223    0.000000    0.000000 
  8    0.000000    0.000000   23.513235  -11.756617   -6.573870    0.000000    0.000000 
  9 -222.939306   97.839093  -10.734410   -5.466005    2.377130    0.000000    0.000000 
 10  139.125359  -55.674752    5.569937    5.132448   -1.584184    0.000000    0.000000 
 11   -0.715622   11.662984  -47.519902   23.323429    3.557147    0.000000    0.000000 
 12   64.619365  -29.031919    3.260835  -10.058329    1.893229    0.000000    0.000000 
IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
TOT   -3.030529   16.308503   -0.473645   23.282203    7.935723    0.000000    0.000000 
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Figure 6-12.  New DR cell design after model changed to include double pass through the cell. 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222        W220        W311        W020        W111 
  1    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
STO    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  3   40.927179   39.336746    9.452029    6.807746    5.542779    0.000000    0.000000 
  4    0.003691   -0.296151    5.940428   -2.821430   -5.968837    0.000000    0.000000 
  5   -0.000000   -0.000000   -0.000000    8.226215    6.602297    0.000000    0.000000 
  6    0.000000    0.000000   11.240485   -5.620242   -6.226603    0.000000    0.000000 
  7    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000   15.824673    8.096049    0.000000    0.000000 
  8    0.000000    0.000000   24.355623  -12.177811   -7.143169    0.000000    0.000000 
  9 -274.002740   92.733890   -7.846249   -8.492525    2.100985    0.000000    0.000000 
 10  165.956184  -44.919734    3.039631    7.783197   -1.259034    0.000000    0.000000 
 11   -0.382585    8.081798  -42.680332   20.828247    5.406938    0.000000    0.000000 
 12   76.698039  -20.375285    1.353204   -6.404711    0.760853    0.000000    0.000000 
 13    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 14    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 15   72.942664   19.292599    1.275674   -6.404711   -0.762640    0.000000    0.000000 
 16   -0.701411  -10.970972  -42.900048   20.828247   -4.862701    0.000000    0.000000 
 17  166.389995   44.835770    3.020383    7.783197    1.252107    0.000000    0.000000 
 18 -277.077392  -93.250768   -7.845918   -8.492525   -2.089224    0.000000    0.000000 
 19    0.027347    1.647975   24.827573  -12.177811    7.110163    0.000000    0.000000 
 20   -2.288389    2.381967   -0.619843   15.824673   -8.074593    0.000000    0.000000 
 21    0.012835    0.773475   11.652780   -5.620242    6.211439    0.000000    0.000000 
 22   -0.681155    1.123301   -0.463112    8.226215   -6.592042    0.000000    0.000000 
 23    0.021398    0.736387    6.335582   -2.821430    5.959894    0.000000    0.000000 
 24   38.089422  -37.202622    9.084117    6.807746   -5.542779    0.000000    0.000000 
 25    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 26    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
TOT    5.935081    3.928376    9.222009   47.906716    0.521882    0.000000    0.000000 
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Note that the aplanatic lenses, surfaces 5-8 and again 19-23 after reflection after the 

resonator mirror, still contribute only astigmatism to the incoming beam, but due to the 

aberrations present in the other lenses they do not function as well in the output beam.  

Based on this, the radii of these surfaces was allowed to vary in an attempt to find a better 

solution.  This did improve the performance as shown in Figure 6-13. 
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Figure 6-13.  Lens cell performance after the aplanatic elements were allowed to vary. 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222        W220        W311        W020        W111 
  1    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
STO    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  3    7.496520   13.134897    5.753520    3.450135    5.542779    0.000000    0.000000 
  4    8.786771  -17.666020    8.879492    0.743273   -5.210293    0.000000    0.000000 
  5   -1.549121   -3.885793   -2.436767    5.954458    5.939951    0.000000    0.000000 
  6    6.093834  -17.853664   13.076880   -2.958390   -5.244401    0.000000    0.000000 
  7   -9.525195  -15.180859   -6.048655   11.297083    6.592386    0.000000    0.000000 
  8   59.903492  -76.644306   24.515890   -5.393451   -4.391433    0.000000    0.000000 
  9 -396.526902  105.653773   -7.037807   -8.239325    1.566478    0.000000    0.000000 
 10  236.336393  -50.480585    2.695617    7.569996   -0.952405    0.000000    0.000000 
 11   -2.146192   19.138931  -42.668446   20.681467    2.910515    0.000000    0.000000 
 12   93.703641  -22.510688    1.351951   -6.902249    0.747878    0.000000    0.000000 
 13    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 14    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 15   90.033647   21.560015    1.290724   -6.902249   -0.749156    0.000000    0.000000 
 16   -2.686935  -21.416087  -42.673968   20.681467   -2.612382    0.000000    0.000000 
 17  236.445827   50.360615    2.681578    7.569996    0.948954    0.000000    0.000000 
 18 -399.037082 -105.946426   -7.032332   -8.239325   -1.560572    0.000000    0.000000 
 19   62.443020   78.554188   24.705565   -5.393451    4.377468    0.000000    0.000000 
 20   -9.703072   15.799916   -6.431915   11.297083   -6.579416    0.000000    0.000000 
 21    6.712803   18.928121   13.342927   -2.958390    5.234885    0.000000    0.000000 
 22   -1.641815    4.260728   -2.764288    5.954458   -5.932880    0.000000    0.000000 
 23    9.541078   18.682041    9.145158    0.743273    5.204389    0.000000    0.000000 
 24    6.783348  -12.169468    5.458070    3.450135   -5.542779    0.000000    0.000000 
 25    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 26    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
TOT    1.464060    2.319328   -4.196808   52.405993    0.289965    0.000000    0.000000 
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Up until this point, the 25 km conjugate has been the only one modeled.  The other two 

were added at this point, and the system re-optimized.  The results of this are shown in 

Figure 6-14. 
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Figure 6-14.  DR cell design after adding all three conjugates.  The spot pattern shows each conjugate 

in a different color. 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222        W220        W311        W020        W111 
  1    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
STO    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  3    0.696786    3.103098    3.454869    0.761775    5.542779    0.000000    0.000000 
  4   33.643011  -37.011600   10.179369    3.432109   -4.687530    0.000000    0.000000 
  5    1.361840    1.958587    0.704206    7.826190    5.880974    0.000000    0.000000 
  6   64.168594  -69.520152   18.829505   -1.604856   -4.230615    0.000000    0.000000 
  7  -29.278431  -34.125502   -9.943753   15.769241    6.292439    0.000000    0.000000 
  8    1.702327  -14.198906   29.607842  -13.410404   -5.811579    0.000000    0.000000 
  9 -347.507249  118.343946  -10.075538   -5.880235    1.859069    0.000000    0.000000 
 10  200.667969  -62.511842    4.868403    5.531202   -1.240686    0.000000    0.000000 
 11   -6.114324   37.316309  -56.936263   29.158466   -2.106590    0.000000    0.000000 
 12   84.223997  -48.825963    7.076293  -14.812002    3.267815    0.000000    0.000000 
 13    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 14    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 15   77.550924   43.825941    6.191780  -14.812002   -3.310532    0.000000    0.000000 
 16   -9.555710  -45.855277  -55.011780   29.158466    3.965133    0.000000    0.000000 
 17  201.260751   61.838546    4.750064    5.531202    1.214618    0.000000    0.000000 
 18 -356.488401 -119.588663  -10.029392   -5.880235   -1.827423    0.000000    0.000000 
 19    3.309143   20.125102   30.598536  -13.410404    5.743719    0.000000    0.000000 
 20  -29.645382   36.445080  -11.201103   15.769241   -6.250530    0.000000    0.000000 
 21   72.978752   75.425659   19.488652   -1.604856    4.206189    0.000000    0.000000 
 22   -0.683559    1.050367   -0.403503    7.826190   -5.857917    0.000000    0.000000 
 23   39.823624   41.764732   10.950114    3.432109    4.670662    0.000000    0.000000 
 24    0.319808   -1.776629    2.467430    0.761775   -5.542779    0.000000    0.000000 
 25    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 26    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
TOT    2.434473    7.782832   -4.434268   53.542973    1.777217    0.000000    0.000000 
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At this point the new design is looking promising, but is not quite there yet.  There is still 

several system parameters left open for optimization.  The element power constraints 

imposed at the beginning of the design process were lifted, and the curvatures for all of 

the elements systematically optimized.  The element thicknesses were also optimized at 

this time.  This work resulted in a much better image quality, as shown in Figure 6-15. 
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Figure 6-15.  Lens cell performance after optimizing all curvatures and thicknesses. 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222        W220        W311        W020        W111 
  1    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  2    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
STO    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  4   37.396524   37.093159    9.198064    6.577189    5.542779    0.000000    0.000000 
  5   42.857441  -51.627633   15.548131    0.651315   -5.074760    0.000000    0.000000 
  6    4.324675    3.642138    0.766830   16.165095    6.968380    0.000000    0.000000 
  7  -20.686929  -28.041036   -9.502374  -26.372441  -21.093967    0.000000    0.000000 
  8   -3.685449   -9.526116   -6.155756   20.446724   22.447421    0.000000    0.000000 
  9    2.347512  -19.126044   38.956732  -16.539206  -11.973209    0.000000    0.000000 
 10 -113.106470   35.919655   -2.851786  -12.508084    2.212533    0.000000    0.000000 
 11   38.373620    5.281828    0.181751   11.609651    0.805243    0.000000    0.000000 
 12   -0.448779   10.109144  -56.929334   28.745964   -3.168235    0.000000    0.000000 
 13   16.663135  -30.387357   13.853808  -20.222135   12.122777    0.000000    0.000000 
 14    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 15    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 16   16.456117   26.957661   11.040203  -20.222135  -12.042101    0.000000    0.000000 
 17   -0.558462  -11.159305  -55.746941   28.745964    8.717185    0.000000    0.000000 
 18   37.610596  -11.568391    0.889561   11.609651   -1.853871    0.000000    0.000000 
 19 -112.825941  -16.654098   -0.614573  -12.508084   -0.945831    0.000000    0.000000 
 20    2.562212   19.598303   37.476747  -16.539206    8.410691    0.000000    0.000000 
 21   -3.940804   11.005003   -7.683083   20.446724  -23.185635    0.000000    0.000000 
 22  -19.114665   29.363860  -11.277156  -26.372441   24.587590    0.000000    0.000000 
 23    3.363096   -3.418279    0.868592   16.165095   -8.435881    0.000000    0.000000 
 24   43.602597   44.840253   11.528260    0.651315    3.298774    0.000000    0.000000 
 25   36.470522  -42.587151   12.432407    6.577189   -7.469514    0.000000    0.000000 
 26    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 27    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 28    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
TOT    7.660549   -0.284406    1.980083   17.108144   -0.129632    0.000000    0.000000 
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This design is very good.  The pupil is flat and the imaging quality is considerably better 

than the desired performance.  As a last step in the design process, different glass types 

were investigated.  The glass types were changed to model glasses to investigate the 

effects of using different index glasses.  Since this system is monochromatic, the abbe 

number was not allowed to vary as it would have no meaningful effect.  After some time 

spent optimizing, the glass type of S-NPH2 was chosen, although the performance 

increase was minor.  The resulting system is shown in Figure 6-16. 
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Figure 6-16.  DR cell after glass optimization. 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222        W220        W311        W020        W111 
  1    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  2    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
STO    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  4   32.833809   34.311145    8.963738    6.695110    5.839940    0.000000    0.000000 
  5   39.220350  -51.282546   16.763616    0.147053   -5.575954    0.000000    0.000000 
  6   -8.156754   -7.119381   -1.553485   16.283520    6.767316    0.000000    0.000000 
  7   -8.028569  -11.058878   -3.808237  -26.369090  -19.472335    0.000000    0.000000 
  8   -5.248795  -15.299397  -11.148822   19.649361   20.513111    0.000000    0.000000 
  9    2.042207  -18.174040   40.433677  -17.146579  -13.661451    0.000000    0.000000 
 10 -107.219541   36.780403   -3.154271  -13.767096    2.631829    0.000000    0.000000 
 11   37.817437   -0.217485    0.000313   11.708059   -0.033666    0.000000    0.000000 
 12   -0.449616    9.875875  -54.231217   27.055171    0.663761    0.000000    0.000000 
 13   20.193325  -28.862549   10.313393  -17.938079    9.134288    0.000000    0.000000 
 14    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 15    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 16   19.951157   24.935554    7.791301  -17.938079   -8.775324    0.000000    0.000000 
 17   -0.525922  -10.580858  -53.218245   27.055171    4.486952    0.000000    0.000000 
 18   37.379035   -6.240836    0.260494   11.708059   -0.988267    0.000000    0.000000 
 19 -107.050763  -18.209530   -0.774369  -13.767096   -1.203834    0.000000    0.000000 
 20    2.188730   18.477172   38.995883  -17.146579    9.925052    0.000000    0.000000 
 21   -5.305452   16.563739  -12.928089   19.649361  -20.582424    0.000000    0.000000 
 22   -7.169746   11.172513   -4.352492  -26.369090   22.240896    0.000000    0.000000 
 23   -8.665056    9.089675   -2.383775   16.283520   -7.915588    0.000000    0.000000 
 24   39.748433   44.885585   12.671668    0.147053    3.660373    0.000000    0.000000 
 25   32.210743  -39.379196   12.035744    6.695110   -7.771118    0.000000    0.000000 
 26    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 27    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
TOT    5.765010   -0.333034    0.676823   12.634858   -0.116445    0.000000    0.000000 
TOT    7.660549   -0.284406    1.980083   17.108144   -0.129632    0.000000    0.000000 
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A final step in the optical design is to add the lens cell and a field lens to a model of the 

telescope and fine tune its performance.  The results of this are shown in Figure 6-17. 

 

Figure 6-17.  System performance summary including a model of the telescope.  The entrance and 

exit pupils are shown as surfaces just to the left of the lens cell. 
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During this optimization, it was found that the system performed better with the pupil 

slightly in front of the lens cell.  Moving the pupil changes the amounts of coma and 

astigmatism contributed by each surface,.   

The pupil formed by the field lens has a small amount of curvature, with a radius of 74.9 

mm.  The exit pupil from the lens cell is slightly flatter, with some variation with 

conjugate.  At the 20 km conjugate, it has a radius of 129.63 mm, at the 25 km conjugate 

its radius is 127.3 mm, and at the 30 km conjugate its radius is 173.7 mm.  Its position 

along the optical axis, however, only changes by half a micron over the entire range of 

conjugates.  Its diameter ranges from 19.144 mm at the 20 km conjugate to 18.982 mm at 

the 30 km conjugate, which is only a 0.85% change. 

Operands were added to the merit function to flatten the pupil at all conjugates.  After 

optimization, the exit pupil radius of curvature was 152.3 mm at the 20 km conjugate, 

151.7 mm at the 25 km conjugate, and 208 mm at the 30 km conjugate.  The size and 

position of the pupils remained the same.  There were only small changes to the radii and 

spacing of the system, so the layout shown in Figure 6-17 is still accurate.  A detailed 

look at the OPD, spot diagram, PSF, and the encircled energy is shown in Figure 6-18 

and Figure 6-19. 

A quick examination of the tilt sensitivity of the resonator mirror shows that it is very 

forgiving.  A tilt of 0.1 degrees was applied to the mirror, with the resulting psf images 

and encircled energy plots shown in Figure 6-20.  The Strehl ratio dropped dramatically, 

but the 50% encircled energy diameter is still no worse than 32 µm, and the 90% 

diameter is 44 µm.  These sizes equate to 0.068 and 0.094 arcseconds at the f/15 plate 
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scale of 470 µm/arcseconds.  With spots of this size, the performance of the system will 

be dominated by seeing effects.  At the MMT the median seeing FWHM is about 0.7 

arcseconds, an order of magnitude larger than even these aberrated spots. 
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Figure 6-18.  Spot diagrams and OPD plots for the new DR cell design at the 20 km conjugate, top, 

the 25 km conjugate, middle, and the 30 km conjugate, bottom.  The circle in the spot diagram 

represents the airy disk diameter of 19.5 µm. 
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Figure 6-19.  PSF and encircled energy plots for the new DR cell design at conjugates of 20 km, top, 

25 km, middle, and 30 km, bottom.  The PSF plots are 0.1 arcseconds on a side at the f/15 platescale 

of 470 µm/arcsecond, and the encircled energy plots have a maximum radius of 0.1 arcsecond at the 

same platescale. 
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Figure 6-20.  Aberrated psf and encircled energy plots for the new DR cell design when the resonator 

mirror is tilted by 0.1 degrees.  The psf image area is 0.1 arcseconds on a side, and the encircled 

energy plots show a maximum radius of 0.1 arcsecond. 
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Table 6-1.  Prescription for final two arcminute DR lens. 

 

 

6.3 Extension to future systems 

It is anticipated that the next generation of LGS work at the MMT would heavily 

emphasize the ground layer AO capabilities of the system.  If suitable wide field science 

detectors are available, modeling results show that it would be beneficial to increase the 

laser beacon pattern diameter to five arcminutes.  So far, the conceptual designs of this 

system have included periscopes on the input side of the dynamic refocus cell to reduce 

the apparent diameter of the laser beacons to a value that is compatible with the current 

lens cell.  In addition, it will be desirable to choose the laser beacon diameter based on 

the science goals of the observer.  The five arcminute beacon pattern diameter is 

SURFACE DATA SUMMARY: 
 
Surf     Type              Comment         Radius      Thickness                Glass      Diameter          Conic 
 OBJ STANDARD                            Infinity       2.5e+007                           14593.63              0 
   1 STANDARD          SEC. SHADOW       Infinity           7200                           6366.249              0 
   2 STANDARD              PRIMARY         -16256       -7307.47               MIRROR          6502             -1 
 STO STANDARD            SECONDARY      -1794.549        7307.47               MIRROR        642.05       -1.40911 
   4 STANDARD                            Infinity              0                           213.0034              0 
   5 STANDARD       PRIMARY VERTEX       Infinity        2560.08                           213.0034              0 
   6 STANDARD           25KM FOCUS       Infinity            100                           63.27868              0 
   7 STANDARD                            216.5111        16.3244               S-NPH2      57.62725              0 
   8 STANDARD                            1013.246            280                           56.23903              0 
   9 STANDARD                            Infinity             20                           19.90417              0 
  10 STANDARD                            Infinity      -12.98515                            22.5775              0 
  11 STANDARD                   EP      -75.97467       12.98515                           19.07067              0 
  12 STANDARD                            39.22482       9.083202               S-NPH2      23.02455              0 
  13 STANDARD                           -137.7826  6.335813e-006                           21.87524              0 
  14 STANDARD                            12.83154       6.951757               S-NPH2      19.47904              0 
  15 STANDARD                            8.026314        1.60463                           12.60246              0 
  16 STANDARD                            11.08112       2.590126               S-NPH2      12.43209              0 
  17 STANDARD                            15.00512       2.149028                           11.01847              0 
  18 STANDARD                           -21.35611       8.364263               S-NPH2      10.66002              0 
  19 STANDARD                           -25.01675   -0.001065159                           9.531254              0 
  20 STANDARD                            10.22379       3.978822               S-NPH2      8.587956              0 
  21 STANDARD                            11.56023       1.999967                           5.882349              0 
  22 STANDARD           RES MIRROR       Infinity              0               MIRROR      4.194434              0 
  23 STANDARD                            Infinity      -1.999967                           4.194434              0 
  24 STANDARD                            11.56023      -3.978822               S-NPH2      5.924489              0 
  25 STANDARD                            10.22379    0.001065159                           8.634865              0 
  26 STANDARD                           -25.01675      -8.364263               S-NPH2      9.588685              0 
  27 STANDARD                           -21.35611      -2.149028                           10.70525              0 
  28 STANDARD                            15.00512      -2.590126               S-NPH2      11.05285              0 
  29 STANDARD                            11.08112       -1.60463                            12.4649              0 
  30 STANDARD                            8.026314      -6.951757               S-NPH2      12.63167              0 
  31 STANDARD                            12.83154 -6.335813e-006                            19.5214              0 
  32 STANDARD                           -137.7826      -9.083202               S-NPH2      21.92918              0 
  33 STANDARD                            39.22482      -13.34682                           23.07446              0 
  34 STANDARD                   XP      -151.7132       13.34682                           19.06012              0 
  35 STANDARD                            Infinity            -20                           22.62163              0 
  36 STANDARD                            Infinity           -280                           19.87231              0 
 IMA STANDARD                            Infinity                                          55.67375              0 
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optimum for wide field GLAO, but will not allow correction to the diffraction limit.  To 

do this, the beacon pattern diameter will have to be reduced back to the two arcminute 

size.  This will result in a complicated mechanical assembly.  If the lens cell could 

produce acceptable spot quality over the full five arcminutes of field, the periscope 

system on the input side of the lens cell could be eliminated and the system simplified 

considerably. 

A search was conducted for a second DR lens cell design that would allow operation over 

all of a full field from two to five arcminutes at the MMT.  The other system design goals 

from the previous effort are still applicable.   

6.3.1 Five arcminute system design 

The two arcminute system just described was used as a starting point, and the general 

procedure of optimizing a single conjugate system and then moving to the multi-

conjugate system and reoptimizing was followed.  A new Zemax model was created with 

the lens cell including the resonator mirror.  It was set up with a 20 mm diameter entrance 

pupil 300 mm away from the object.  This creates an f/15 beam.  Three field angles were 

used, to model the on-axis, two arcminute, and the five arcminute fields.  Some initial 

optimization was performed, with mixed results.  The spot sizes were not too bad, but 

definitely needed further refinement.  The results from the initial optimization can be 

seen in Figure 6-21.  
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Figure 6-21.  Initial design of five arcminute field DR cell 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222        W220        W311        W020        W111 
STO    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  2    0.000508    0.133363    8.749502   -3.675506   91.749896    0.000000    0.000000 
  3   29.195399  -50.076947   21.473423   22.565146  -28.560242    0.000000    0.000000 
  4   -0.203902   -1.175809   -1.695090   35.926716  101.142893    0.000000    0.000000 
  5   36.708762  -81.487907   45.222710   -7.594107  -16.668011    0.000000    0.000000 
  6  -19.555540  -78.849103  -79.481068   83.070171   87.353836    0.000000    0.000000 
  7   11.232413   76.128352  128.991120 -144.606301 -271.477679    0.000000    0.000000 
  8 -110.607800 -110.990710  -27.843737 -111.991742  -63.174754    0.000000    0.000000 
  9   52.570840   42.503294    8.590932   87.348010   37.046675    0.000000    0.000000 
 10   -5.353841   45.616741  -97.167955   32.081701   70.302807    0.000000    0.000000 
 11   17.717900   14.893751    3.129939   21.460008    9.677453    0.000000    0.000000 
 12    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 13    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 14    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 15    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 16   16.935503  -14.263378    3.003217   21.460008   -9.669338    0.000000    0.000000 
 17   -5.555309  -46.432078  -97.021508   32.081701  -68.658201    0.000000    0.000000 
 18   51.847096  -41.995498    8.503957   87.348010  -37.097422    0.000000    0.000000 
 19 -109.060545  109.688844  -27.580190 -111.991742   63.253234    0.000000    0.000000 
 20   11.208549  -77.157913  132.785783 -144.606301  269.204501    0.000000    0.000000 
 21  -19.510166   79.395422  -80.773700   83.070171  -86.848578    0.000000    0.000000 
 22   37.117375   81.980391   45.267105   -7.594107   16.608659    0.000000    0.000000 
 23   -0.335023    1.957643   -2.859780   35.926716 -100.787845    0.000000    0.000000 
 24   29.598714   50.571123   21.600925   22.565146   28.503541    0.000000    0.000000 
 25    0.000074   -0.048510    7.913450   -3.675506  -91.749896    0.000000    0.000000 
 26    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
TOT   23.951007    0.391069   20.809036   29.168193    0.151528    0.000000    0.000000 
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Further work was done from the starting point, and a slightly different topology was 

found.  While experimenting with reversing the bending of the third element, the front 

element was split into two lenses.  It was found that if this first lens was negative it was 

possible to greatly improve the spot quality.  After some optimization, the new six lens 

design is shown in Figure 6-22. 
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Figure 6-22.  Five arcminute field DR cell with six lenses, operating at a single conjugate. 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222        W220        W311        W020        W111 
  1    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
STO    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  3   -0.094006    1.013969   -2.734219  -15.072454   88.660270    0.000000    0.000000 
  4  -55.946095 -187.238962 -156.661645  -12.518756 -152.026524    0.000000    0.000000 
  5   30.116170  142.575295  168.744192   -1.455755  196.270343    0.000000    0.000000 
  6    9.531782   -2.700244    0.191237   18.328057   -2.609607    0.000000    0.000000 
  7   10.673122   51.530488   62.198091   14.201391  109.356646    0.000000    0.000000 
  8   34.872208   -0.996991    0.007126    3.269586   -0.046789    0.000000    0.000000 
  9   -4.292993  -29.572849  -50.929118   27.325384    6.409270    0.000000    0.000000 
 10    7.727394  -27.547626   24.551348  -20.691980   15.001776    0.000000    0.000000 
 11  -56.173841  -26.300715   -3.078513   -0.301968   -0.431033    0.000000    0.000000 
 12   17.329346  -20.951780    6.332857   -8.403983    3.166192    0.000000    0.000000 
 13   -0.026432    2.651291  -66.484592   33.660438  -20.970943    0.000000    0.000000 
 14    7.256318  -23.397567   18.861017  -40.172744   49.563258    0.000000    0.000000 
 15    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 16    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 17    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 18    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 19    7.247913   23.362151   18.825768  -40.172744  -49.574030    0.000000    0.000000 
 20   -0.027017   -2.680228  -66.474314   33.660438   20.996242    0.000000    0.000000 
 21   17.326410   20.945436    6.330095   -8.403983   -3.166605    0.000000    0.000000 
 22  -56.143036   26.287650   -3.077143   -0.301968    0.430894    0.000000    0.000000 
 23    7.731251   27.550537   24.544285  -20.691980  -15.002169    0.000000    0.000000 
 24   -4.287515   29.557587  -50.941564   27.325384   -6.392697    0.000000    0.000000 
 25   34.864405    0.996765    0.007124    3.269586    0.046789    0.000000    0.000000 
 26   10.648793  -51.440437   62.122501   14.201391 -109.323661    0.000000    0.000000 
 27    9.536972    2.701629    0.191329   18.328057    2.609532    0.000000    0.000000 
 28   30.062850 -142.397273  168.621599   -1.455755 -196.227776    0.000000    0.000000 
 29  -55.875783  187.072745 -156.580408  -12.518756  152.014705    0.000000    0.000000 
 30   -0.095537   -1.029260   -2.772152  -15.072454  -88.657019    0.000000    0.000000 
 31    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 32    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
TOT    1.962677   -0.008389    1.794902   -3.665565    0.097064    0.000000    0.000000 
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One reason this new design works so well is that the surfaces are arranged to minimize 

the angle of incidence of the incoming light.  Reducing the amount of power at a surface 

will generally reduce the aberrations and help keep the higher order aberrations under 

control.   

At this point it was decided that the design was ready to move to a multi-conjugate 

configuration.  The telescope model was also added at this time.  The initial spot sizes 

were on the order of several hundred microns.  Some time was spent optimizing this with 

little success.  One method of reducing aberrations is to reduce the field angle.  In this 

case, changing the input pupil size would accomplish this.  The initial pupil diameter of 

20 mm results in a half field angle of 13.5 degrees.  The pupil size was doubled to 40 

mm, which halved the input half field angles for the DR lens cell.  This resulted in much 

better spot sizes.  This system is detailed in Figure 6-23. 
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Figure 6-23.  Five arcminute DR lens cell design, including telescope model and showing operation at 

20 km, 25 km, and 30 km conjugates over the full five arcminute field. 
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This design has promising spot sizes, but has a few other problems.  One is that there is a 

large amount of third order aberrations created and canceled by the individual lenses in 

this design, as shown in Table 6-2. 

Table 6-2.  Seidel aberration coefficients in waves for the design of Figure 6-23.  The lens cell 

contains surfaces 10-21 and then 23-35 after reflection off of the resonator mirror, surface 22. 

 

Another feature of this design is that it has field curvature.  In practice, only one field 

angle will be used at a time, so it makes sense to tolerate a large amount of field 

curvature.  The only consequence to this is that the camera will have to be refocused 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222        W220        W311        W020        W111 
  1    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  2  -14.371956 -164.326215    6.090442   -0.309201   -0.156933    0.000000    0.000000 
STO   14.351282  164.153362   -5.601814    2.800907   -0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  4    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  5    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  6   -0.000000    0.000000   -0.000000    3.859827  -60.565616    0.000000    0.000000 
  7   -0.002670   -0.002381   -0.000531   -1.668861   -0.744434    0.000000    0.000000 
  8    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  9    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 10   -7.622573   19.279759  -12.191064  -14.135960   25.585735    0.000000    0.000000 
 11 -950.021632 -349.876227  -32.213312  -12.233531   -5.218596    0.000000    0.000000 
 12  448.143644  326.274117   59.386539   -1.567129   10.238717    0.000000    0.000000 
 13  235.240590  -98.363506   10.282430   17.263736   -4.684203    0.000000    0.000000 
 14  175.141319  131.222437   24.579191   14.072254    9.875643    0.000000    0.000000 
 15  597.076748 -213.857886   19.149630    2.039041   -2.079896    0.000000    0.000000 
 16  -72.116038 -100.080542  -34.722217   26.727458    6.499174    0.000000    0.000000 
 17   1.58E+003 -385.318482   23.506756  -10.894556   -0.104787    0.000000    0.000000 
 18  -2.62E+003  263.860969   -6.637602   -0.582468    0.196278    0.000000    0.000000 
 19   1.08E+003 -153.351906    5.453956   -1.560940   -0.082940    0.000000    0.000000 
 20 -747.764507  245.898328  -20.215585   17.022012   -1.136852    0.000000    0.000000 
 21  299.079557 -173.293937   25.102676  -34.380452    6.324159    0.000000    0.000000 
 22    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 23    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 24  299.729072   21.968527    0.402544  -34.380452   -1.252575    0.000000    0.000000 
 25 -748.362281  132.727016   -5.885004   17.022012   -1.248547    0.000000    0.000000 
 26   1.08E+003 -392.746364   35.733704   -1.560940   -2.967160    0.000000    0.000000 
 27  -2.62E+003   1.06E+003 -107.914875   -0.582468   11.059768    0.000000    0.000000 
 28   1.58E+003 -414.191284   27.148280  -10.894556   -0.351268    0.000000    0.000000 
 29  -72.261386  136.723188  -64.672265   26.727458    5.305987    0.000000    0.000000 
 30  597.131060  -88.388895    3.270889    2.039041   -0.271953    0.000000    0.000000 
 31  175.699641 -220.455436   69.152958   14.072254  -30.520488    0.000000    0.000000 
 32  235.030067  -20.693442    0.455493   17.263736   -0.770027    0.000000    0.000000 
 33  449.168150 -554.084121  170.876549   -1.567129  -51.730816    0.000000    0.000000 
 34 -951.401045  831.727459 -181.776804  -12.233531   45.075283    0.000000    0.000000 
 35   -7.547936  -15.298021   -7.751439  -14.135960  -18.252875    0.000000    0.000000 
 36    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 37    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 38    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
TOT   23.650932   -6.155214    1.009525    8.221598  -61.979222    0.000000    0.000000 
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when moving to a new field angle.  Perhaps a more serious problem is that the different 

conjugates have differing amounts of distortion and field curvature.   

 

Figure 6-24.  Field and distortion curves for the layout shown in Figure 6-23.  All three conjugates, 20 

km, 25 km, and 30 km, are overlaid. 

Evidence of this can be seen upon examination of the spot diagrams in Figure 6-23.  The 

design has enough degrees of freedom to overlap the spots from all of the conjugates at 

the full field, but not at the smaller field angle of the two arcminute field.  This is not a 

fundamental limit, however, since the system will only operate at a single field angle at a 

time.  After some experimentation, it was found that moving the pupil slightly by 

adjusting the spacing between the field lens and the lens cell was an effective method of 
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choosing the operating field angle.   The model was expanded to a total of nine 

configurations, consisting of three field angles each with three height conjugates.  This 

was done to allow optimization of each field angle independent of the others.  The only 

quantities allowed to vary between the different configurations were the resonator mirror 

position, the field lens to DR lens cell spacing, and the spacing from the DR lens cell to 

the final image plane.  After extensive optimization, a system that exhibits good 

performance over the entire range of field angles was obtained.  Figure 6-25 shows the 

final configuration of the lens cell and a summary of the performance data at the full field 

angle that corresponds to a five arcminute field of view from the telescope.  Figure 6-26 

shows psf images and encircled energy plots when the lens cell is operating with a five 

arcminute diameter field, and Figure 6-27 shows these same quantities for the two 

arcminute diameter field.  The prescription for this system is listed in Error! Reference 

source not found.. 
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Figure 6-25.  Final version of five arcminute field DR lens cell.  Data shown is for a five arcminute 

full field. 

Seidel Aberration Coefficients in Waves: 
 
Surf       W040        W131        W222        W220        W311        W020        W111 
  1    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  2  -17.910461 -163.825369    6.081666   -0.309201   -0.156860    0.000000    0.000000 
  3    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
STO   17.912111  163.910152   -5.601814    2.800907   -0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  5    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  6    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  7    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
  8    0.005537   -0.179136    1.448794    4.664260  -87.163341    0.000000    0.000000 
  9   -0.005047   -0.011596   -0.006660   -2.096297   -2.412026    0.000000    0.000000 
 10  -19.846171   57.332818  -41.406627  -19.974524   58.756298    0.000000    0.000000 
 11  -98.677885  -89.588675  -20.334168   -3.664920   -6.278970    0.000000    0.000000 
 12   41.718759   75.950929   34.568045   -3.832580   12.244487    0.000000    0.000000 
 13    5.081537   -7.519272    2.781612   12.523348  -10.294553    0.000000    0.000000 
 14   57.835754   80.915678   28.301468    8.259255   15.676457    0.000000    0.000000 
 15   83.743700  -62.446060   11.641205    3.672785   -3.539518    0.000000    0.000000 
 16   -6.901397  -22.029987  -17.580511   16.177088   11.789774    0.000000    0.000000 
 17   83.976161  -76.192205   17.282441   -7.438363   -0.545681    0.000000    0.000000 
 18 -195.488336   56.175871   -4.035699   -1.447230    0.497866    0.000000    0.000000 
 19    6.269527  -28.963592   33.451073  -12.516442   -9.722463    0.000000    0.000000 
 20   -4.021589  -30.155186  -56.528363   35.814136   28.306015    0.000000    0.000000 
 21   47.157932  -83.534400   36.992695  -29.368628    9.629445    0.000000    0.000000 
 22    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 23    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
 24   47.288203   44.966410   10.689653  -29.368628  -11.422131    0.000000    0.000000 
 25   -4.284114   34.453781  -69.271213   35.814136   -4.738996    0.000000    0.000000 
 26    6.032407   23.380411   22.654459  -12.516442   -2.304576    0.000000    0.000000 
 27 -197.138522  106.808580  -14.467077   -1.447230    2.351596    0.000000    0.000000 
 28   84.045709    6.658520    0.131880   -7.438363   -0.292040    0.000000    0.000000 
 29   -7.047021   27.912344  -27.639299   16.177088   -4.668755    0.000000    0.000000 
 30   83.558910   -6.938160    0.144024    3.672785   -0.155471    0.000000    0.000000 
 31   59.822439 -132.379513   73.234791    8.259255  -49.653183    0.000000    0.000000 
 32    4.711149    3.089955    0.506661   12.523348    4.189993    0.000000    0.000000 
 33   43.050387 -113.067853   74.240559   -3.832580  -43.713530    0.000000    0.000000 
 34 -100.596845  173.922456  -75.173881   -3.664920   35.660288    0.000000    0.000000 
 35  -18.734517  -39.134753  -20.437261  -19.974524  -31.535419    0.000000    0.000000 
IMA    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000    0.000000 
TOT    1.558319   -0.487851    1.668453    1.467521  -89.495292    0.000000    0.000000 
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Figure 6-26.  PSF images and encircled energy plots for a five arcminute field.  The top pair of plots 

is at the 20 km conjugate, the middle is at 25 km, and the bottom is at 30 km.  The psf images are 0.1 

arcsecond on a side, and the encricled energy plots extend out to a 0.1 arcsecond radius. 
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Figure 6-27.  PSF images and encircled energy plots for a two arcminute field.  The top pair of plots 

is at the 20 km conjugate, the middle is at 25 km, and the bottom is at 30 km.  The psf images are 0.1 

arcsecond on a side, and the encricled energy plots extend out to a 0.1 arcsecond radius. 
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Table 6-3.  Prescription for the five arcminute DR lens cell. 

 

 

6.3.2 Future work for 5 arcminute DR lens cell 

The design formulated in the previous section makes a lot of progress towards a practical 

design, but there is still work to be done before the design can be considered finished.  

The pupil in this design has a radius of curvature of about 80 mm, so it is not as flat as the 

pupil in the 2 arcminute design.  There should also be some time spent trying to simplify 

the system, as it may be possible to remove one of the lenses and return to a five lens cell 

instead of six.  This would not only reduce fabrication costs, but would also improve the 

light throughput.  With six lenses in a double pass setup, superb AR coatings will be 

Surf     Type              Comment         Radius      Thickness                Glass      Diameter          Conic 
 OBJ STANDARD                            Infinity       2.5e+007                           36477.08              0 
   1 STANDARD          SEC. SHADOW       Infinity           7200                           6437.713              0 
   2 STANDARD              PRIMARY         -16256       -7307.47               MIRROR          6502             -1 
   3 STANDARD                            Infinity              0                           665.6512              0 
 STO STANDARD            SECONDARY      -1794.549        7307.47               MIRROR        642.05       -1.40911 
   5 STANDARD                            Infinity              0                           276.1117              0 
   6 STANDARD       PRIMARY VERTEX       Infinity        2660.08                           276.1117              0 
   7 STANDARD           25KM FOCUS       Infinity       122.6434                           143.8393              0 
   8 STANDARD                            264.2685       7.909946  1.950190, 25.432015      154.3876              0 
   9 STANDARD                            587.9975            300                           154.0153              0 
  10 STANDARD                            Infinity       200.7999                            80.3052              0 
  11 STANDARD                            -47.2779       21.94419  1.594214, 25.432015      30.76425              0 
  12 STANDARD                            257.6737       23.47362                           42.54414              0 
  13 STANDARD                           -321.5207       16.48674  1.949620, 25.400000      61.93108              0 
  14 STANDARD                           -98.39651       21.10239                            68.3514              0 
  15 STANDARD                            144.2564       21.70627  1.889849, 25.432015       80.1133              0 
  16 STANDARD                           -324.3997       17.82517                           78.84309              0 
  17 STANDARD                            74.65855       19.81963  1.913298, 25.432015      67.25085              0 
  18 STANDARD                            162.3688       7.174435                           57.37609              0 
  19 STANDARD                           -838.0975         23.868  1.920822, 25.400000      53.04602              0 
  20 STANDARD                            96.90611   0.0001159997                           41.05741              0 
  21 STANDARD                            33.72401        23.7808  1.913353, 25.432015      39.14621              0 
  22 STANDARD                            41.12539       10.88523                           22.08866              0 
  23 STANDARD           RES MIRROR       Infinity              0               MIRROR      10.45918              0 
  24 STANDARD                            Infinity      -10.88523                           10.45918              0 
  25 STANDARD                            41.12539       -23.7808  1.913353, 25.432015      19.04689              0 
  26 STANDARD                            33.72401  -0.0001159997                            33.0126              0 
  27 STANDARD                            96.90611        -23.868  1.920822, 25.400000      33.87038              0 
  28 STANDARD                           -838.0975      -7.174435                           42.28581              0 
  29 STANDARD                            162.3688      -19.81963  1.913298, 25.432015       46.0625              0 
  30 STANDARD                            74.65855      -17.82517                           54.29809              0 
  31 STANDARD                           -324.3997      -21.70627  1.889849, 25.432015      60.61141              0 
  32 STANDARD                            144.2564      -21.10239                           61.38374              0 
  33 STANDARD                           -98.39651      -16.48674  1.949620, 25.400000      59.90875              0 
  34 STANDARD                           -321.5207      -23.47362                           55.71344              0 
  35 STANDARD                            257.6737      -21.94419  1.594214, 25.432015      45.75537              0 
  36 STANDARD                            -47.2779      -200.7999                           39.81233              0 
  37 STANDARD                            Infinity      -268.0225                           81.14106              0 
 IMA STANDARD                            Infinity                                           138.905              0
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required.  If the reflectivity per surface is only 0.5%, the cell throughput will be 88.7%.  

Removing a single lens would increase this by almost 2% to 90.5%.   

The total glass thickness traversed by the optical beam is 255 mm.  This large thickness 

will require that the lenses be made of high-homogenity, low absorption glass.  For 

instance, if the lenses were made of PBH-56 from Ohara which has particularly low 

absorption, the internal transmittance of this thickness of glass would be 96%.  In 

contrast, if N-SF6 from Schott was used the internal transmittance would only be 59%. 

Prior to fabrication there should also be a thorough tolerance analysis done, including 

thermal factors.  The effects of the reduced air pressure due to the altitude of the MMT 

should also be investigated.  In a design such as this that has a very high f/# small 

changes can greatly affect the performance. 

Finally, the performance of the new design is well beyond what would be needed at the 

telescope.  Even the very best nights at the MMT yield 0.2-0.3 arcsecond seeing, and 

there are only a few of these per year.  The median seeing is about 0.7 arcseconds 

FWHM, so the 0.023 arcsecond FWHM of the current design could be increased by 

almost an order of magnitude without contributing a significant amount to the seeing-

limited spot size.  It is likely possible to trade a slightly larger spot size for either fewer 

lenses, looser alignment tolerances, less resonator travel, or a combination of all three.  

The downside is that an increased spot size and the attendant increased wavefront 

aberrations could increase problems such as spot elongation in the Hartmann pattern of 

the wavefront sensor that follows the lens cell.  These undesirable effects should be 

closely monitored during further design work. 
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6.4 Impacts on new system layout 

Whichever design is eventually implemented, if it uses a polarizing beamsplitter and a 

quarter-wave plate there are a few favorable effects on the overall system layout. 

One is that the inevitable leakage from the beamsplitter could be used to feed a wide field 

camera.  This camera would only get a few percent of the laser return, but with a camera 

capable of integrating many laser pulses this would be enough to allow monitoring the 

laser constellation on the sky.  This could include measuring the projected beam quality 

to verify that the beam projector was working properly.  Depending on the efficiency of 

the dichroic that picks off the laser light, there may also be enough natural star light to 

integrate and obtain a useful wide field image of the sky.  The advantage of both of these 

scenarios is that these cameras are available all the time, without the need for flip mirrors 

as implemented in the current system.  These cameras would use light that would be 

wasted otherwise.   

The laser light leakage from the beam splitter could also be used to monitor the output 

polarization of the laser projector.  As the MMT tracks across the sky, its pupil rotates 

due to the alt-az mount.  Instruments are attached to a large rotating bearing on the 

telescope so that the instrument can follow the pupil rotation.  Unfortunately, this means 

that the laser wavefront sensor optics and the projected beam will rotate with respect to 

one another.  Thus, the output polarization of the beam projector must rotate to match the 

rotation of the wavefront sensor optics.  A real time indication of the quality of this 

alignment would be very useful in maximizing the system performance.   
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One final advantage to this system is that it must use linearly polarized light.  This is a 

necessary first step to using a Pockel’s cell as a fast electronic shutter.  With this type of 

shutter, any wavefront sensor camera could be used with the lasers and not just the 

current electronically gated CCD.  This CCD has shown some problems, and has a 

comparatively high read noise.  
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7 CONCLUSIONS / FUTURE PLANS 

The multiple laser beam projector has been built, tested, and used during several 

telescope runs.  It has proven to be very robust, and has experienced only a few minor 

problems.  It has produced a spot size of 1.4 arcseconds in 1 arcsecond seeing conditions.  

Further characterization of the spot size is planned for the near future.  Data taken in 

better seeing conditions will better define the beam projector performance. 

The only major improvement planned for the beam projector in the near future is to 

implement a fast steering mirror to stabilize the beam pointing.  Currently, vibrations of 

the telescope secondary hub can cause several arcseconds of image motion.  A fast 

steering mirror is already installed in the pupil box, and the control algorithm is under 

development.   

The dynamically refocused wavefront sensor system is well on its way to a robust, 

science producing instrument.  The major problems discovered during testing of the 

current system are the pupil curvature at the wavefront sensor, tight alignment tolerances, 

and overall marginal image quality.  The solution to all of these problems is the 

implementation of the new dynamic refocus lens assembly designed in Chapter 6.  

Unfotunately, this will have to wait for more funding to come available.   

With the dynamic refocus lens cell, it will also be possible to enlarge the beacon pattern 

diameter from two to five arcminutes on the sky.  The ability to change the size of the 

beacon pattern will optimize the system performance for both the wide field ground layer 

correction and the narrow field tomographic correction modes.   
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Future improvements for the system will also include changing from two to five lasers.  

Each laser will project its own beacon into the sky, improving the projected power from 4 

W per beacon to 15 W per beacon.  This will allow better spatial and temporal sampling 

of the returned wavefront, improving the performance of the system.  
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APPENDIX A   REGULATORY PERMISSIONS 

It is no trivial operation to fire a high power, tightly focused laser into the sky.  In 

addition to the usual on-site safety concerns, the safety of personnel and equipment many 

miles away from the site must be considered as well.  In the case of the MMT beam 

projector, the main threats are to aircraft and satellites.  It is impractical to require aircraft 

and satellites to implement protective equipment and procedures, so the only option is for 

the laser emitter to avoid illuminating unintended targets. 

In all cases, the projection system is treated as if all the projected energy is in a single 

beam.  This produces a more conservative damage estimate and should create more 

restrictions on operations, but practically there is little to no effect.  For aircraft, the 

minimum safe distance is so large that the beam is dangerous at any distance a plane 

might be illuminated.  For satellites, the current policy is to avoid illumination altogether 

and so it does not matter what the laser output power is.   

A.1 Laser Clearinghouse / Space Command 

Satellite Predictive Avoidance (PA) operations are provided by the Laser Clearinghouse 

(LCH) which is operated by the Department of Defense34.  All DoD laser systems are 

required to perform PA operations using the LCH.  This is due to the dangers of 

inadvertent illumination of sensitive satellites.  In addition to the simple liability if a 

satellite is damaged, if the damaged satellite belonged to another country it could be 

interpreted as an act of war.  Since a large portion of the funding for this project was from 

an Air Force grant it was required that we use the LCH for PA.  Groups that do not 
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receive DoD funding are also strongly encouraged to perform PA through the LCH, but 

this is not a requirement. 

The basic procedure is simple.  Not more than 30 days prior to a scheduled operation, the 

LCH is notified of the upcoming event.  This is done so that the LCH can ensure that it 

has proper staffing to handle the PA workload.  A target list is normally sent at this time 

as well, but it is not required until four days prior to the start of operations.  The LCH 

then sends daily reports during the scheduled laser operations period detailing approved 

firing windows for the requested targets.  The Laser Safety Officer (LSO) is required to 

notify the LCH one hour prior to the start of laser operations, and again within 15 

minutes of ending operations for the night.  If the laser is accidentally fired at a non-

approved target or at an approved target during a no-fire window, the LSO must notify 

the LCH within 15 minutes.   

Based on past experience, it is unusual to have closures for either star targets or fixed 

pointing targets.  Often there will be no more than a total of an hour or so of closures over 

a several night run for a few dozen targets.  If a target “box” is specified to allow firing 

the laser over a region of the sky, many closures are experienced.  The exact percentage 

of time lost due to closures is dependent upon the size of the box.  Most of the time lost 

due to LCH is due to “space event” closures.  If a satellite is launched unannounced, or if 

a satellite maneuvers unexpectedly, the official policy is to shut down all laser operations 

until the new orbit can be confirmed.  This results in a closure that lasts a minimum of a 

few hours and often the entire night.  The author has had several communications with 

the LCH about how detrimental this is to operations, and the LCH commander has agreed 
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to re-examine the shutdown policy.  The goal stated by the LCH commander was to 

reduce these shutdowns to a few hours or less.  Over 20 nights of laser operations at the 

MMT over the past two years, about 1.5 nights have been lost due to space event 

shutdowns.   

A.2 FAA 

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has the authority to regulate light emitting 

products and electronic product radiation35.  The FDA regulations prevent the 

propagation of lasers into navigable airspace.  If certain conditions are met, mostly 

dealing with safety procedures, the FDA will grant a variance for the operation of a 

specific laser installation.  One of the FDA’s requirements is that the laser owner must 

receive an approval letter from the FAA. 

The FDA does not, however, have jurisdiction over lasers used for scientific and medical 

purposes.  As a consequence, the FAA has no legal authority over the operation of the 

MMT beam projector.  To reduce liability in case of an accident, however, the FAA is 

still notified and a letter of no objection is obtained before any laser activities.  During 

this process, the FAA will also issue a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) message to alert any 

pilots that there may be laser activity in the area.  The FAA also communicates with 

various other groups that use the airspace in the area such as the Air Force and the 

Department of Homeland Security. 

Most of the land along the Arizona/Mexico border is restricted military airspace.  The 

only corridor through this goes directly over Mt. Hopkins and the MMT.  This means that 

even in the middle of the night there is a reasonably significant amount of air traffic. 
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Currently, aircraft detection is performed using a safety observer stationed in the parking 

lot.  This safety observer has both a voice radio and a radio controlled e-stop for the laser.  

If an aircraft is approaching the vicinity of the projected beam, the safety observer will 

first verbally notify the LSO via radio to allow for a graceful laser shutter closure.  If the 

LSO can not respond fast enough, or in case of laser control malfunction, the safety 

observer will use the wireless e-stop to shutter the laser.  In the future, a more automated 

system will use a camera to detect approaching aircraft, however this system will need 

rigorous testing before the safety observer position can be eliminated. 
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APPENDIX B   ZEMAX PRESCRIPTION FOR OPTICAL SYSTEMS 

B.1 Beam Projector 

System/Prescription Data 
 
File : C:\doc\MMT_BP\Models\MMT_BP_final_c_optimax_POP_data.ZMX 
Title: MMT 532nm Beam Projector 
Date : THU AUG 3 2006 
Configuration 1 of 3 
 
 
SURFACE DATA SUMMARY: 
 
Surf     Type              Comment         Radius      Thickness                Glass      Diameter          Conic 
 OBJ STANDARD           BEAM WAIST       Infinity            500                           42.77506              0 
   1 STANDARD      LASER HEAD APER       Infinity           6600                           41.47548              0 
   2 COORDBRK                                   -              0                                  -              - 
   3 STANDARD     STEERING PUP/MIR       Infinity              0               MIRROR      41.45569              0 
   4 COORDBRK                                   -            -70                                  -              - 
   5 DGRATING              GRATING       Infinity             -8                                 50              0 
   6 STANDARD                            Infinity      -75.03019                                 50              0 
   7 STANDARD                   L3        -352.65             -6               S-LAM7          50.8              0 
   8 STANDARD                               360.2      -3234.068                               50.8              0 
   9 STANDARD                            Infinity           -2.1                           289.6246              0 
  10 STANDARD                   L2       -4351.74            -20                  SF6           300              0 
  11 STANDARD                            -1333.26         -249.6                                300              0 
  12 COORDBRK                                   -              0                                  -              - 
  13 STANDARD            FOLD FLAT       Infinity              0               MIRROR      647.5385              0 
  14 COORDBRK                                   -       336.0423                                  -              - 
 STO STANDARD                   L1         4696.1          55.11             F_SILICA           420              0 
  16 STANDARD                            -1096.72              0                                470              0 
  17 STANDARD                            Infinity         2e+007                           423.7197              0 
  18 STANDARD                 20KM       Infinity        5000000                           18588.87              0 
  19 STANDARD                 25KM       Infinity        5000000                           23130.16              0 
  20 STANDARD                 30KM       Infinity       -6500000                           27671.45              0 
 IMA STANDARD                 23KM       Infinity                                          21767.77              0 
 
 

B.2 f/# converter 

System/Prescription Data 
 
File : C:\doc\f9f15convertor\f9f15_v11.ZMX 
Title: Lens has no title. 
Date : THU AUG 3 2006 
Configuration 1 of 3 
 
 
SURFACE DATA SUMMARY: 
 
Surf     Type              Comment         Radius      Thickness                Glass      Diameter          Conic 
 OBJ STANDARD                            Infinity       2.5e+007                           14544.44              0 
   1 STANDARD                            Infinity              0                               6502              0 
 STO STANDARD         PRIMARY 6919       -16255.3      -6919.412               MIRROR          6502             -1 
   3 STANDARD       SECONDARY 8869       -2805.79           8869               MIRROR        1006.7       -1.74922 
   4 STANDARD                            Infinity      -189.1869                           37.18596              0 
   5 STANDARD            INF FOCUS       Infinity         -228.6                            52.2855              0 
   6 STANDARD       TOP BOX FLANGE       Infinity       154.9167                           76.54872              0 
   7 STANDARD                           -311.2356              3                N-BK7          94.2              0 
   8 STANDARD                            Infinity              0                               94.2              0 
   9 STANDARD                            Infinity              3                N-BK7          94.2              0 
  10 STANDARD                            311.2356       172.9392                               94.2              0 
  11 STANDARD           PUPIL LENS       Infinity              9                N-BK7         101.6              0 
  12 STANDARD             CPX10500      -257.5328              0                                100              0 
  13 STANDARD                            Infinity       192.0594                           77.03146              0 
  14 COORDBRK                                   -              0                                  -              - 
  15 STANDARD         BEAMSPLITTER       Infinity              3                N-BK7       89.6764              0 
  16 STANDARD                            Infinity              0                            92.7079              0 
  17 COORDBRK                                   -              0                                  -              - 
  18 STANDARD                            Infinity              0                           67.54955              0 
  19 STANDARD                            Infinity       139.2784                                 78              0 
 IMA STANDARD                            Infinity                                          59.11769              0 
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B.3 DR cell 

System/Prescription Data 
 
File : C:\doc\DD\Zemax\DR_cell_with telescope_optimum2.ZMX 
Title: LTAO Topbox 
Date : THU AUG 3 2006 
Configuration 1 of 3 
 
SURFACE DATA SUMMARY: 
 
Surf     Type              Comment         Radius      Thickness                Glass      Diameter          Conic 
 OBJ STANDARD                            Infinity         2e+007                           11681.83              0 
   1 STANDARD          SEC. SHADOW       Infinity           7200                            6361.09              0 
   2 STANDARD              PRIMARY         -16256       -7307.47               MIRROR          6502             -1 
   3 STANDARD                            Infinity              0                           665.3421              0 
 STO STANDARD            SECONDARY      -1794.549        7307.47               MIRROR        642.05       -1.40911 
   5 STANDARD                            Infinity       4.440619                           217.5494              0 
   6 STANDARD       PRIMARY VERTEX       Infinity        1467.07                           217.2925              0 
   7 STANDARD                            Infinity        1193.01                           132.4009              0 
   8 STANDARD           FIELD LENS       226.6179          5.624                  SF6         75.97              0 
   9 STANDARD                            3236.976            300                              75.97              0 
  10 STANDARD                            Infinity       -2.23065                           19.90978              0 
  11 STANDARD        L2-SA CORRECT        20.1613          14.43                  SF6            30              0 
  12 STANDARD                            -97.9592      0.2964082                                 30              0 
  13 STANDARD                   L3       515.2487         11.049                  SF6            26              0 
  14 STANDARD                            -28.7011            0.3                                 26              0 
  15 STANDARD                   L4           7.57          14.98                  SF6         10.99              0 
  16 STANDARD                              -32.97       7.392756                              21.96              0 
  17 STANDARD       MOVABLE MIRROR      -12.01928      -7.392756               MIRROR      18.99987              0 
  18 STANDARD                   L4         -32.97         -14.98                  SF6         21.96              0 
  19 STANDARD                                7.57           -0.3                              10.99              0 
  20 STANDARD                   L3       -28.7011        -11.049                  SF6            26              0 
  21 STANDARD                            515.2487     -0.2964082                                 26              0 
  22 STANDARD        L2-SA CORRECT       -97.9592         -14.43                  SF6            30              0 
  23 STANDARD                             20.1613           -300                                 30              0 
 IMA STANDARD                            Infinity                                               0.4              0 

B.4 Camera lens 

System/Prescription Data 
 
File : C:\doc\DD\Zemax\DR_cell_with telescope_optimum2.ZMX 
Title: LTAO Topbox 
Date : THU AUG 3 2006 
Configuration 1 of 3 
 
 
SURFACE DATA SUMMARY: 
 
Surf     Type              Comment         Radius      Thickness                Glass      Diameter          Conic 
 OBJ STANDARD                            Infinity         2e+007                           11681.83              0 
   1 STANDARD          SEC. SHADOW       Infinity           7200                            6361.09              0 
   2 STANDARD              PRIMARY         -16256       -7307.47               MIRROR          6502             -1 
   3 STANDARD                            Infinity              0                           665.3421              0 
 STO STANDARD            SECONDARY      -1794.549        7307.47               MIRROR        642.05       -1.40911 
   5 STANDARD                            Infinity       4.440619                           217.5494              0 
   6 STANDARD       PRIMARY VERTEX       Infinity        1467.07                           217.2925              0 
   7 STANDARD                            Infinity        1193.01                           132.4009              0 
   8 STANDARD           FIELD LENS       226.6179          5.624                  SF6         75.97              0 
   9 STANDARD                            3236.976            300                              75.97              0 
  10 STANDARD                            Infinity       -2.23065                           19.90978              0 
  11 STANDARD        L2-SA CORRECT        20.1613          14.43                  SF6            30              0 
  12 STANDARD                            -97.9592      0.2964082                                 30              0 
  13 STANDARD                   L3       515.2487         11.049                  SF6            26              0 
  14 STANDARD                            -28.7011            0.3                                 26              0 
  15 STANDARD                   L4           7.57          14.98                  SF6         10.99              0 
  16 STANDARD                              -32.97       7.392756                              21.96              0 
  17 STANDARD       MOVABLE MIRROR      -12.01928      -7.392756               MIRROR      18.99987              0 
  18 STANDARD                   L4         -32.97         -14.98                  SF6         21.96              0 
  19 STANDARD                                7.57           -0.3                              10.99              0 
  20 STANDARD                   L3       -28.7011        -11.049                  SF6            26              0 
  21 STANDARD                            515.2487     -0.2964082                                 26              0 
  22 STANDARD        L2-SA CORRECT       -97.9592         -14.43                  SF6            30              0 
  23 STANDARD                             20.1613           -300                                 30              0 
 IMA STANDARD                            Infinity                                               0.4              0 
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APPENDIX C   MATLAB CODE 

C.1 Hologram design 

%5-spot hologram generator 
%Thomas Stalcup 
%4/2/03 
 
%close all; clear all; 
 
%define parameters 
lambda=532e-9; 
d=0.002;  %hologram diameter in m 
%dim=128;  %pixel dimensions 
pix_scale=2e-6;  %pixel scale in m 
dim=d/pix_scale; 
dim=round(dim); 
dim=260; 
%d=dim*pix_scale;  %hologram diameter in m 
num_spots=5;  %number of spots 
num_levels=8; %number of phase levels in hologram 
%beam_angle=0.006251;  %radians 
beam_angle=0.005299;  %radians new 
%beam_angle=4.2469e-3;  %radians for tamkin 
%beam_angle=(1651)*4.8481368111e-6;  %beam angle in radians, () is arc_sec 
lambda_hologram=lambda/sin(beam_angle) 
 
%axis limits for fft 
axis_limits=[350 650 350 650];   %for 128x128 pupil 
%axis_limits=[400 625 400 625];    %for 256x256 pupil 
 
 
%initialize variables 
hologram=zeros(dim); 
%pix_scale=d/dim   %pixel dimensions 
x_scale=pix_scale.*(1:dim); 
y_scale=pix_scale.*(1:dim); 
 
 
tic 
%calculate hologram 
h = waitbar(0,'Calculating Hologram'); 
cycle=0; 
max_cycle=num_spots*dim*dim; 
for idx=1:num_spots 
    temp=zeros(dim); 
    theta=(idx-1)*(2*pi/num_spots); 
    theta_degrees=theta*180/pi; 
    waitbar(cycle/max_cycle,h,['Calculating beam at ' num2str(theta_degrees) ' degrees']) 
    for idx_x=1:dim 
        waitbar(cycle/max_cycle,h) 
        for idx_y=1:dim 
            temp(idx_x,idx_y)=cos(theta)*(idx_x)+sin(theta)*(idx_y); 
            
%hologram(idx_x,idx_y)=hologram(idx_x,idx_y)+exp(i*(2*pi/lambda_hologram)*(cos(theta)*idx_x*pix_scale+sin(theta)*idx_y*
pix_scale)); 
        end 
        cycle=cycle+dim; 
    end 
    temp=temp.*pix_scale.*i.*(2*pi/lambda_hologram); 
    hologram=hologram+exp(temp); 
end 
 
close(h) 
toc 
 
%apply circular pupil 
hologram_pupil=hologram; 
h = waitbar(0,'Applying Pupil'); 
cycle=0; 
max_cycle=dim^2; 
for idx_x=1:dim 
    waitbar(cycle/max_cycle,h) 
    for idx_y=1:dim 
        if sqrt((idx_x-dim/2).^2+(idx_y-dim/2).^2)>dim/2 
            hologram_pupil(idx_x,idx_y)=0; 
        end 
    end 
    cycle=cycle+dim; 
end 
close(h) 
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C.2 Prism design 

%MMT LGS DR Prism calculator 
%Thomas Stalcup 
 
clear all; close all; 
 
 
prism_radius=.018; 
hole_radius=prism_radius*(325/6502); 
prism_T=prism_radius./100; 
 
[X,Y] = meshgrid(-1*prism_radius:prism_T:prism_radius, -1*prism_radius:prism_T:prism_radius); 
radius=sqrt(X.^2+Y.^2); 
 
l=0:5; 
l1=(l./6)*2*pi; 
gamma=l1+pi/4; 
n=0:11; 
n1=(n./12)*2*pi; 
gamma=[gamma n1+(1/12)*2*pi]; 
p=0:17; 
p1=(p./18)*2*pi; 
gamma=[gamma p1+0.44]; 
q=0:23; 
q1=(q./24)*2*pi; 
gamma=[gamma q1+0.4]; 
 
phi1_minutes=25.5; 
phi2_minutes=51.0; 
phi3_minutes=76.5; 
phi4_minutes=76.5+25.5; 
 
phi1_rad=phi1_minutes/60/180*pi; 
phi2_rad=phi2_minutes/60/180*pi; 
phi3_rad=phi3_minutes/60/180*pi; 
phi4_rad=phi4_minutes/60/180*pi; 
 
theta(1:6)=phi1_rad; 
theta(7:18)=phi2_rad; 
theta(19:36)=phi3_rad; 
theta(37:60)=phi4_rad; 
 
%c=1./sqrt(tan(theta)); 
 
%a=(1./c).*cos(gam ma); 
%b=(1./c).*sin(gamma); 
 
R=.3; 
%R=0.3; 
 
alpha1_minutes=90*60-phi1_minutes; 
alpha2_minutes=90*60-phi2_minutes;   
alpha3_minutes=90*60-phi3_minutes; 
 
alpha1_rad=alpha1_minutes/60/180*pi; 
alpha2_rad=alpha2_minutes/60/180*pi; 
alpha3_rad=alpha3_minutes/60/180*pi; 
 
m1=R.*cos(alpha1_rad); 
m2=R.*cos(alpha2_rad); 
m3=R.*cos(alpha3_rad); 
 
m(1:6)=m1; 
m(7:18)=m2; 
m(19:36)=m3; 
 
%d=m.*tan(theta)-R*(1-cos(theta)); 
 
%for q=1:36 
    %z{q}=(-d(q)-a(q).*X-b(q).*Y)./(c(q)); 
%    z{q}=(1./cos(theta(q))).*(-X.*cos(gamma(q))-Y.*sin(gamma(q))-R.*((cos(theta(q))).^2-cos(theta(q))-1)); 
%end 
 
prism=ones(size(X)); 
facet=0.*prism; 
 
cos_theta=cos(theta); 
sin_theta=sin(theta); 
cos_gamma=cos(gamma); 
sin_gamma=sin(gamma); 
h=R-R.*cos_theta; 
A=sqrt(1-cos(theta).^2); 
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h = waitbar(0,'Please wait...'); 
for x_index=1:size(X,1) 
    waitbar(x_index/size(X,1),h); 
    for y_index=1:size(Y,2) 
        %if radius(y_index,x_index) < prism_radius & radius(y_index,x_index) > hole_radius 
            %z=(1./cos(theta)).*(-X(y_index,x_index).*cos(gamma)-Y(y_index,x_index).*sin(gamma)+R.*((cos(theta)).^2-
cos(theta)-1)); 
            %z=-(1./cos(theta)).*(X(y_index,x_index).*cos(gamma)./cos(theta)-
R.*sin(theta).*cos(gamma).*cos(gamma)./cos(theta)+Y(y_index,x_index).*sin(gamma)./cos(theta)-
R.*sin(theta).*sin(gamma).*sin(gamma)./cos(theta)+R.*cos(theta)-R.*cos(theta).*cos(theta)); 
            z=-(1./cos_theta).*(X(y_index,x_index).*cos_gamma.*A+Y(y_index,x_index).*sin_gamma.*A+h.*cos_theta-
R.*sin_theta.*A); 
            z_idx=find(z==min(z)); 
            z_temp=z(z_idx(1)); 
            prism(y_index,x_index) = z_temp; 
            facet(y_index,x_index) = z_idx(1); 
            %all_planes(:,y_index,x_index)=z; 
        %else 
        %    prism(y_index,x_index)=0; 
        %    facet(y_index,x_index)=0; 
        %end 
    end 
end 
 
 
close(h); 
 
prism(prism==0)=min(prism(:)); 
 
 
imagesc([-1*prism_radius prism_radius], [-1*prism_radius prism_radius],prism) 
colorbar 
axis equal 
axis tight 
figure 
imagesc([-1*prism_radius prism_radius], [-1*prism_radius prism_radius],facet) 
colorbar 
axis equal 
axis tight 
 
%figure 
%plot(squeeze(all_planes([1 7 19],50,120:200))') 
%axis square 
%grid on 
%fit_params=robustfit(squeeze(X(50,70:90)),squeeze(all_planes(1,50,70:90))); 
%rad2deg(fit_params(2)) 
%fit_params=robustfit(squeeze(X(50,70:90)),squeeze(all_planes(7,50,70:90))); 
%rad2deg(fit_params(2)) 
%fit_params=robustfit(squeeze(X(50,70:90)),squeeze(all_planes(19,50,70:90))); 
%rad2deg(fit_params(2)) 
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APPENDIX D   SCIMEASURE CONTROLLER PROGRAM CODE 

# CCID18 sequence 
# 02/11/05 
# modified from MMT_LGS_v4.txt 
# small adjustments by Thomas Stalcup 
# this version includes reset 
# 
# 5/23/5 
# Adjusted by SciMeasure to optimize readnoise 
# 
# 6/5/05 
# removed fast programs, replaced with programs that are open for shuttering above 20 km 
# based on 5200 Hz resonator 
# 
# Program summary 
# 0 - 500nsec_laser_sync 
# 1 - 720nsec_laser_sync 
# 2 - 1040nsec_laser_sync 
# 3 - 1800nsec_laser_sync 
#     Main programs that sync camera to resonator.  # Provide dead pixels to create window for shutter transitions. 
# 4 - 500nsec_laser_over20km 
# 5 - 720nsec_laser_over20km 
# 6 - 1040nsec_laser_over20km 
# 7 - 1800nsec_laser_over20km 
#     Programs that can be shuttered anywhere above 20 km 
 
## 0 
 
program 500nsec_laser_sync; 
 
s500nsec_begin 1; 
s500nsec_main 4; 
integrate 1; 
 
subroutine s500nsec_begin; 
 
dead_pixel  3; 
shift_array  1;  #FT 
read_a_line500nsec 4;  #read lines   
dead_pixel  3; #shutter open 
dead_pixel  1;  
read_a_line500nsec 4;  #read lines 
dead_pixel  10; #shutter close 
 
subroutine s500nsec_main; 
 
dead_pixel  3; 
read_a_line500nsec 10;  #read lines 
dead_pixel  3;   #shutter open 
dead_pixel  3; 
read_a_line500nsec 4;   #read lines 
dead_pixel  8;  #shutter close 
 
## 1 
 
program 720nsec_laser_sync; 
 
s720nsec_begin 1; 
s720nsec_main 5; 
s720nsec_end 1; 
integrate 1; 
 
subroutine s720nsec_begin; 
 
dead_pixel  6; 
shift_array  1;  #FT 
read_a_line720nsec 2;  #read lines   
dead_pixel  25; #shutter open 
dead_pixel  2;  
read_a_line720nsec 3;  #read lines 
dead_pixel  4;  #shutter close 
 
subroutine s720nsec_main; 
 
dead_pixel  4; 
read_a_line720nsec 7;   #read lines 
dead_pixel  5;   #shutter open 
dead_pixel  3; 
read_a_line720nsec 3;   #read lines 
dead_pixel  4;   #shutter close 
 
subroutine s720nsec_end; 
 
dead_pixel  4; 
read_a_line720nsec 7;  #read lines   
dead_pixel  5;  #shutter open 
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dead_pixel  3; 
read_a_line720nsec 2;  #read lines   
dead_pixel  32; #shutter close 
 
## 2 
 
program 1040nsec_laser_sync; 
 
s1040nsec_beg 1; 
s1040nsec_main 8; 
s1040nsec_end 1; 
integrate 1; 
 
subroutine s1040nsec_beg; 
 
dead_pixel  1; 
shift_array  1;  #FT 
read_a_line1040nsec 2;  #read lines   
dead_pixel  4;  #shutter open 
dead_pixel  4;  
read_a_line1040nsec 2;  #read lines 
dead_pixel  8;  #shutter close 
 
subroutine s1040nsec_main; 
 
dead_pixel  3; 
read_a_line1040nsec 5;   #read lines 
dead_pixel  3;   #shutter open 
dead_pixel  4; 
read_a_line1040nsec 2;   #read lines 
dead_pixel  8;   #shutter close 
 
subroutine s1040nsec_end; 
 
dead_pixel  10; 
read_a_line1040nsec 4;  #read lines   
dead_pixel  36; #shutter open 
dead_pixel  94; #shutter close 
 
## 3 
 
program s1800nsec_laser_sync; 
 
s1800nsec_beg 1; 
s1800nsec_main 15; 
s1800nsec_end 1; 
integrate 1; 
 
subroutine s1800nsec_beg; 
 
dead_pixel  1; 
shift_array  1;  #FT 
read_a_line1800nsec 1;  #read line   
dead_pixel  17; #shutter open 
dead_pixel  12;  
read_a_line1800nsec 1;  #read line 
dead_pixel  12; #shutter close 
 
subroutine s1800nsec_main; 
 
dead_pixel  1; 
read_a_line1800nsec 3;   #read lines 
dead_pixel  1;   #shutter open 
dead_pixel  12; 
read_a_line1800nsec 1;   #read line 
dead_pixel  11;  #shutter close 
 
subroutine s1800nsec_end; 
 
dead_pixel  1; 
read_a_line1800nsec 2;  #read lines   
dead_pixel  73; #shutter open 
dead_pixel  94;#shutter close 
 
 
## 4 
 
program 500nsec_laser_over20km; 
 
20km500nsec_begin 1; 
20km500nsec_main 6; 
integrate 1; 
 
subroutine 20km500nsec_begin; 
 
dead_pixel  3; 
shift_array  1;  #FT 
read_a_line500nsec 4;  #read lines   
dead_pixel  97; #shutter open/close 
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subroutine 20km500nsec_main; 
 
dead_pixel  3; 
read_a_line500nsec 10;  #read lines 
dead_pixel  99;   #shutter open/close 
 
## 5 
 
program 720nsec_laser_over20km; 
 
20km720nsec_begin 1; 
20km720nsec_main 8; 
20km720nsec_end  1; 
integrate  1; 
 
subroutine 20km720nsec_begin; 
 
dead_pixel  6; 
shift_array  1;  #FT 
read_a_line720nsec 2;  #read lines   
dead_pixel  119; #shutter open/close 
 
subroutine 20km720nsec_main; 
 
dead_pixel  4; 
read_a_line720nsec 7;   #read lines 
dead_pixel  100;   #shutter open/close 
 
subroutine 20km720nsec_end; 
 
dead_pixel  4; 
read_a_line720nsec 6;  #read lines   
dead_pixel  130;  #shutter open/close 
 
## 6 
 
program 1040nsec_laser_over20km; 
 
20km1040nsec_beg 1; 
20km1040nsec_main 12; 
20km1040nsec_end 1; 
integrate 1; 
 
subroutine 20km1040nsec_beg; 
 
dead_pixel  1; 
shift_array  1;  #FT 
read_a_line1040nsec 2;  #read lines   
dead_pixel  100;  #shutter open/close 
 
subroutine 20km1040nsec_main; 
 
dead_pixel  3; 
read_a_line1040nsec 5;   #read lines 
dead_pixel  98;   #shutter open/close 
 
subroutine 20km1040nsec_end; 
 
dead_pixel  10; 
read_a_line1040nsec 2;  #read lines   
dead_pixel  216; #shutter open/close 
 
## 7 
 
program 20km1800nsec_laser_over20km; 
 
20km1800nsec_beg 1; 
20km1800nsec_main 21; 
integrate 1; 
 
subroutine 20km1800nsec_beg; 
 
dead_pixel  1; 
shift_array  1;  #FT 
read_a_line1800nsec 1;  #read line   
dead_pixel  116; #shutter open/close 
 
subroutine 20km1800nsec_main; 
 
#dead_pixel  0; 
read_a_line1800nsec 3;   #read lines 
dead_pixel  100;   #shutter open/close 
 
function dead_pixel; 
 
shift_pixel_620wso 1; 
 
 
function read_a_line500nsec; 
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fstore_to_serial_1and2 1; 
shift_pixel_500wso 8; 
read_pixel_500wso 16; 
 
 
function read_a_line720nsec; 
 
fstore_to_serial_1and2 1; 
shift_pixel_720wso 8; 
read_pixel_720wso 16; 
 
 
function read_a_line1040nsec; 
 
fstore_to_serial_1and2 1; 
shift_pixel_1040wso 8; 
read_pixel_1040wso 16; 
 
 
function read_a_line1800nsec; 
 
fstore_to_serial_1and2 1; 
shift_pixel_1800wso 8; 
read_pixel_1800wso 16; 
 
 
function shift_array; 
 
shutter_trans_closed 1; 
frame_transfer_1and2 70; 
shutter_trans_open 1;#changed order 
shift_pixel_wso  20; 
#shutter_trans_open 1; 
 
 
function integrate; 
 
shift_pixel_wse  1; 
 
function integrate_wsc; 
 
shift_pixel_wsc  1; 
 
pattern read_pixel_500wso; 
 
#FB  11111 100 000 000 0     Cmd 
#210 54321 098 765 432 1 SCT 210 
#     SSSI III SSS RRR G 
#     CED+ 123 123 123   
 
 111 11101 110 110 011 1 110 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 011 1 110 011; 
 111 11101 110 110 001 0 110 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 001 0 110 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 001 0 110 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 001 0 110 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 001 0 110 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 001 0 110 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 101 0 110 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 101 0 110 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 010 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 010 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 000 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 000 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 000 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 000 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 000 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 000 101; 
 111 11101 110 110 110 0 000 110; 
 111 11101 110 110 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 010 0 000 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 010 0 100 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 010 0 100 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 010 0 110 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 010 0 110 111; 
 
pattern shift_pixel_500wso; 
 
#FB  11111 100 000 000 0     Cmd 
#210 54321 098 765 432 1 SCT 210 
#     SSSI III SSS RRR G 
#     CED+ 123 123 123   
 
 111 11101 110 110 011 1 110 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 011 1 110 011; 
 111 11101 110 110 001 0 110 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 001 0 110 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 001 0 110 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 001 0 110 111; 
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 111 11101 110 110 001 0 110 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 001 0 110 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 101 0 110 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 101 0 110 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 010 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 010 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 000 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 000 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 000 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 000 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 000 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 100 0 000 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 010 0 000 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 010 0 100 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 010 0 100 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 010 0 110 111; 
 111 11101 110 110 010 0 110 111; 
 
 
pattern frame_transfer_1and2; 
 
#FB  11111 100 000 000 0     Cmd 
#210 54321 098 765 432 1 SCT 210 
#     SSSI III SSS RRR G 
#     CED+ 123 123 123   
 
 111 10110 011 011 011 1 110 111; 
 111 10110 011 011 011 1 110 011; 
 111 10110 011 011 001 0 110 111; 
 111 10110 011 011 001 0 111 111; 
 111 10110 001 001 001 0 111 111; 
 111 10110 001 001 001 0 111 111; 
 111 10110 001 001 001 0 111 111; 
 111 10110 001 001 001 0 111 111; 
 111 10110 001 001 101 0 010 111; 
 111 10110 001 001 101 0 010 111; 
 111 10110 001 001 100 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 001 001 100 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 101 101 100 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 101 101 100 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 101 101 100 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 101 101 100 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 110 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 110 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 010 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 010 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 010 0 100 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 010 0 110 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 010 0 110 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 010 0 110 111; 
 
 111 10110 100 100 011 1 110 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 011 1 110 011; 
 111 10110 100 100 001 0 110 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 001 0 111 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 001 0 111 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 001 0 111 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 001 0 111 111; 
 111 10110 100 100 001 0 111 111; 
 111 10110 110 110 101 0 010 111; 
 111 10110 110 110 101 0 010 111; 
 111 10110 110 110 100 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 110 110 100 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 010 010 100 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 010 010 100 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 010 010 100 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 010 010 100 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 010 010 110 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 010 010 110 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 010 010 010 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 010 010 010 0 000 111; 
 111 10110 010 010 010 0 100 111; 
 111 10110 010 010 010 0 110 111; 
 111 10110 010 010 010 0 110 111; 
 111 10110 010 010 010 0 110 111; 
 
pattern fstore_to_serial_1and2; 
 
#FB  11111 100 000 000 0     Cmd 
#210 54321 098 765 432 1 SCT 210 
#     SSSI III SSS RRR G 
#     CED+ 123 123 123   
 
 111 11001 110 011 010 1 110 111; 
 111 11001 110 011 010 1 110 011; 
 111 11001 110 011 010 0 110 111; 
 111 11001 110 011 010 0 111 111; 
 111 11001 110 001 010 0 111 010;#sol code 
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 111 11001 110 001 010 0 111 111; 
 111 11001 110 001 010 0 111 111; 
 111 11001 110 001 010 0 111 111; 
 111 11001 110 001 010 0 010 111; 
 111 11001 110 001 010 0 010 111; 
 111 11001 110 001 010 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 001 010 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 101 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 101 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 101 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 101 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 100 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 110 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 110 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 110 111; 
 
 111 11001 110 100 110 1 110 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 1 110 011; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 110 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 111 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 111 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 111 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 111 111; 
 111 11001 110 100 110 0 111 111; 
 111 11001 110 110 110 0 010 111; 
 111 11001 110 110 110 0 010 111; 
 111 11001 110 110 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 110 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 010 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 010 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 010 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 010 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 010 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 010 110 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 010 010 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 010 010 0 000 111; 
 111 11001 110 010 010 0 100 111; 
 111 11001 110 010 010 0 110 111; 
 111 11001 110 010 010 0 110 111; 
 111 11001 110 010 010 0 110 111; 
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